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Introduction: LINKS WITH THE PAST
Notes Toward a History of Knott County
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You can grieve if you want to, but the day of the cowbell and mule is over. Knott
County is no longer a log cabin land. Not long ago a native who had been away for several years returned to visit his folks . He drove in up Possum Trot and down Wiley to
Main Ball Creek and on to Tom Sutton's store at Vest before he knew where he was.
With Knott County directions he turned back, found the mouth of Combs Branch and
Wiley and eventually his destination. When he arrived, he found Knott County hospitality still thriving and a sumptuous meal, I trust, even though much of it may have
been bought at a local supermarket. During his absence perspectives had changed. Not
only had a broad highway been completed down Ball Creek, but it took different sides
of the valley and crossed over in differen t places from what the old wagon road did.
Perspectives had changed. Old houses had b een replaced as well as many new modem
ones added. Hillsides once planted to com were now growing up in second growth timber. Some links \vith the past had been broken.
This issue of Appalachian H entage is devoted to Knott County as a part of Kentud:y's bicentennial celebration. It is called "links with the past" and "Notes Toward a
History of Knott County" because that is all it is. One issue of a quarterly magazine
with deadlines to meet can hardly find time - or space - for a full historical treatment.
The focus here is on the early days and ways because links to the past are fast illsappearing and become more difficult to recover as time goes by. There is meant to be no
implication that Knott Countians should return to the old ways (however good some of
them have been) but there is the suggestion that an on-going tradition is valuable. It is
good to have a sense of continuance.
The decision to focus on old times, the settlement schools, and Knott County literature was an arbitrary one, but any other focus would have been arbitrary under the circumstances. Much was considered and much information gathered (and sources illscovered) that could not be worked into form in the time available. This awaits further issues and another time.
But it seemed important to call attention to Knott County's literature. Few small
counties have been so fortunate as to have such writers as Josiah Combs, Ann Cobb,
Lucy Furman, and James Still to record th e richness of their heritage in essay, fiction ,
and poetry. It serves both as a link with th e past and an open door to the future.

The Editor
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Knott County Comes Into Being
SOME BACKGROUND AND DETAILS

The approximately 354 square miles
now know as Knott County is a small irregular, artificial, boundary as seen on a
map of the Cumberland Plateau, that
deeply and intricately dissected land that
comprises most of Eastern Kentucky. Knott
County is a land of sharp, winding ridges
and a network of intersecting creeks,
branches, and hollows that triclde, drain,
and flow through narrow valleys. It is an
interesting land, often a very beautiful
land, and always a very rough land. Geologists tell that unimaginable eons went
into the shaping of its geo-physical features.
It is a sedimentary land, which means
that the layers of rock, shale, clay, etc., that
lie over and under the coal beds were
deposited by water. For periods of time
the area was a marshy land suitable for
tremendous plant growth; at other periods,
an inland lake or sea. Eventually the land
was thrust upward as a plateau. Then began the long process of erosion and weathering that chiseled down through the compressed strata, dissecting the plateau in the
deep, intricate, patterns and indentations
of hills, creeks, and ''hollers" as they are
seen today. Eventually, too, the surface
was covered with a magnificent forest, a
marvelous plant and animal life. This is
how it was when the Indian found it, and
how it was when the first white man found
it.

The first white men to know Eastern
Kentucky well were probably the Long
Hunters of Southwest Virginia. There are
records of these men who hunted in Ken-

tucky twenty years or more before the
Indian War of 1776. Some of them consistently hunted north of Cumberland Gap
and beyond the Black and Cumberland
Mountains in an area they called "The
Brush." These long hunters usually went
out in October and returned in April with
their furs, skins, and hides. They were men
wise in woodcraft and the arts necessary
to their occupation and survival. They
named many of the streams and prominent
landmarks and paved the way for the settlers.
Knott County was generally settled later than the surrounding territory because
of its location on the headwaters of creeks
and smaller streams. The greater part of
it is drained by upper Troublesome and
Quicksand Creeks and Carr Fork, all
flowing in to the North Fork of the Kentucky River. A lesser part is drained by
Salt Lick, Jones Fork, Caney, and upper
parts of Beaver Creek which eventually
flow into the Big Sandy River. Early settlers tended to establish homeseats on
larger streams and rivers where there was
more bottom land and open space.
Just who the first permanent settlers
( or settler ) in Knott County were is not
known with any certainty. Some families
claim their ancestors came before 1800,
but most accounts and records point to
dates after 1800. They came from North
Carolina and Virginia primarily with some
from West Virginia and Tennessee. They
were of Scotch, Scotch Irish, Irish, Dutch,
French and English descent, with perhaps
the preponderance heavily on the English
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side (Anglo-Saxonl). Their folklore was
largely English in origin.
The first !mown settler near the Forks
of Troublesome where Hindman is now located was Samuel Cornett, the son of William Cornett, a Revolutionary soldier. H e
built a large, two-story log house and water mill above The Forks on the left hand
tributary of Troublesome. H e was an old
man when Knott County was formed in
1884. But this in no \vay proves that Sa1Jluel Cornett was among the early settlers
of Knott County. Uncle Solomon Everidge
( Everage) was described as being an old
man (at least in his sixties) in 1884 and
eighty in 1899 when be made his famous,
barefoot, hatless, journey to Hazard to
ask Katherine Pettit and May Stone to
come to H indman to establish a school.
He grew up on Troublesome Creek and
was !mown as the "gran-daddy of Troublesome." Clabe Jones, the famous Knott
County feudist, born in 1826 on Beaver
Creek, related that ills father was the first
man to live on Jones Fork, for whom the
creek was named. He told of using handmills for grinding com and a sifter made
of dressed deerskin with holes punched in
it with a hot awl. Other accounts tell of
handmills being used up to the 1870s as
well as in earlier days. Later accounts tell
of having children carry com on horse
back for grinding to a water mill several
miles below Hindman, a trip for them of
ten miles each way.

Three men seemed to have laid the plans
for the creation of the new County: Robert
Bates, T. Y. Fitzpatrick, an attorney of
Whitesburg, and Fielding Johnson, an attorney who lived on Carr's Fork. Robert
Bates ran for the State Legislature and
was elected. When the Legislature met,
T. Y. Fitzpatrick, a former member and
later congressman, was on hand to guide
Bates through the legislative processes. An
act was passed in the 1884 Legislative session to form a new county from parts of
Perry, Letcher, Floyd, and Breathitt Counties. The County would be named Knott
for then Governor J. Proctor Knott and the
county seat, Hindman, for the Lieutenant
Governor. There seems to have been little
opposition to the forming of the new county at the time, although certain newspapers
and later historians voiced disapproval.
The popular argument for fOrming the
new county was that the area involved was
too far away from the county seats from
the four counties from which it was taken.
Actually the area was a sort of "backwoods" area of these counties, and some
residents lived long distances from the
county seats, especially as people had to
travel at that time. The fact that the county
and county seat would be named for the
Governor and Lieutenant Governor probably did not hurt any in the process of
legislation. Local factions did disagree considerably on certain internal aspects of the
new county, one being the location of the
new county seat.
In 1885 (J uly 8) the Louisville Commercial printed a highly unfavorable article both as to the reasons for the new
county and its founders. In later years Lee
Stewart in an article "It was Not Good
Policy to Form so Many Counties" quoted
a historian as follows:
"For a time the organization of successive counties indicated the general development of the country, but that time has

Later settlers near The Forks were
Peyton D uke of North Carolina and Captain Anderson Hays and his son, Le\vis. At
the time Knott County was formed a few
farmers and business men lived in the vicinity of The Forks. F. P. (Chick) Allen,
the son-in-law of Robert Bates lived there.
Robert Bates owned land near The Forks
and \Va, the main instrument in the creation of the new County. He has been
called the Father of Knott County.
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A log store and post office like the one at the Forks when Hindman and

KnOtt

were formed.

which may be described as an ambulance,
and part on horseback. Here the traveler is
still forty-two miles from the forks of
Troublesome indicated by the act as the
seat of government for the new county.
Another horse must be procured for the
ride over the rough road which follows
Beaver Creek for the greater part of the
way. Upon arriving at the forks of Troublesome nothing appears but two or three log
houses, not grouped together with any
view of making the beginning of a town
while vast forests extend in every direction.
A road extends to Whitesburg, the county
seat of Letcher; another to Hazard, in Perry County, and a third to Jackson in
Breathitt. Two of these counties, at least,
have made a reputation for outlawry that
has extended beyond the State.
On Monday, July 7, 1884, the commissioners named to form the new county of
Knott assembled at the "forks." The event
had been duly advertised through those
parts of Breathitt, F1oyd, Perry, and Letcher Counties which were to be embraced
in the new organization. A few persons
from a distance were lodged in the
"double" log house, which served as the
only inn in that section. It consisted of two
log pens, covered with one roof, with a
space between them large enough for
another room. The second largest house
was the store of "Chick" Allen, a son-inlaw of Robert Bates aforesaid. The third
house was what is facetiously known in
the "moonshine" districts as a "bonded
warehouse." No distillery was in sight but
a plentiful supply of white native whiskey
was served from the log cabin with the
high-sounding name. Mr. Bates was on
hand, of course, as was his friend, Fitzpatrick, the latter being the spokesman of
the commissioners.
Early in the day the neighboring
people-and not all of them near neighbors
-began to assemble. The young people

passed sometime since. Many of the later
counties owe their origin to other reasons
than the demand for sound public policy,
and a number of so-called 'pauper counties' have been added to the list, the existence of which is prejudicial to nearly
every interest concerned. The last county
formed is a conspicuous example of this
unfortunate legislation, the origin of which
is given in an article found in the Louisville Commercial July 8, 1885."
The LOUISVILLE COMMERCIAL for
July 8, 1885, told the story of the founding
of Knott County as follows:
The last legislature included a plain
looking man of forty.five, of the average
size, cheaply dressed, slightly bald and
wearing spectacles-Robert Bates, the
member from Letcher and some other
counties. He occupied a seat in a remote
comer of the House of Representatives,
and never arose to speak even to a "point
of order." The chief distinction he wore
was that of being a brother to "Baby
Bates," the celebrated Kentucky giant,
known to the patrons of every museum in
the land. Back of the seat occupied by
Bates, frequently leaning over the railing of
the lobby to talk to him, sat an ex-member
named Fitzpatrick, tall, awkward, smoothfaced, and always appearing in the same
heavy drab overcoat. Before the session
closed an act was passed to create a county
to be called Knott, \vith a county seat to
be called Hindman, in honor of the two
officials wearing these names. Perhaps it
would not have been termed inappropriately "an act to establish a county seat upon
the land of Robert Bates."
The traveler southward from Catlettsburg, on the Chatteroi Railroad, will find
that the cars stop at Richardson, on the
Big Sandy River. In winter some sort of
boat can be secured to Prestonsburg. in
F10yd County, but at this season part of
the distance may be traveled in a vehicle,
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predominated, because a "good timew was man lost no temper in consequence. A
promised. Rustic maidens accompanied by figure more noticeable was the belle of the
their swains, and rugged farmers with their ball-a young woman of twenty, with a
families, came on foot or on horseback ac- most attractive figure and the bearing of a
cording to distance. Soon two fiddlers of princess. A ruddy complexion, great brown
local repute made an appearance, which eyes, and a profusion of auburn ringlets
was a signal for clearing a small level place were additional attractions. Dressed tastenear the store, which was used for dancing fully she would have attracted wide adthrough the day. The "bonded warehouse" miration on any of our fashionable streets.
was the chief attraction, however, and the Perhaps she would excite greater curiosity,
pure mountain liquor as the people deemed however, in her native habiliments. She
it, flowed steadily from morning until wore a elress of red calico, severely plain
night. With some, numerous potations with the exception of a yellow ruffle about
proved an incentive for greater agility on the bottom of the skirt, and a narrow blue
the dancing ground-not that anybody got ribbon about the waist. A small green sundrunk, but "They were drinldn' some." The bonnet which did not hide half her ringeffect upon others was to make them bois- lets, formed the rest of her attire. The
terous, singing and shouting, now and then belle wore shoes without stockings on her
firing a pistol to add to the general "hilar- arrival, but like the other dancers she
ity." The people of these counties are the placed these against the stone wall which
most hospitable in the world, and the most lined one side of the dancing ground. She
amiable toward strangers who give no was heard say that she "Couldn't dance
grounds for suspicion. Everything was to do no good with shoes on." The ladies
good nature, therefore, though a few small drank more sparingly than their lords of
disputes had to be settled by personal en- the white whiskey, so that none of them,
counter in which no weapons were except one or two of dubious reputations,
became intoxicated.
employed .
Meanwhile the commissioners were
A marked figure in this scene was Old
Man Everidge, evidently of the age of compelled by the general excitement, to
sixty, who had never owned a hat "cause adjourn to a farmhouse half a mile down
it made his head too warm." Nor did he the creek, where their business was transwear any shoes in summer. Not even a acted . The nature of that business was,
coat was needed to complete his costume perhaps, never recorded . It was not alfor the dance. H e drank nothing, but was together a peaceful meeting. The territory
none the less hilarious for that, and danced to be fOlm ed into a new county embraced
as regularly as any of the younger bloods. the homes of the assessor of Floyd County,
The dancin g ground was small, bounded the sheriff of Letcher County, the coroner
on one side by a dry ditch, which during of Breathitt, and the surveyor of Perry.
part of the year is one of the branches of The first mentioned, Bolling H all, was
Troublesome Creek. Once while dancing named as the head of a committee to dia cotillion, the old man was led to the vide the county into magisterial districts,
brink of the ditch by two of the women, but refused to serve, asserting that he
whose hands held him, when they sudden- would never consent to any arrangement
ly let him go with the effect of landing which would deprive him of his former
him on his back in the sand below. It was well-paying offi ce, as the formation of the
great sport for everybody, and the old new county would do. Another work of the
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commissioners was to arrange for the election of county officers a month later and
to order a set of blank books for the county
records. The latter have been secured, and
the bill for them sent, as the law requires,
to Frankfort, to be paid by the State. The
shrewdness of these unsophisticated people
is shown in the fact that while no other
new county has expended more than $1200
for an outfit of record books, the bill sent
by Knott was $2100, an amount which Auditor Hewitt has refused to pay until forced
by law to do so. Thus it seemed that one
of the first acts of the new county was to
raid the state treasury for the private benefit of a few citizens. There is a story told
at Frankfort which is apropos: The late
James Davidson, while state treasurer, always doled out public moneys grudgingly,
as if bestowing alms upon undeserving persons. One day the sheriff of Perry County
came in to make his settlement with the

thusiastic survivors more reckless and pistol shots became more frequent until late
at night. Since the first day's performance
in making the new county, it is not reported that any further measures ha";e
been taken toward setting the county machinery in motion. The double-log house is
the only known repository of the expensive
record books, and no accommodations
have been provided for holding courts.
Such is the new county named for the
present governor of Kentucky. Such is the
county formed for the benefit of Mr. Bates
and his friends."
Although, as H enry P. Scalf pointed out
in Kentucky's Last Frontier, this article is
cynical and overly critica~ both of the
county officials and the reasons for founding the county, and places too much emphaSiS on the "carnival" atmosphere of the
celebration, there is some reason to believe
that considerations other than sound public policy and the welfare of the citizens
were also involved in the early planning.
In August, follo\ving the celebration,
Knott County's first officials were elected.
David Calhoun ( Old Davy) became county judge; Lewis Hays (Red-headed Lewis) , clerk; Fielding Johnson, county attorney; Isom Slone, jailor; Madison Pigman,
sheriff; and Hiram Maggard, assessor. The
old postoffice at The Forks, formerly McPherson, had a new name as did The
Forks-Hindman. It is reported that Judge
Davy Calhoun stated he "would make 'em
eat hell by the square acre."
But "law and order" and "civilization"
did not descend on Knott County immediately. Here is how Henry P. Scalf summari zes the early days ( see "The Forks of
Troublesome" in Kentucky's Last Frontier ) :
"This first election in Knott County
drew the political lines between some of
the old families. At the first election Lewis
Hays defeated F. P. ( Chick) Allen for

state . There were twenty-five "idiot daims"

which were approved by the auditor who
gave warrant upon the treasurer for their
payment. Mr. Davidson counted the claims
slowly and aloud, turning as he finished,
to the sheriff with the remark : "Why Mr.
Combs, you must all be idiots in Perry
County."
"Pretty near I guess," was the reply,
but we generally have sense enough to get
what's coming to us from the treasury."
In the latter respect it seems that the
people of Perry County are not unlike all
the others.
"The close of the festivities at what became during the day, the town of Hindman, was a fitting climax. The local magistrate lay on his back in the sand, in the
bottom of the dry creek, and was singing
with all his might until he became too
drowsy longer to make exertion. Many
others lay stretched at full length upon
the grass.
"The growth of darkness made the en-
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Hindman about 1900 and view up right fork of Troublesome
clerk, the offices of county and circuit
clerks being combined under the third
Constitution, but by only the narroo/
margin of 30 votes. Robert Bates, who
strongly supported his son-in-law for clerk
at the first election, was later elected
sheriff. The later elections were bitter,
some of the strife being a result of differences engendered by the Civil War.
"Captain Anderson Hays ran for jailer
against his old Civil War enemy, Clabe
Jones. The Hays relatives didn't want
their leader to make the race, chief objections being the campaign would precipitate a renewal of old di.fferences. Unsupported by any organized effort on the
part of his relatives, Hays lost to Jones.
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"Strife broke out immediately. The
newly elected jailer cut portholes in the
log jail and turned the building into a
fort. For years the two factions, led by
Captain Anderson Hays and Clabe Jones,
warred on each other. Several men were
killed. At one time a pitched battle ensued
in Hindman, Clabe and his friends being
barricaded in the jail, the Hays clansmen
just across the street in a log house belonging to the Draughan family. Finally the
feud waned and hostilities between the
two factions ceased.
"After the feud was over, Knott County
did not find peace as would be expected.
A lawless element, chiefly led by John
Wright of Elkhorn Creek in Letcher Coun-

ty, and Talton Hall of Right Beaver, defied the Knott County authorities for years.
Men would ride into town firing in all directions. A group of these under indictment for their misdeeds came into town
one night and, entering the court house,
filled the walls of the old log building and
the record books with bullets.
"A group of citizens led by Prof. George
Clarke went to Frankfort and petitioned
Gov. Simon Buckner for guns. The sight
of these rifles being handed out to townsmen and others in the street at Hindman
with orders to shoot lawbreakers restored
peace to the distracted town."
With the establishment of a Baptist and
a Methodist church, Professor Clarke's
school and later (1902) The Hindman Settlement School, The Bank of Hindman

(which did not close with the 1929 crash),
and the introduction of new medical practices and hygiene and the training of local
doctors, Hindman and Knott County began the slow movement to catch up with
the outside world.
In its 9O-year history, Knott County has
moved from log cabin to modem imported
brick and mobile modem, from pine knot
and tallow dip to rural electrification, from
a barter to money economy, from crude
log cabin "blab" schools to finely equipped
consolidated schools, from ox and horse
and mule to mechanization, from a subsistence level farm population to a rural nonfarm population, but the details of all these
changes must wait another time for the
telling.

Goose Alley about 1900
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Hindman viewed from opposire side of Troublesome

Tbe Forks of Troublesome looking toward Left Fork. Top view about 1900; bottom,
Court Day in the 1920's when everybody comes to town to trade borses, talk, and see
who gets wbat. Troublesome Creek "up" both times.
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Early Times
From the AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF OLD CLABE JONES as told
to

J. W. HALL

I was born in Floyd County, Kentucky,
on the Arnold Fork of Beaver creek, February 14, 1826. My fath er, John Jones, was
born and reared in Hawkios county, Tennessee, coming to Floyd County when he
was about twenty years old, marrying my
mother, Miss Rebecca Arnold, who was
born in Tazewell county, Virginia. Shortly
after I was born my parents moved down
Beaver about fifteen miles and settled on a
small creek, named Jones' Fork, in honor
of my father, who was one of the pioneer
settle", in that section, which was at that
time a wilderness full of wild beasts and
all kinds of wild game. My father had to
build wild pounds to put his cows in over
night to keep the bea"" panthers and
wolves from killing them.
There were only five families then living in that part of the Beaver Valley. John
Morris, John Hays, John Martin, Joel Gayheart and Christopher Walker. My father
was a sportsman and killed his meat from
the woods. H e cleared a small bottom to
raise corn enough for bread, and ground
his corn into meal between two flat rocks
cut from the native cliffs, we called handmill. My mother's sifter was a dressed deer
skin with holes made it in with a hot awl.
My father had a hard time to raise his
corn, he would build fires all around his
little fi eld to keep the bears and deer from
eating it up during the night. I can recollect when a boy of seeing the deer and
turkeys in long droves all over the woods.
My father had to go fifty miles for saIt,
coffee and other goods.

The reader may well know there were
plenty of snakes and fish in that day and
time, but there was lard to fry the fish in
only when my father would kill a fat bear
or a wild hog. My father was a dear lover
of women and my mother was high strung
and would not put up with his way of doing, so she left him . My father took me to
one of his concubines by the name of
Katherine Smith. She was mean to me, and
I ran away from them and went to my
mother. I was about eight ye8lll old when
my parents separated. One day a man by
the name of John Hays had a house-raising; my mother determined to have revenge
for the way Miss Smith had treated me.
She armed he",elf with clubs and went to
see Miss Smith. She walked into the house
and said "good morning Miss Smith." Miss
Smith answered and said, "Why, howdy
Bacca," and then it was howdy in earnest.
My mother gave her a rap over the head
with a club, then seized her, pulling her
over the yard fence to the road and beat
her with a club until she could not stand
up, and then put her foot on her neck and
pulled all her hair out and left her lying in
the road and then fled to the woods for
shelter.
When old John Smith came home he
went and swore out a warrant and put it
in the hands of the sheriff, a Mr. Hatcher,
who scoured the country trying to find my
mother. One night he came to Aunt Sarah
Hale's while my mother was at supper.
When Hatcher stepped into the house my
mother slid under the table; the sheriff sat
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down before the fire to take off his leggins,
the family got between the sheriff and
mother and she slipped out the door and
hid in the chimney comer and eve-dropping the sheriff she heard him say he never
intended to go back without her, heard
him say he was going through a certain
gap, and then my mother went to Sam
Conley's and got his gun, waylaid the gap

and when the sheriff carne along next
morning she fired on him, shot him
through the thigh, killing his horse. Of
course he didn't go back without her, he
was taken back without her. Mother sent
my father word if he did not send her his
fine race mare that she would give him the
same play that she did the sheriff.

Handmill and Gritter
A very simple handmill for grinding com into meal stands against the right log
wall. The boy is using a gritter (grater) fo r preparing com not yet dry enough for
grinding. The container at the bottom of the grater may well be a handmade bowl of
buckeye wood that is soft and doesn't crack easily.
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My Married Life
From the reminiscences of
JOH N A. HICKS

The idea of my glVlng the sketch of
the early part of my life is to give my
grandchildren and others who may read
it an idea of how I came up in life, and
for them to see my chance for an education.
At this time, near by the old log house
where I used to go to school on the dirt
floor and pole .seats, there are good houses
of brick and some of lumber, and instead
of pole seats they all have good fa ctory
made seats wi th desks to write on. Instead
of a wood fire in the middle of the schoolhouse, they have good gas fires to sit by;
instead of little pathways that we used to
have, there are good roads leading to all
the schools in our counties.
I will now make a short sketch of my
married life. I was married to Lizzie Gunnels, the daughter of G. W. Gunnels and
Sarah Gunnels. I was married on the 24th
day of May,1894, in Floyd County, Kentucky. Shortly after we were married we
went to Knott County and settled on the
farm where I was reared . We li ved in that
community twenty-four years. In the year
of 1920, we moved back to Floyd County
near Garrett, Kentucky, and bought us a
little home where we now live. At the
time of this writing there has been born
into our family thirteen children, five boys

and eight girls; four of them departed this
life when they were infants, while there
are four boys and fi ve girls yet living.
We have toiled with our hands to rear
them and have taught them to love God
and to love each other. We often talk of
those who have grown into manhood and
womanhood . We remark very often that
we are proud of our children; they never
gave us much trouble. The oldest boy is
thirty-three years old and the youngest
boy is tWC11ty-four. Neither of the boys
were ever indi cted in any court. \Ve have
lived honest before them and often tell
them how bad it troubles us when they do
w Tong .

I can call my family around me and
talk to them and tell them what trouble
means and how bad it hurts me; they
can't hold back the tears. I sometimes
think that kind words will do better than
harsh words . It lets them know you love
them; but just how good we love them
we can't express in words, but deep down
in our hearts we realize how strong love
is that father and mother has for their
children. I feel today if the boy Or girl
that is !(oing wrong and leading a bad
life would ask themselves the question, "Is
mother living and what is she thinking
about?" No doubt the answer will be in
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their heart, ·She is thinking about me." It
doesn't matter what you do or what the
crime may be that you have done, your
father and mother loves you. If you go
to the jail house, mother's love is there.
Your parents will own you as their son in
the electric chair. If the death verdict is
read, somewhere near-by there will be a
heart-broken father and a heart-broken
mother. My prayers is to God, to let me
live with my children and see them step
out on the promises of God.
In order that my children may know
something about my ancestors, I will make
a brief statement about them. My greatgrandfather came from Virginia in 1825.
With him came two of his brothers, Ruben
Hicks and Clayborn Hicks. Charlie Hicks
was my great.grandpa. He was a soldier
in the war of 1812, and died about the
year of 1880. He settled on the head of
Balls Fork of Troublesome Creek. There
he made a survey of about 1000 acres of
land. He raised his family there and lived
to somewhere near ninety years of age. I
remember when he died.
My grandfather Caleb Hicks was born
in 1825. H e was the son of Charley Hicks.
His wife was Sally McKiney, and her father came from Ireland. I don't remember
anything about my mother's father and I
never did see any of her brothers. My
mother's father was H ence Mosley, and
Grandmother Polly Mosley's maiden name
was Jones. I remember her. She died in
the year of 1896. She was blind for about
thirty-five years before her death. She
lived to be more than one hundred years
old. She was the mother of Ke1ce, Neice,
Bill, Lewis, Sam, Francis, and Martha
Mosley. I never saw any of them. Some of
them were killed during the Civil War of
1861. Kelce Mosley moved to Lawrence
County after the war and never came
back to see his people. He died about the
year of 1916.

Martha Mosley was mlsslOg shortly
after peace was declared and mother never did hear wbat became of her. My
mother, Frances Mosley, was married to
James Hicks about 1874. They lived together about twenty-four years. To them
were born nine children, seven boys and
two girls. My father died with the measles
the fifth day of May 1898. My mother
lived with her children about eigbteen
years. She took the flux and died July,
1917, at the home of the writer.
I remember hearing Grandma tell of
Grandpa killing bears and deer. She said
that when he wanted a deer or any kind
of meat, he would go hunting and would
kill a deer or sometimes a bear and turkeys. Mother said she could remember
seeing him shoot from the house and kill
deer. Grandpa Mosley was born in England and Grandma Mosley was of Irish
and Dutch descent. Grandpa Hicks was
English and Grandma Hicks was Irish
also.

Grandpa Hicks was married to Sally
McKiney about the year 1841; there was
born to them ten children, eight boys and
two girls. They have all passed out of this
life, except three. The ones yet living are
Charley Hicks, seventy-five years old;
Wesley Hicks, seventy-three years old;
and Mary Sparkman, seventy years old.
They are bent with old age and their hair
has turned to silver grey. When they pass
to the beyond, I will be one of the oldest
generations that came to this country in
1825 which is over one hundred years ago.
My age at this time is fifty-three years. I
have nine children living and four dead.
After J pass out of this life J hope some
of my children or some of my grandchildren will keep these dates with them. I
hope that this will be printed in their
minds, and that it might make life worth
more to them, and that my name will be
told to another generation.
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The Civil War
From the Autobiography of Old Claib Jones as told to
J. W. HALL
The great Civil War had now begun
and I was a Democrat in politics, but I
cast my fortune \vith the Union cause and
this compelled me to leave home or be
killed. A man lived near me by the name
of Coburn who had a son that had jOined
the Rebel army and coming home the old
man Coburn reported me as Yankee. I
took to the brush and began dodging for
my life. The Coburns robbed my house,
took everything I had and then burned
the house and left my \vife and children
homeless. I sent my \vife to one of her
sisters while I stayed in hiding. One day
I met up \vith one of the Coburns. He
was carrying off some of my household
goods he had stolen from my house. Vie
had some hot words. He made at me \vith
a large knife and I k'Tlocked him down
\vith my gun and pulling my knife gave
him a stroke or two, and left him lying
in the road. I then went to Perry county
and soon there was a man sent into Perry
by the name of Tom Johnson from the
United States army to raise a battalion of
soldiers, and I enlisted \vith the Federal
forces. We went to work and soon had
enough men to organize a battalion. We
met together in Harlan county to organize. Johnson and a Mr. Blankinship were
candidates for Major. Blankinship was
elected and we were mustered into the
Union army October 13, 1862, and were
mustered out of the H arlan Battalion Jan uary 13, 1863.
r was first Lieutenant under Captain
Morgan of Company A. I was patrolled to
do all the scouting, hardly a raid was
made without sending for me to get my

advice. I went to Floyd county after my
wife and mother, and was captured by
Col. Caudill who took me to Letcher county. Caudill's company was ordered to
Richmond, Va. They camped on the Rock
House and stayed there three days and
nights. They guarded me closely. I
learned when they were going to start for
Richmond and I made up my mind to
not go with them quite so far. The weather was very cold and they made a big log
fire at the mouth of OUT camp. I lay down
on the outside in order to be able to work
the stakes loose, and I saw one of the
J(uards lay his pistol on the end of a log
of wood, and as soon as the guards had aU
fallen asleep I eased up and got the gun,
and lay back on the ground and raising
the tent cloth I rolled out-side. I was
about the middle of the camp, but I made
my way out \vithout being observed. I
went up the hill to the top of the ridge
and it was so cold I had to run up and
down the ridge to keep from freezing tiD
day-light. About eleven o'clock in the day
I came to the Old Life Breeding farm
and saw a boy hauling wood and foDowing the haul road to where Breeding was
chopping wood. I told him I was hungry
and he sent the boy back to the house
after my dinner. The boy brought me a
good dinner. Breeding was a Union man.
I then went to a moonshine still Breeding
had told me about and got a canteen of
whiskey. After drinking enough to make
me feel brave as it was fighting whiskey
-a half pint would have made a Jackrabbit spit in the face of a buD dog-I
then left the woods and took the road, and
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hadn't gone a mile until I met Col. Ben
Caudill himself. He at once drew his
sword and ordered me to tum my course.
I threw my gun on him and told him to
hit the road and not to look back; if he
did I would kill him. He took me at my

word, and I was glad of it for I didn't
know whether my gun would fire or not.
The Colonel then put a reward of $500
for my capture, but he never had the
pleasure of getting me, but I did help capture him at Gladeville, Va.

LEITER FROM HILLARD H. SMITH
TO ANN RALEIGH EASTHAM,
Combs (called "Danger") about 1795, and
to this marriage was born fourteen children-eight sons and six daughters. The
eldest son, William, born in 1795, was my
great grandfather who married his cousin
Millie Combs; and to them were born ten
children, the oldest of which was my
grandfather William, born 1825. He married Martha Ashley, daughter of Rev. Jordan Ashley who came from North Carolina . To them were born ten children, one
of whom was my father, the eldest son,
John Ashley Smith, who married my mother
Eli zabeth Jane Hagan, daughter of John
Vint Hagan (or Higgins) and Jenny Amburgey, daughter of John P. Amburgey and
Lourania Polly of Letcher County. To this
marriage were born five children, myself
and four others. I married Leo Dicie Francis, daughter of Huram Francis, and there
have been born to Our marriage ten children, seven of whom are living and most
of whom you know.
In 1792 all eastern Kentucky-and most
of the state for that matter-was a primeval
forest, and at that time Richard Smith, my
ancestor above mentioned lived and had
his being in that great wilderness like most
all the pioneers who came to Kentucky.
When they first came over the "Divide"

K. A. House, Tallahasse, Fla. , Dec. 10, 1937
My dear Ann,
My daughter, Carol, has requested me
to send you a "somewhat" history of our
family back some three or four generations
that you may use it in your class work in
college (or in teaching). I am going to try
to comply with this request in an "offhand, hurried, ramshackle" way, and you
have the privilege of dressing it up in your
best English when you present it. I shall
not try to go into minute detail of all
things connected with their coming to
Kentucky, their settlement, living conditions, habits and customs et cetera. It
would take a volume you know.
The first authentic history we have of
our ancestors on my paternal side (The
Smith Family) is that my great great grandfath er, William Smith, lived near the coast
in eastern Virginia prior to the year 1775
and reared a large family. His son, Richard
Smith, my great great grandfather, came
to Kentucky, a young man about the year
1792, when Kentucky became a State. He
was born in 1771 and was 21 years of age
when he came and stopped at a spot near
Hazard on the Kentucky River. He mar·
ried Alicia Combs, daughter of Nicholas
19

as they called the Black and Cumberland
Mountains, they sometimes lived in tents
until they could throw up a cabin of logs.
These cabins could be erected, however,
in a very short time. After the logs were
cut and hauled to the site, they would in
most cases, have what they called ·a house
raisin." The few neighbors would come for
several miles and put up the walls in one
day. Clapboards were riven by the oldfashioned "froe" and placed on the house
for a roof. While they did not bother at
first to hew the logs for the walls but put
up round logs, they did hew puncheons
for the floors . They built their chimneys
out of a few stones up to and including the
fireplace and from there to the top of the
house with sticks and clay. Cooking was
done on the fire, old fashioned pots and
bakers-the pots being hung on ·pot racks"
and the baker for the cornbread pone was
placed on hot embers in front of the fire
with a lid rolled up at the edges on top of
which were piled a large amount of live
coals made of oak bark generally. No other
com bread is so delicious. I know. Deer,
bear, wild turkey, and all small game were
plentiful. Our ancestor and his family, like
all others, lived at that time altogether on
wild meats-and ·corn pone." They tilled
a little bottom land for com, with very few
if any vegetables. The com was ground
on hand mills and in the spring grated or
gritted (with) "gritters" (graters) of a
piece of tin from an old worn bucket with
holes punched through with nails. Later
came the "Hoss-mil\" with an endless and
circulating chain of logs bound together
which rotated by horses treading them. I
can remember the"old hoss-mill" and horses
treading them-continually stepping but
going nowhere. Two or more horses were
used and as they stepped on the logs, the
logs would back under them like the chain
under a modem tank, the horse's feet working like the cogs of the wheels of the tank

and this turned the "home-made mill
rocks," that ground the com into meal.
Still later and since I can remember, wheat
was ground in the same way and large
bolters made of cloth stretched over a
frame to separate the bran from the flour.
I have seen threshing machines run by
horse to thresh the wheat grains from the
straw exactly like the hoss-mill, the horse
traveling an endless chain and the machines threshing. That was an improvement over the older way of threshing
wheat, which was done by a flail. A large
circular place could be scraped off the
surface of the ground until the solid earth
was reached some fifteen to twenty feet
in diameter and the bundles of wheat piled
up in the center and two or more men
with flails would stand around the edge
and flail the straw until all the grain was
beaten out. They then removed the straw
and the wheat was winnowed. One man
would pick up a measure of wheat and
hold it shoulder high and let is pour from
the vessel to the ground, and, as it was
poured, two men with a sheet or large
piece of factory cloth would continually
strike the sheet which was held by each
end against the air toward the wheat as it
poured to the ground and the chaff was
blown away and the grain was cleaned.
Yes, the flails were made from green hickory poles about the size of a man's forearm and bruised with the back of a pole
axe about three feet from one end, and
so it became pliable and would swing over
the shoulder as the men flailed. The soil
was tilled mostly with home-made tools
on implements but not much was needed
as very little soil was tilled at first.
When the settlements were first made,
and for many years after Kentucky became a state, the surveys and patents from
the Commonwealth were made along the
valleys and only covered the valleys, however narrow, and were made to wind with

the creeks. The maps of these early surveys looked very much like a monstrous
serpent. After the surveys were made of
the valleys-whether river bottoms or
smaller streams, the owners of the surveys
and patents would claim not only the valley but to the top of the hills from upper
end of survey to the lower and would
blaze out and mark trees to the top of the
hills as evidence of their claims. % en any
part was sold, it would be marked the
same way.
All fences were built of rails cut from
the very finest walnuts and· poplar and oak
trees now so valuable. I have seen many
old walnut rails which last for half a century or more. I have seen large yellow
poplars cut and split into rails with no
thought of their value.
At first, of course, much of the clothing was made from skins of animals, and
I can remember the coon skin cap on very
old men some fifty years ago. Then flax
was raised and they had the old "flax
break" over which the flax was broken into "tow" and then spun on the old spinning wheel. I have seen all of these in my
family after they had mostly gone out of
use.

The "tow" made from the flax was
spun into fine or coarse thread from which
both inner and outer garments were made.
I have been told by those who knew their
grandparents that it was nothing unusual
to see children almost grown wearing
everywhere a one piece shirt made of linen
and extending to their ankles. But the loom
soon came into use in the early days and
sheep were raised and wool carded and
spun and woven into garments of all
kinds, and this has not entirely gone out
of use and I hope it never does. Some of
the nicest suits for men and dresses for
women were made in this way. When
a little boy near fifty years ago I used to
keep some black sheep which I called

mine out of which to make a nice mixed
sui t. They would mix black wool and
white- a little white-and make the nicest
sui ts yet made. My mother did this for
me and would weave five and six yards
a day, and I would pick up her shuttle
when she would miss catching it and it
would drop to the floor. She would stop
to take up the gears and roll the large
beam and clear the gears of the loom and
I have seen them weave the beautiful bed
spreads and coverlets of all kinds of patterns, the log pattern and General Lee and
many others. I have batted the wool in
coarse cards to have ready to be carded
with finer cards into small rolls, not half
the size of the wrist to be spun on the
large spinning wheel.
It is a mistake to think or believe that
all our ancestors who came to Kentucky
were uneducated. Most of them were
probably, but many of them had reading,
writing and arithmetic. A few I know
were well educated, but their children and
grandchildren, of course, had no chance
for an education. For native ability, however, the early settlers of Kentucky were
not excelled anywhere, and, believe me, I
think it is still true.
My grandmother Smith's father, Rev.
Jordan Ashley, came to Kentucky when
my grandmother was a sman girl, but she
remembered very well, so she told me.
They lived in tents the first summer on
Elkhorn Creek where now is located the
town of Jenkins and in sight of the "Lonesome Pine" of John Fox, Jr. They then
moved to Carr Creek, from whence came
the famous Carr Creek Basketball Team a
few years ago. My great grandfather, William Smith, had ten children and gave
each a thousand acres of land.
Mv great grandfather. Ambrose Amburf!:ey. came to Kentucky in 1825 and
went to where the town of Jackson is now
located to buy the "pan bowl", a tract of

land where the Kentucky River bends
seven miles around and comes back near
to itseU with only a small sharp ridge of
rock between, called "pan handle". He
was offered these thousands of acres for a
few hundred dollars, but would not buy
because of a freshet had washed trees up by
the roots over some of it. He came back
up Carr Creek and, as there were no roads,
by small tracts and very few homes and
on foot, travel was slow. He stayed over
night with James and Priscilla Davis and
bought all of Carr's Fork from Breedings
Creek to Upper Smjth's Branch, over five
thousand acres for six hundred dollars. He
went back to Clinch River near St. Paul
and got his family, his father-in-law and
famil y and his brothers and families and
his brother-in-laws and families. They sold
out land and such personal effects that
could not be packed on horses and mules,
but kept their slaves and when they came
to Kentucky settled near Old Carr Church
and divided the land and marked it out
as I have indicated.
In the earl y days there were no such
things as feuds, but when men fought,
they would do so with fists and it was a
disgrace to use or attempt to use a weapon
in one of thes fisti c bouts.
They had many sports in the days of
our grandparents, hunting with hounds for
both large and small game, and I was
taught to believe that my grandfather most
always had the fastest hounds of anybody.
All kinds of physical contests-nmning,
hopping, jumping, wrestling, and lifting
heavy loads. The most interesting to me,
however, was that of the fri endl y fistic
bouts. They would strip to the waist and
grease their bodies and clip their hai r,
or rather cut as close as could be \vith
scissors, or shave it and then grease the
head, the "Bullies" ( not cham pions) but
the greatest fi ghters were called "Bullies",
which carried as much honor as the mod-
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em champions.
They had horse racing-much of itand my grandfather, W. R. Higgins (or
Hagan ), was a turfman from North Carolina before he moved here. His son John
P. married Lourania Polly, daughter of
Edwin Polly, a Revolutionary War veteran
and lived on the Kentucky River above
Whitesburg.
If time and space would permit, I
could tell many interesting details of the
trials, habits, customs, and so forth . I
cannot forego the pleasure of telling you
of the old time marriage ceremony and
custom .

The husband or groom and the bride
generally lived many miles apart, as the
people were not thickly settled . The wedding wo uld take place at the home of the
bride and was most solemnly performed
by a minister-a favorite preacher generally. Then the wedding party, bride,
groom, "wa iters", and many fri ends ( often
50 to 100 ) would mount horses, men riding in front, the gi rls behind, \vith long
riding skirts reaching very near the ground,
would proceed to the home of the groom
for the "in fare". Long before they reached
the house of the groom, they were expected and everything in readiness, and
when they approached, some would open
the gate (or I should say let the bars down
as there were no gates then) and they
would all ride through and ride around
and around the houses several times, making witty cracks and doing and saying all
kinds of things to embarrass the bride and
groom , but all in fairly good taste for the
most part; and then that night what a
party, and what dancing-the old kindcalling sets, square dance, Virginia Reel
and hoe-downs with plenty of banjo picking and fiddlin g.
I have not time just now to write much
more and much of this you may not want
to use, but I \vill jot down a few things

that you may write out to suit yourself
and I shall do it promiscuously.
Home-made sleds and pack saddles
were used first before wagon roads.
First wagons were made from large
blocks sawed from trees for wheels. The
wagons or wooden wheeled carts were
hauled by oxen harnessed with wooden
yokes. You will see that the greatest drawback for a hundred years was lack of
roads of any kind. At first no railroads
anywhere in the world.
Then for fifty years or more after my
ancestors first came, still no railroads anywhere. In those days all pioneers lived
much alike in whatever part of the country they lived.
The railroads began to appear about
the time of the birth of my father, but
were unknown almost in the State then.
Even I can remember when the railroad
was one hundred and fifty miles away.
The only way to transport goods was by
old wagon roads almost impassable, and
no means of communication. Seldom any
mail-and at first none-and since I can
remember, men would ride horseback and
carry the mail a hundred miles from town
to town . No telephones, no ladio, no telegraph, no automobile, no air ship, no
newspapers, within reach and very few
books . Most every family had a Bible,
however, and the people of these good old
days were the best read in the Bible of
any people anywhere. Plenty of moonshine whiskey, and most everybody drank
it and believed it not inconsistent with
their Bible reading and religion.
I need not tell you the customs and
manner of religiOUS worship of the Old
Primitive Baptists-and no other was
known in "these parts," then. You l"TloW

their "singsong" delivery as it is called, and
I do not condemn it. The y "lined off" their
songs and would simply state before so
doing that it was "common meter" or

"short meter" as the case might be and all
would understand and they would follow
their leader in the lonesome tune, but not
all at once. Generally some would be far
after or behind, but they did not bother
at all. I liked it all and still do yet sometimes.

I hope you may be able to take some
of the things r have herein given and rewrite it to suit yourself and use it in your
class work. I know it is all true that I have
written, and T got it from my grandparents. I wish I had time to sit down and
think of some interesting things: of bee
hives made out of hollow black gum trees,
called "bee gums" and of the "quack doctors" and the poor old innocent but in
most cases very helpful mid-wives, of the
"yerbs" (herbs) used to cure sick children. of curing thrash in a poor child's
mouth by putting water in a dirty boot
and running it so many times from heel
to toe and maldng the child drink it-of a
thousand and one cures for all ills-and
witchcraft and how they became witches
-this last and T will stop.
My grandmother said to become a
witch they would go to the top of some
mountain before sunrise and hang a handkerchief between you and the rising sun
(preferably a white silk one) have a rifle
loaded with a silver bullet-curse God and
own the Devil for your master and shoot
at the sun through the handkerchief and
blood would mn and drop from the handkerchief. After that you were a full fledged
witch and could cast all ldnds of spells
over people. I wish I had time to tell
you of the many things these witches did
in early days of my grandmother.
Hoping this may be something like
what you want and with very best wishes
always and the hope of seeing you again
soon in our home. I am.
Sincerely yours,
Hillard H. Smith

log home of pioneer Slone family, built probably early 1800's

A Slone's Eye View of Knott
by COMMODORE SLONE
ginia and turned them loose on Caney
Creek, so named from the canes or reeds
that grew abundantly on the creek banks.
The four sets of children all took the name
of Slone.
Little Granny had only one son by
Stevens and one by Hi and those two
went back to Virginia. The Halls and
Adkinses took over Caney Creek in the
name of Slone. The Sparkmans were not
so prolific; there are not so many left, but
as for the Slones, you might safely say
that anyone living on Caney Creek for
any length of time is either a Slone or
married to a Slone.

According to legendary historical background, Caney Creek was first settled
mainly by two famili es-Greasy Sparkman,
fath er of Goff (Geaf ) who took a land
patent on the head of Caney, and Little
Granny Sizemore and Hi Slone her husband, who took residence lower down on
Caney-below the mouth of Hollybushnear Hemp Patch. Little Granny seems to
have been very prolific.
In previous marriages she acquired
three families of Stephenses, Halls, and
Adkinses respectively before she married
Hi Slone. Hi and Little Granny brought
this assorhnent from somewhere in Vir-
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Making moonshine in Ole Ferginny
shining then as there is now, but it was
just as illegal as now and probably
frowned upon more so.
Each man was his own architect, the
designer of his own home, usually built
of logs consisting of a big house with a
"loft", a kitchen and dining room in back
wi th a • dog run" between. The logs were
"snaked" to the site with a mule or oxen
and made ready or hewn to size with a
broad ax; then a house raising was called
and the neighbors came in to notch up
the house. Often this house raising was
followed by a square dance in the neighborhood or accompanied by a quilting
party by the housewives of the neighborhood.
The roof of the house was made of
boards, i.c., shakes riven with a froe from
white oak bolts. The floors were either
puncheons or whipsawed boards handplaned and matched (jointed).

They took up fanning for a living, each
having a fertile "cove" or a "bottom strip"
for a com • crap" and a garden to provide "sass". No one need go hungry and
they seldnm did. Some became quite wellto-do.
There is a misconception that these
settlers and their offspring were illiterates;
but if illiteracy means being unable to
read, write and do the fundamentals of
arithmetic, this is not so. Nearly every one,
whether he had attended school or not,
had acquired these fundamentals. The Bible, the Blue Back Speller, the Old Third
and Fifth McGuffy Reader were necessities in every home.
The men were craftsmen as well as
fanners . They made their own tables,
chairs and bedsteads. Many called themselves coopers-they made ·pickling barrels" for the housewives and liquor barrels for the distilleries. There was moon-
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Three or four old style colonial type
houses were built entirely of whipsawed
lumber and are still in existence. These
were two stories with an upper and a
lower porch with usually an outside stairway.

A whipsaw, a two-man rip, was similar
to the "cross cut" with a narrow blade
and about six feet long. The log was rolled
on a saw pit and cut lengthwise into the
desired size planks.
The circular steam driven saw was introduced in the early 1900's. The first one
I remember was owned by Uncle Dog Hall
of Hollybush. My, what a wonder that
was to me!
Going back to my lineage of Little
Granny's progeny, Billy Jaw Bone (her
son and Hi's step son) was my great
grandfather. You will note a tendency to

nickname from Little Granny down to the
present generation. We enjoy these names
and no one is insulted by their use. I like
to be called Summer-no offense at Straw
Neck Summers. I hope we don't run out
of nicknames. Billy Jaw Bones' male line
of descendants were Fiddling Shade, Stover John, Summer Jim, Caney Hard, and
Jailer Isom. Incidentally, Jailer !som was
the first jailer of Knott County. He was
also a very devout and energetic Baptist
preacher. Fiddling Shade was a school
teacher as w ell as a musician.
All the others had various trades by
which they could support their families
with the aid of their com "crap" and
garden "sass". My grand-father, Summer
Jim, was a cooper. He was also an expert
chimney builder, using quarry stone (soan
stone) .

Whipsawing Lumber
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Almost all the families had at least one
school teacher, usually the one who dreaded the hot sunshine and was allowed to
lie in the shade and study his books and
arithmetic while the others were out hoeing com. I've spent many such hours.
Each family also had its Bad Man.
Bad Man to us did not mean one who
would rob or steal, but a member of the
family who would avenge tbe wrongs or
supposed wrongs of the other members
and took delight in slugging it out fist
and skull with anyone who dared give offense.
In Billy Jaw Bones' family, strange as
it seems, Jailer Isom (preacher) was the
Bad Man. He would step down from the
pulpit, slug it out with an opponent, then
go back and finish his sermon. In Summer Jim's family, Uncle Mat Summers
was our Bad Man. In many instances when
I did not want to get involved myself,
all I need say was "I'll tell Uncle Mat."
To my way of thinking, the pride of
the mountaineer is more or less fictitious.
We especially of Caney Creek are sensitive, emotional, and intelligent, but very
much lacking in pride and independence.
I dare not say more on this subject because we still have Bad Men.
From an educational point of view,
from the first settling of Caney Creek
until the Knott County High School and
Alice Lloyd College came into being,
Caney Creek had far more qualified teachers than available positions. Fiddling
Shade, Uncle Caney, Isom's Andy and
their contemporaries took examinations
before an educational board of examiners
and if qualified morally and scholastically
were given licenses to teach. Three local
trustees-one elected each year, hired the
teacher. They and the county superintendent, as now, took care of the physical
aspects and supervised the scholastic activities.

The school houses, most generally of
hewn logs, were comfortable enough. The
old pot-bellied stove, centrally located,
gave ample warmth on the coldest day.
We used to delight in making ours as red
as a beet from the shaker to the blue base.
Our seats were made by craftsmen with
desks for our books, each large enough to
seat two students. They were comparable
in utility to
desks in use today, with
much more room for writing and carving

te

names.

The worst feature was a lack of toilet
facilities. I don't know how the girls made
out, but for the boys the wooded hollow
just back of the playground was and still
is preferable to the old stinking outside
"johnnies" now in use .

There was strict sex segregation. The
girls came in and sat on the right side of
the aisle, the boys on the left. The only
intercommunication was smiling at each
other. A wink was considered an improper
advance. If the teacher caught you at it
or the girl told on you, you got a whipping
(with ) no questions asked. The playground was zoned, one area for the boys
and another for the girls. The boys usually got the best playground. Round Town
was our usual game-similar to Softball
except our ball was made of yam (woolen)
twine sewn tightly on the outside to keep
it from coming unraveled.
The school term started in the middle
of July and continued through autumn
and into mid winter. The three months
term advanced later to five, eventual1y to
six months, and now to more than nine
months.
The manner of issuing teachers permits was changed not long before I began
teaching in 1911.
The State Board of Education issued
the examination questions and the applicant spent about two days taking a written examination before a board of exami-
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ners appointed by the state board. Three
types of certificates were issued, viz., lst,
2nd, and 3rd class according to the grade
made. A grade under 60% was failure,
between 60 and 75% was 3rd class, between 75 and 85% was 2nd class and
85 ,!,r or over was first class.

Geography was the controversial subject-very few would accept the theory
that the earth is a globe and turns on its
axis. Many advanced students, no matter
how much they respected the teacher,
would take issue on this subject. 1 rememher one saying "I know it's not soyou ask Ma, she knows-she's in the

The school districts were classed according to the number of children living
in the district-30 and under was 3rd
class, from 30 to 60 was 2nd, and from
60 to 100 was first. When the number
grew to 100 it was time to cut the district or employ two teachers.

church,"

J might add that a teacher's certificate,
until about 1916, qualified an applicant to
enter medical school or any other higher
professional institution.
About this time the Eastern State Normal School at Richmond for teachers' training and the Mayo State Vocational School
at Paintsville for learning trades became
popular. Many high schools were being
huilt under the Smith-Hughes Act. Junior
colleges were and are being established in
various mountain sections. The old one·
room log school houses were being tom
down in the more densely populated sections, and replaced by the "Rosen Wall"
type which is now being replaced by the
present modern and highly efficient type
of building with modem plumbing and
Aero-Flo-Sewage disposal systems. We are
progressing. 1 taught from 1911 until 1917
under the old certificate method. 1 have
taught since under various types of certificates and permits, in grade schools, high
schools, and in our Alice Lloyd College.
J spent five years teaching building trades
in the H azard '_rea Vocational School. 1
am now on teacher's retirement and social
security retirement. 1 feel that now 1 am
about ready to go to work.
J must add that my fond est memories
are of the days spent in the old log school
house on the head of Caney, as a student
and a young teacher.

The School Schedule Was,
8 a.m.-ring the bell, take up books.
First class-reading for advanced pupils
- text McCuffy's Fifth Reader.
ABC Class-beginners and intermediates up to the 3rd reader ( the
fourth reader was omitted usually).
Advanced History.
Recess-IS minutes.
Ring the bell-take up books.
Spelling-upper and intermediates.
Civil Government-upper grades.
ABC Class and primary readers.
Arithmetic-intermediates
and
8th
grade.
Noon hour dismissal.
Ring the bell-take up books.
PhYSiology-upper grades.
ABC Class and reading-lower grades.
Grammar-(Harvey's ) orthography, etymology, syntax, and prosody.
Recess-IS minutes.
Ring the bell-take up books, ABC
Class, etc. , Geography.
4 O'clock-school dismissed.
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Origin of Names of Places and Streams

In Some Eastern Kentucky Counties
by MAY STONE
No section of Kentucky can furnish more interesting and original names than our
mountain counties. The mountaineer, usually brief of speech, can put much into a few
words or even one word, thus giving apt and fitting names to their creeks and post offices . From these I can select only a few outstanding ones in the counties with which I
am faniiliar.
On an early trip of 45 miles from the end of the railroad at Jackson (for Andrew
Jackson ), county seat of Breathitt County (for an obscure school teacher, later Governor of Kentud:y) to Knott County (for Governor Proctor Knott ) and the county seat,
Hindman (for Lieutenant Governor), our means of travel was by wagon for two full
days through rocky creeks and across five rough mountains. We had plenty of time to
ask questions of our patient driver, especially about places passed: Meeting House
Branch, with its lonely little house for infrequent preaching; Clay Hole Branch and
Mountain, from the sticky blue clay in the creek bed; Lost Creek, which we followed
22 miles crossing it 105 times, for, when the road was not in the creek the creek was
in the road, or as one man said, "We forded the creek length wise"; Rowdy Branch,
for the rough people along its banks; Buckhorn Creek, where an early scttler killed a
deer and preserved its horns; Troublesome Creek, of which a little boy said, "We live
on Troublesome Creek, and its troublous tim es we have when a tide comes," (which
saying we have experienced many times, when the tiny stream rises, changing into a
raging torrent, sufficient to float 2000 logs in one day past our Settlement ) ; and the
most interesting and unexpected name of a mountain and branch, now called "Ogden",
but Originally "Audubon" for the great naturalist, who had passed this way.
Other streams in Knott County are: Amburgey or Burgey Creek, for a pioneer
family of that name (tradition says they were Black Dutch), the name being spelled
many ways, probably meaning Am Berge or On the Mountain ; Rope Works Branch,
where for many years, a man made rope of bark which was used to cord or rope beds
before they had such things as springs; Quicksand Creek, with treacherous drifting
sands which have provided scary moments for our horses, as they sank into it and
our wagons which had to be pulled out by extra teams of mules; Salt Lick Branch ,
where buffalo used to lick salt from the rocks; Cave Branch; Possum Trot; Push Back;
Brush Creek.
Streams in the surrounding areas are: Rock House, for the over-hanging cliffs; one
teacher told me he attended his first school in one of these rockhouses, and a woman told
me she was born in one, which had the front opening boarded up and was the home
of her parents and seven children. These places arc now used for hogs or sheep in the
,vinter. Paint Creek, where trees are found stripped of bark and embellished with figures of birds and animals, painted in recl and black on the smooth trunks, or buffalo
and deer on sandstone of the creek !(orges. Hieroglyhics were said to be visible once.
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Buckhorn Creek, tbe road in and out in 1900

In Leslie County the names of Cutshi n Creek and H ell fer Sartain Creek grew
out of the following story: a pioneer with an ox team, in fording the stream high from
rains, cut his shins on the sharp rocks, and next day when crossing another stream
even more rugged, he exclaimed, ·Well, this is Hen fer Sartain."
Cumberland River in Knox County was named by Dr. Thomas Walker for the English Duke of Cumberland.
The names of mountain post offices offer as much interest: Somerset for the Duke
of Somerset; Burnside, for the Union general of that name; Middlesboro, of the iron
city in England and its streets for the English shires; Liberty, named by veterans of the
Revolutionary War who came from Virginia in 1791; Bernstadt, settled by a Swiss colony, who have carried on, raising grapes for wine and dairies for cheese on 40,000 acres
of land.
Perry County and H azard (its county seat ) were named for Oliver Hazard Perry,
hero of the battle of Lake Erie. Many soldiers of the War of 1812 went from this section. By the way, a favorite name for a girl in this part of our State is Lake Erie, usually
shortened to Lake.
The origin of such post offi ces as Holly Bush, Viper, Spider, Raven, Talcum,
Daisy, Kodak, Vest and Handshoe may b e easily seen. In others there is more originality. A man told me that they did not ha ve a Democrat in Letcher County, so they
decided to name the post offi ce that. I presu me, on the same principle, another county
called one of their post offi ces Republican.
During my first summer in Knott Coun ty, when we asked district teachers which
of them would like one of the Traveling Libraries ( then sent out by the Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs) one gave his a ddress as "Witch, Kentucky." When I was
not sure I heard him right and asked again , he said : "Didn't you ever hear tell of the
witches of Salem? I named it for them witches."
What can offer greater variety in names than from Talcum to Kodak to Meeting
House; Viper and Spider to witches; and D emocrat to Dukes?

••••••••••
Although Miss Stone discussed many place and stream names both in and out of
Knott County, there are many more of hist orical or whimsical interest. Names were assigned in various ways: from people who li ved at a certain place, some happening, unusual or outstanding object or feature. Ma ny early names were assigned by the "Long
H unters," the first white men to know the area wen. Emory L. Hamilton in "The Long
Hunters" (Historical Sketches of South wes t Virginia, pub. No.5, March 1970, pp. 2930 ), has this to say:
"Most of the rivers and streams, gaps. soltlicks. moun tains and valleys had long ago
bpen named by these hunters. When the first settlers arrived. they. in most cases, adopted the names bestowed by the long hunters on natural land marks, with very few
changes, and we are stin using most of them after a lapse of nearly two centuries."
Beaver Creek ( because of the large nu mber of beavers found there ) and Salt Lick
Creek, a tributary, where salt was found and earl y visited for the making of salt, were
named by early hunters and explorers. Tradition has it that Defeated Creek, a tributary
of Carr Fork, was named thus because two hunters who had spread out from a large
camp on Troublesome Creek and set up a ru de shelter there were attacked by Indians,
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and one of them - a man named Carr tripped and fell over a dog while crossing the
icy creek and was scalped . The other one escaped (see "Five Old Persons Live in Memory-filled House," H enry P. Scalf, this issue). This man Carr, who was an older man at
the time, may well have been William Carr, the well-known Long Hunter. And it may
be that Carr Fork and the up-coming Carr Fork Dam may strangely honor this old
long hunter. About William Carr, Hamilton ("The Long Hunters") has this to say
quoting John Redd who knew many of the long hunters and William Carr weD:
"He was raised in Albemarle County, Virginia, and at a very early age removed to
the frontier. In 1775 I became acquainted with him in Powell's Valley. He lived on the
frontier for twenty years or more and had spent the whole time hunting. Carr hunted
over in Kentucky, beyond the Cumberland Mountains to the right of Cumberland Gap
in a place called "The Brush." Carr always returned with his horses laden with furs
and skins. He described the game as being so gentle the animals would rarely run
from the report of his gun.
"Carr was the most venturesome hunter I ever knew. He would frequently go on
these hunting expeditions alone. After the breaking out of the Indian war of 1776, few
men ventured on these long hunts. Carr determined to take one more long hunt, and as
no one would go with him, he determined to go alone. Accordingly, he supplied himself
with a good supply of powder and lead, his steel traps, two good horses, and set out on
a long hunt and was never heard of afterward. He was no doubt killed by the Indians."
When Dr. Cratis Williams was informed about the Defeated Creek story of Carr
being scalped by the Indians, he replied as follows : "The story you have found about
the old man by the name of Carr who was scalped by the Indians is no doubt the logical
conclusion of the story of William Carr, the Long Hunter. It would be interesting to
see whether anybody in Knott County ever heard that he was a mulatto."
John Redd (as quoted by Hamilton, "The Long Hunters" above) was able to furnish more information about William Carr, a man of "color." Carr was treated with
as much respect as any white man, he had a "hi gh sense of honor and true bravery,"
"a strong natural mind," was always cheerful, "the very life of the company he was in."
He described Carr as being about average height ("ordinary" was the word), a little
"inclined" to corpulence, slightly round shouldered and weighing about 160 to 170
pounds, "and very strong for his age." Legend had it that Carr was the first son of a
rather prominent couple, that his dark ski n was explained to the husband as a visitation on her. H er husband seemed credulou s enough to believe this, and Carr was
brought up and well-educated for the tim e, then was given money and told to leave
and not return. There are records of William Carr owning and selling land in Southwest Virginia.
It seems probable from the story of Carr and Defeated Creek that Troublesome
Creek was known and named before this ti me. Most comments about Troublesome
Creek now end up with something like "Well, it was weU-named who ever did it." One
recent story, however, gives an inkling: A traveler coming up Troublesome had difficulty and asked if the creek was that way all the way. On receiving a reply that it was
he remarked: "What a Troublesome place." And so Troublesome Creek became the
name. Ball Creek, or Ball's Fork of Troublesome, may have received its name from an
early land mark, a "bald" mountain or point at its mouth.
Lesser land marks, hollows, and later p ost offices were named in similar ways, even
up to recent times. Jones Fork of Beaver Creek was reputedly named for the father of
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Clabo Jones ( the famous Knott county feudist) , who was the first to settle there; Knob
Bottom because of a large !mob near the creek; Cow Hollow, because of a sick cow
there - and so it goes: Wolfpen, Dead Mare, Puncheon, Flax Patch, Irishman and
there is erey Horse Mountain, Yellow Mountain and Chestnut Mountain . Clear Creek
seems clear enough, but what of Dismal H ollow?
Post offices: Bath, Pinetop, Kite, Littcar, Sassafrass, Redfox, and Softshell (so
named because of arguments of the "hardshell" and "softshell" Baptists) - and Fisty
(feisty?). And although Knott County was only touched on the outer edges by railroads and early coal exploitation, there is A nco and Wiscoal to tell of it.
Names of places, even words themselves, are often curious and intriguing artifacts
of cultural history that remain strangely suggestive but secretive and immune to casual
interpretation like a riddle.

Early English Slang Survivals
In the Kentucky Mountains
by JOSIAH H . COMBS
In general, the mountaineer's language is racy and expressive. In keeping with
his Elizabethan ancestors, the hillsman has builded up an altar to brevity, which is
preferred to both correctness and clearness. As elsewhere, slang has made its inroads
into the mountaineer's speech-owing to the necessity for terse, brief forms of expressioD.
I quote from one of my studies in Dialect Notes : "Much of the slang of the Elizabethan period is still used in the Southern mountains. Old English slang is also foundthe slang of Beowulf and Andreas. Yet, unlike the outside world, the mountaineer uses
certain set slang words for generations. Thi s may seem strange, if slang is the result of
crowding, excitement and artificial life, the life of the city, where there is 'something
doing' ,vith the dawn of every new day. • • • 'What in the nationl' is a slang expression found in Beowulf, which is still used among the hillsmen.
"'The dialect list of the mountains doubtless contains many slang words and phrases
which, at first sight, would not perhaps be r ecognized as belonging to the early English
and Elizabethan periods. A possible explana tion is that these words and phrases are not
found in the above-mentioned writers, who did not employ such an extensive use of
slang as modem writers. These words have been used for generations among the
mountaineers, and must have been transported to Virginia and the Carolinas during the
Seventeenth century, the great era of colonization. The Slang Dictionary ( Chatto and
Windus, London) contains a number of th ese slang words. This lends proof that these
words must have come from England in th e Seventeenth century. The Slang Dictionary
is a collection of English slang.If "the purest source of neology is in th e survival of old words," with new meanings, the hillsmen lay claim to their share. These old words belong to the Elizabethan
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and pre-Elizabethan periods, some of which, under new conditions and environments,
have been given new meanings by the mountaineers; e.g., "dona," a semi-slang word
and term of endearment, meant in England a mother. (CE. dona and feeles woman
and child). In the hills it means a sweetheart, usually coupled with "gal," as "dony-gal."

•••
"Cutting Eyeteeth."
In England the "cutting of one's eye teeth" was a supposed evidence of sharpness; in the hills, it means to humiliate, or cause chagrin, as, "Samp greened him out
(beat him) in that trade, and it civilly cut his eye teeth." "Fudge," verb and noun,
Originally meant nonsense, as now : with the hillsman, to cheat, or "poke up," in marbles. In England, "gallivant" meant to be "handy \vith the ladies;" in the hills, to "frisk
about," here and there, as a dude. "Lark," noun, meant in England a joke, frolic; in the
hills a "larker" is a shrewd, mischievous fellow. Other words could be given.
Because of the dearth of slang dictiona ries in America it is difficult to determine
whether a large or small percentage of th e slang to follow, below, may be found elsewhere in the English-speaking world. Som e of the earlier English slang follows.
"Han'kercher," handkerchief. "Public woman," one of ill repute. "S'elp me (Godl"
term of asservation. ·So help me (God) I" To "burn around" means to sit around, the
"burn" being the "place where one sits." (Cf. Shaks. ) A ·case" is a person out of the
ordinary, as, "He's a plum case." ·Clean," quite, entirely, as in ·She's clean through."
(Shaks. and Cotgrave.) "Customer," an undesirable citizen; as, • A tough customer."
To "beat the daylight (eyes) out of one" is to severely thrash one. To "cut didoes"
is to "show off," or "act smart" before company; similarly, in England "didoes"
meant capers, pranks. "Gab," to talk incessantly; as a noun, "diarrhea of words, constipation of thought." To "poke up," is to "fudge," Or steal, in marble games. "Give," to
strike or best, as, "Oh, fll give it to youl" (Shaks.)
"Heigh-ho," an exclamation of tiresomeness. (Nonvich, cant term for ·stolen
yarn.O) "Lam," to strike or beat. (Beaumont and Fletcher. O. E. lam, O. Norse lam,
the hand.) Also, as noun, a '1amming." "Let on," to pretend. (Cf. Ramsay's the Gentle Shepherd. Probably Scottish.) To "let drive" is to suddenly throw, or shoot, "cut
slip." "Mealy-mouthed," a term of reproach, which formerly meant deceitful. "Measly," mean, miserable-looking. ( From measles?) "Nation" (mentioned above) , "What
in the nation are ye a-doin'?" (Also Latin slang, "Ubi in orbe terrarum, etc.")

•••
"Patch" Interesting Survival.
The word "patch" is an interesting survival, a term of contempt. "That gal 0'
yours, what ye calls Nance, ain't a patchin' to that Barnes gal." In the mountaineer's
lingo, "patchin'" usually means a comparison, unfavorable. "Sar (cir )-cumstance" is
often used, as in "He's not a sarcumstancc to you!" (Shaks. ''What a pied ninny's
this? thou scurvy patch I")
"Housle," (pro. hoo-zle), n., a dram of whiskey. (Cf. Shaks, Hamlet, ·unhousled," and its use in the Roman Catholic ritllal ). "Pepper," v. and n., to whip, beat;
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n. , a game at which two boys "pepper" each other with a ball. "Piece," a term of contempt, usually applied to a slovenly, careless girl, or woman. ( Shaks. ) "Potter around,"
to loaf; formerly, to meddle.
"Proper," very, exceedingly. This is quite a distinguished and "proper" word
among the hillsmen. In addition to its slang use, as in "Young Wash. lit in an'
whipped him proper," the word is widely used in balladry; e.g., "There was a fair
and a proper young man." Whenever one a ttempts to use polished and concise English, he is given the soubriquet "Proper Jim," etc.
Many cant words and phrases, mostI y English in origin, yet used by Gypsies
and others, have survived in the mountains. "Heigh-ho" has been mentioned above.
"Push," n. ( old cant ), means a crowd, the "whole lay-out." "Snack" is a cant and
Gypsy term, originally meaning a share or division of plunder. In the hills, v. and
n., a light (cold) repast.
"R ip," v. and n., a woman of bad reput e. Formerl y, "rep," to utter rapidly and
vehemently. Hence, "Let 'er repl" "Rip-shack," an old sow.

•••
Beginning of "Ruction.w
A number of Irish survivals are found . This does not argue, however, that the
Irish element in the mountains is large. These same Irish words were common in
England , also. For example, a "ruction" is a rough-and-tumble fight. In Ireland it
was a faction fight.
A "sap-head" is a simpleton , sap-skull. A "scab" is a trifling, good-for-nothing
fellow. ( Shaks. uses "scald .") "Slap-dab," exactly, precisely; as "He hit him slap-dab
in the eye." Tn England , "slnp." Also see "slap-bang." To "s'luinch" the eye, to squint it.
Also "squinch-eyed." ( Shaks. "squinny-" or "squinty-eyed." ) To "stand in \vith" one,
to stand up against one and fi ght him. In England, to take sides \vith.
A "swig" is a large dram or "snort" of whiskey. (Sax. sWigan.) To "tan" one is to
thrash or beat him . The figure is from the tanning of hides. So, "I'll tan your leather," soundly thrash you. Also, to "clean up the tan-yard," to "whip the whole crowd."
A good English and French survival is found in the word "to-do," meaning any
social fun ction, "blow-out;" also a disturbance, fight . Fr. "affaire"-"a faire," to do,
hence Eng. "affair."
When one is performing badly on some musical instmment, one is playing the
"tune the old cow died on." TI,e figure is also used for any "quick-and-devilish" tune
or jig on the fiddl e or banjo, especially when the performer cannot recall the name of
the air. A possible origin may be sought in an old ballad referred to by dramatists
of Shakespeare's time.
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Progenitor of Hays Family
Indian Tomahawk Victim
By HENRY P. SCALF
Betsy's Run, a tributary of tbe North hearing the firing, fled for tbe walls. The
Fork of Fishing Creek in Wetzel County, daughter sought refugc in a tbicket, tbe
West Virginia, was named for Elizabetb place of concealment in pursuit of her
Dragoo, who was killed tbere by the Indi- husband and she heard tbe blow tbat
ans in 1786. Her daughter Elizabetb mar- killed him.
The Indians retreated and were purried John Hays, and tbeir descendants
peopled Eastern Kentucky.
sued by Capt. David Morgan. They tied
This murder of Mrs. John Hays' motber Mrs. Dragoo on a wild pony, and it
is tbe beginning in time and place of tbe dashed away and her leg was tom on a
Hays family history.
limb. The savages tied it up, but tbe loss
Mrs. Dragoo or Drygoo was probably of blood so weakened her she could barea widow at tbe time since her husband is ly travel. They scalped her on tbe creek
not mentioned in tbe early records. She, that bears her name. Her son, Charles
witb at least two of her children, Charles, lived wi th them until he was 27, married
.
4 and Elizabetb, 11, was staying at Prick- a squaw and reared a family.
ett's Fort. The fort was situated at tbe
He died with them in one of tbeir
moutb of Prickett's Creek, on tbe east side Ohio towns and his children, two girls and
of tbe Monongahela River, five miles be- two boys werc given to one of tbe Hayses
low Fairmont. Built in 1774, it was a haven at the time of tbe Morgan Treaty, and
for settlers fleeing from Indian massacre. they were reared in his cabin at tbe presMrs. Hays, being so close to tbe atrocity, ent Jacksonburg.
John Hays and his wife Elizabeth
preserved tbe story for tbe early 'chronic1ers.
moved to Jacksonburg in 1805 from PrickHer motber and Charles had gone to ett's Fort. John Hays, tbe pioneer Right
a garden, abou t half a mile from tbe fort, Beaver Creek settler, was born about 1797,
to pick beans. They were seized by tbe because he married in Floyd County on
savages, she was tied to a tree out of Sight, March 10, 1815 to Elizabeth Anderson.
and her captors went back to tbe garden Tradition in the Hays family avers tbat
patb to await tbose they knew would soon she was from North Carolina, but tbe
Floyd County marriage indicated the Anseareb for tbe captives.
In a short while, Elizabeth and anotber dersons may have been at the time resisister came out of tbe fort, went to help dents of Big Sandy. There had been be·
tbeir motber pick beans. Along tbe way, fore the migration to Big Sandy a close
tbey became frightened at sometbing and association between the Hays and Anderraced for the fort. Jacob Straight and son families. Elizabetb Dragoo Hays had
Nicholas Wood went to see about Mrs. a sister Malinda, who married an AnderDragoo and her son, but the Indians fired son.
John Hays and wife Elizabetb Anderon tbem, killing Wood. Mrs. Straight and
her daughter, being out of tbe fort and son Hays selected for their homestead a

tract of land where the C.&O. railway depot now stands at Lackey. They built a
large, double log house. Here their children were born. Anderson, aftcrward
known as Captain Anse, of the Confederacy, was born April 22, 1822. Other sons
and daughters were Wilson, known as
"Net," David, Daniel, a daughter who
married a Griffith, and Elizabeth , who
married Jesse Wicker. They wcre the
grandparents of Dr. M. V. Wicker, of Wayland.
Brothers and sisters of John I'Ja ys, the
Lackey settlcr, were Thomas, who settled
name unavailable, moved to Pulaski Coun-

beat her wilh a club until she could not
stand up, and then put her foot on her
neck and pulled all her hair out and left
her Iyi n" in the road and then fled to the
woods." John Hatcher, a sheriff of Floyd
County at the time, went after her, but
she hid in a gap and shot him through the
leg. It must have been a long time before
the Hays fami ly desisted in recalling the
day of the '11Ouse-raisin ." Clabe was six
years old, and Anderson Hays was seven
at the time.
From 1819 to 1854 John Hays bought
land on Right Beaver Creek. H e died during the Civil War, the exact date undetermined. When the shooting was all over,

ty, and Hiram, who settled on Beaver.

Captain

Thomas was the grandfather of William

Breathitt County, executed a deed to
David Hays, his brother, under date of
Oct. 16, 1865, to "All my legal and equitable interest in and to the lands owned by
my father John Hays and upon which he
resided at the time of his death, situated
on Beaver Creek, at the mouth of the
Jones Fork ." This deed infers that John
Hays had not been dead very long.
Anderson Hays married Rachel Size-

in Lawrence County, another brother, his

P. H ayes, who put an «e" in his name, and

the ancestor of Paul E. IIayes, a Prestonsburg atto rney.
Few families were li ving on Right
Beaver when Anderson Hayes was a child.
There were, besides the H ays family, John
Morris, some of the ~!artins , Joel Gearheart, Christopher Walker, John Jones,
father of CIa be, the feudist, and a few
others. Clabe Jones, born in 1826, recalled
that Jones Fork was named for his fath er,
who was from Hawkins County, Tennessee.

Anderson, who was living in

more, thrcf' years younger than himself.

She was a daughter of Golden Hawk
Sizemore, whose name was corrupted to

Hays cook. One of these was Katherine

Goulding by the old timers. It was said he
was eith er full-blood or half-blood Cherokee. Legend also asse rted that he was the
father of 52 children. Doubtless he was
part Indi an, and it is with little doubt that
we ag ree he was the father of the stated
number of children, for custom condoned

Smith , who it was said by Clabr, was a

the mountain patri achs maintaining sepa-

concubine of his father's . Clabe's mother,

rate establishments for several famili es. A
brothN and sister of Rachel's were Black
Hawk Sizemore and Polly, who married
Anderson's brother, Daniel. The many other sisters of Rachel ma rri ed into the ~ont
gomery, Wireman , Annett , Howard, Goodman , Hoover, Chaffins, Patri ck, Stumbo
and Sali sbury families. One daughter of

John Hays had a '11Ouse-raisin" to build
the big log house he lived in till h is death .
The sons were now able to help the neighbors who came. Assembled at the Hays
"raisin" we re a few women to help Mrs.

who was Rebrcca Arnold , of Virginia,

sought revenge on ~1i ss Smith here at the
gathering.
"~! Y mother gave her a rap over the
head with a club," Clabe told his biographer, J. W. Hall, "then seized her, pulling
her over the yard fence to the road and
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Golden Hawk was Jendo, mother of Flurinda Gearheart who married Archibald
Allen. The descendants of Golden Hawk
are, it is thought, larger in number than
any other Floyd family.
Anderson and Rachel went to housekeeping near Lackey, and when he was
not busy with the many duties incumbent
upon a mountain farm er, he indulged in
his favorite of hunting. Trips were made

although not the youngest, still lives at 88
years of age on Troublesome. It was Nelson who lost an eye, but could see good
enough to shoot Clabe Jones when the
Hays' and Jones' were feuding. Clabe,
who hated the dark skinned Nelson, always referred to him as "the one-eyed
nigger," and kept out of his way.
Meantime while Anderson and Rachel
were rearing this large family the Civil
War came on. Anderson received a com-

to Buckhorn where deer and bear were

plentiful. On one of these trips to Buckhorn he returned without his horse aria
gun. He had traded them to a large acreage of land on Jake's Fork and Dan's Fork
of Buckhorn. He moved there. In a few
years he owned 2,100 acres in this mountain fastness.
Anderson and Rachel had ten children
-eight sons and two daughters. James was
captured by Union troops in the Civil War
and was confined in an eastern prison for
two and one-half years. E~zabeth, called
Betty, married Bill Dobson, settled on
Ball's Fork, then Breathitt County. George
Hays and his two sons, Farris and Dan,
by po~tical legerdemain were able to rotate in the office of High Sheriff of Knott
County for 20 years.
Lewis, another son of Anderson, was
called Redheaded Le\vis. He went courting to the Forks of Troublesome, then
Letcher County, after the Civil War and
married Margaret Everidge, daughter of
"Bareheaded" Solomon Everidge. It was
said Everidge never wore a hat. Le\vis
was a justice of the peace of Letcher
County, at McPherson, now Hindman ,
when Knott County was made a county.
He was Knott's first county court clerk.
Letha Hays married Daniel Hays and
Wesley and Anderson, Jr. were merchants
in Perry County for over half a century.
David, another son of Anderson served as
Commonwealth's Attorney for the PikeLetcher judicial District, and Nelson, who
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mission as

Captain in the

Confederate

Army, and Clabe Jones, dodging the law
over in Perry County because he had
killed a Coburn who had reported him as
a Yankee, enlisted in the Union Army. In
the war began the many brushes, the
Hays' and Jones' were to have for years.
The first brush was when Clabe and
Captain Shade Combs were guarding some
sick Yankees at the mouth of Carr's Fork.
Captain Anderson attacked, and although
only Clabe, Rev. Ira Combs and a few
others had guns, the Confederates were
held at bay long enough for the sick men
to get away. Some time later the Confederates werc encamped at the mouth
of Lott's Creek below Hazard. 11'e Unionists, under a Captain Strong, attacked
Anderson. Clabe was along. Since the Confederates were out numbered, Captain Anderson retreated towards Virginia, leaving
a lot of war supplies on the ground. Captain Anderson, as a harbinger of things to
come, never forgave his enemies, several

men, one of them being this defeat.
In the war Captain Anderson lost Wesley Grigsby, an old friend, Wayne and
Sim Combs were wounded. He was in the
Battle of Middle Creek, fled with the rest
of Marshall's forces, pursued by Col. James
A. Garfield's Unionists. He was attached
to Col. Jesse Caudill's command for some
time. At the Battle of Cynthia he was captured by the Federal forces, carried over
the Ohio River, held prisoner for a while,

but the dullness of the inaction palled . He
and several others dug their way out,
swam the Ohio River, got back to Kentucky and eventually to Buckhorn.
The "Iar being over, Captain Anderson
shucked his uniform, moved away from
Buckhorn to H ays Branch, one mile above
Hindman . Here he and his son Lewis built
a water mill, serving a wide area for grinding com meal, a necessity in the mountains. His own son Lewis became. besides
a Letcher Coun ty Justice of the Peace, a
postmaster of McPherson, the forerunner
of Hindman.
Ti me passed . Lewis H ays (1851-1917 )
who had married Margaret Everidge
( 1856-1936 ) in 1873, began to deal in
stock and merchandise. He had the first
store in Hindman. Across from the Hays
farm lived his fri end, Peyton Duke. With
the aid of Duke and others he grew influential .
Captain Anderson and his son Lewis
were mainly responsible for the solid Democratic majority of Knott County voters.
The Captain himseU never forgave his
Union enemies, particularl y Clabe Jones
and as the Hays' were in a position of influence, the Civil War was carried over
into the political wars aIter Knott was
formed. Knott was made a county in 1884.
When Knott was formed, Lewis' children were all born . Lucinda, who married Prof. George Clark, was born in 1875.
Wesley Ri chmond ( nick-named Doug for
some reason ) was born in 1877; Alexander
Sidney, who died in 1937 was born in
1879, and Rachel the youngest in 1881.
The day the commissioners arrived at
the Forks of Troublesome to set up the
new county, they found a large crowd
from the three counties-Floyd, Letcher
and Perry. The populace considered it an
hour to celebrate, and the men of affairs
at the time retired to Lewis Hays' home to
get away from the crowd. Dissension had
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set in. Bolling Bill H all, of Upper Beaver,
was being deprived of his Tax Commissioner's Job in Floyd COlmty by being cut
to the new county and refused to act as
commissioner to lay the county off in
magisteri al districts. Lewis H ays was being relieved of his duties as Justice of the
Peace in Letcher, but in compensation was
becoming the new county's first clerk.
The county, being duly organized, the
Hays family stayed in the political saddle,
slipping seriously onl y once. That was
when Captain Anse, as he was called by
everyone, ran for jailer on the Democrati c ti cket and Clabe Jones on the Republican. Clabe was elected. When he arrived at Hindman the first thing he did
was to cut portholes in the log jail to poke
a rifle through.
Now Clabe was just fini shing up a
feud or two, chiefly with Tal! Hall and
Bad John Wright, and if he had not had
staunch allies in the Bateses, Vances,
Slones and Draughns of Right Beaver,
the Hays clan would have put him out of
commISSIOn. These men helped man
Jones' Fort, which was the jail.
Once when Clabe went after the cows,
near dark, a volley of shots was fired at
him and he escaped by flin ging himself
on the ground, pretending to be dead.
Jane, got one of the Hays clan in jail.
The Hayses and their friends were muttering about a siege. Clabe imported his
gunmen, swore them in as deputies. Both
sides, the Jones' and H ays' procured warrants for each other. In the night the
Hayses and their adherents took up quarters in the old Draughn house opposite
the jail. The two forces were arrayed for
battle. Next morning, the stillness of death
settled on Hindman. No one seemed inclined to move first.
Jones taunted them to come over and
eat with him . Lewis Hays replied, "No
thanks, we've had our dinner." Shots be-

gan to be exchanged and the Hayses led
by Anderson and Lewis, retreated to the
lower follOwing floor. Finally, retreating
to the cellar to avoid the heavy fire, they
awaited assault. It came when John and
Andy Slone charged at the cellar. A bullet
brought John down, mortally wounded,
and Andy was shot, although not fatally.
As the besiegers moved in, the Hays
men beat out the cellar wall and ran for
a woodland, bullets flying after them. One
or more of them would have been killed
but for a Hays man on the opposite hill
who began firing. Clabe retreated to the
safety of bis log jail.
Hindman was for a long time, as Prof.
George Clarke expressed it, "an armed
camp." Men would ride into town, full of
liquor, shoot off their gun and retreat.
One of these bad men was Enoch Helton
who was shot in the mouth. He recovered,
lived long enough to try to arrest Talt
Hall at Norton. Talt killed him and was
hanged for it at Wise Court House.
Tired of all the gunplay, a group of
citizens went to Frankfort to talk to Governor Simon Buckner. There was Prof.
Clarke, Sheriff Watts, Huram Francis,
Lewis H ays and others. They wanted
rifles and ammunition "We got the guns
and cartridges," Professor Clarke said afterwards, "even if Pearl Combs did fall
asleep in the presence of the Governor."
Hindman quieted after that.
Lewis Hays continued to run his general store for years. H e ran for both the
offices of county court clerk and circuit
clerk, and was elected. ''''''ile not engaged
in his official duties he hauled goods

Years passed and his son Doug took over
the teams and he and Hubbard Francis,
as well as other merchants, hauled from
Prestonsburg.
After the "troubles" were over at Hindman, Old Clabe Jones, as he was called
by everyone, and the Hayses were reconciled, although we must believe Clabe
kept a weather-eye on the one-eyed Nelse.
Clabe was a landless restless old man, and
would visit the Hays families . They would
talk about the wars or incidents like when
Dick Vance, John Slone and DoIf Draughn
"shot up" the courthouse after dark because they were indicted.
"You could pick up the record books
and the bullets would fall out" Senator
Doug Hays reminisces.
Prof. Clarke married Lucinda Hays,
Daughter of Lewis, in 1897, and under
his tutelage education made progress.
Clarke, died several years ago. His widow
survives. Surviving today are a few of
those who remembered when Knott became a separate county. Mrs. Clarke is
one.

from Norton, Virginia, or from deep down

in Kentucky from London and Rothwell.
He used a team of horses, but when the
railroad stopped at \%itehouse on Big
Sandy, he began to haul merchandise
from there. The road was so bad on this
route they were required to use ox teams.
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Senator Hays remembers the occasion
well, for when the commissioners came
they were smoking cigars and these were
the first he had ever seen.
Other persons living today who can
recall the launching of Knott County are
Farris, Dan and Johnny Hays, Elliott Dyer
and Rachel Stidham, Dr. J. W. Duke, who
was there died a few months ago.
Gone are some of the men who made
mountain history, men like Captain Anderson Hays who died in 1921, at the age
of 90. His \vife, Rachel Sizemore Hays survived only a year. Lewis Hays died in
1917, and his wife, Margaret Everidge
H ays lived on until 1931.
The family's history is a chronicle of
life on the border when settlers fled to
the forest to escape Indian captivity or
death, of emigration to the mountains of

Eastern Kentucky, there to find itself living under the almost intolerable conditions
of the Civil War, when there was not
even the semblcnce of law; of bitter feuds
and life in isolation while the rest of the
state was bUilding roads and schools.
That they were ever seeking to break
their bonds is preserved in the tradition
of how Lewis Hays', son-in-law of old
Solomon Everidge, instigated the old man's
journey to Hazard to request Katherine
Petit and May Stone to found a school at
Hindman . Lucy Furman quotes him as
saying to introduce himself, "Woman , my
name is Solomon Everidge." Some calls
me the granddaddy of Troublesome." He
went on with his appeal for aid to his
people """hen I heard of your women,

I walked 22 miles across the ridges, to
search out the truth of it."

( Sources reli ed upon for tbis article
are: Myers History of West Virginia,
quoting De Haas' "Border Wars;" Autobiography of Old Claib Jones," by J. W.
Hall; the Lewis Hays Bible; a manuscript
On the Hays family prepared by descendants of Captain Anderson Hays for the
writer; information supplied by Ova Wicker H aney of Hogenville; Floyd County
Court records; remembrances of Senator
Doug Hays and an article in the Hindman
News, May 1, 1952, by Lucy Furman.)

Five Old Persons Live in Memory-Filled House
by HENRY P. SCALF
Five old persons living in a house that
is approximately a century and a half old.
Living with the memories of their pioneer
family that came over the mountains from
Yadkin River in North Carolina when
Floyd County was a wilderness empire,
full of game and savage Indians.
The old house stands near the mouth of
Breeding's Creek in Knott County, and living there are three brothers and two sisters
- Patrick, John D ., Sidney, Elizabeth and
Allie Johnson . Four are married. Patrick,
the eldest, is 83. Around them are memories. Looking down upon them from decades long past are portraits of their forbears, some dressed in the form al clothes
of the time. Pictures of Simeon Johnson,
scholar, teacher and lawyer, Fielding and
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Sarah Dotson Johnson. Fielding, lawyer
and landowner was the first county attorney of Knott County when it was separated
from Floyd County and organi zed in 1884.
They sleep in corded fourposter beds
that Sarah Dotson Johnson, wife of Fieldin~, brought to the old house as a part of
the personality from the Mansion House
of Wise, Virginia. She was a daughter of
Jackie and Lucinda Matney Dotson, of
Wise. Jacki e was the first sheriff of Wise
and when he died Mrs. Johnson's part of
the Mansion House's furnishings were
brought to her home on Breeding's Creek
One of the old corded, hand-turned
beds is called The Apple Bed; another, the
Acorn-because an apple is carved on the
end of each post of one and an acorn is

carved on the posts of the other. One is
finished with varnish by some Virginia
craftsman, the other is unfinished. On them
are coverlets, made by hands long since
dead. They show you, these old pcople,
pitchers, laquered in gold from the Virginia
Matney family, and tableware from the
Mansion House, which was actually the
Dotson Hotel, one of the famous hostelries
in Southwest Virginia. There is the Wedding Plate, a large platter from which each
Johnson bride and groom ate his or her
dinner. When President Francis Hutchins,
of Berea College, came a few years ago to
see the antiques he went away and returned with an artist who sketched them.
The old people prepared a giant turkey,
served him on the Wedding Plate.
Sitting under the picture is an old
Kentucky rifle that belonged to George
Washington Johnson and with which he
killed deer. These old people show you
from an old trunk, clothes worn by their
ancestors. There is the wedding dress of
Sarah Dotson Johnson, preserved for almost three-quarters of a century. There
are the baby clothes of Simeon Johnson
who lived to be old and has been dead
for decades.
Patrick Johnson stirs his fire in the
ancient fireplace. You are sitting where
oldsters prominent in early Eastern Kentucky history sat, for the old house was a
famous stopping place on the road from
Whitesburg to McPherson (now Hindman ), Prestonsburg, and Kentucky river
towns. Circuit riding judge, lawyers, and
court attaches of mountain circuits, sta yed
here. Revolutionary War veterans stopped
here as they pushed through the mountains in search of land. When Rev. Simeon
Justice, a Revolutionary army drummer
married Adelphia Carter Johnson, widow
of Thomas, he lived here awhile and with
ministers like William Salisbury and Electious Thompson, of early Floyd, planned

the founding of churches of their faith .
Exact date when the Johnsons came to
Eastern Kentucky is not known but we
know from historical records that Thomas
Johnson, his wife, Adelphia Carter Johnson, Patrick and William Johnson, brothers,
emigrated from the Yadkin River by way
of Pound Gap sometime in the first decade
of 1800. Patrick, one of the three brothers,
took up 50 acres of land, Jan. 20, 1806, on
the Rockhouse Fork. He was married on
June 13, 1813, to Anna Martin (born 1794 ),
the daughter of William and Susannah
Tudor Martin, who emigrated to Right
Beaver Creek between the years 1806-08.
William Martin himself came directly from
Virginia but may have had his origins in
North Carolina where it is possible he
knew the Johnsons on the Yadkin. Patrick
and Anna settled on the Isaac Fork of
Right Beaver Creek.
Thomas and Adelphia Carter Johnson
built the old house on and near the mouth
of Breeding's Creek, a tributary of Carr
Fork of Kentucky River, sometime in the
first decade of the 19th century. Originally
it was built on a high place, near the side
of a hill, but a "steep gut," as oldsters were
wont to call a steep hollow, was at the
rear and it must have been sudden freshets
that caused them to move it a hundred
yards nearer the creek side. It was Floyd
County there when it was built and moved.
Later, by a successive creation of new
counties, it has stood in three more-Perry,
Letcher and Knott.
Sons and daughters of Thomas and
Adelphia were George Washington, Artie
and Fanny. It was not a large family, by
pioneer standards, but with the many duties of a pioneer mother, added to that of
teacher, for Adelphia was the only woman
of education in a wide section, life must
have been indeed a busy one. She acted as
scribe for the settlers and, as her family
was closely associated with the founders
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of the Baptist faith in the mountains, she
wrote church letters and correspondence.
Neighbors were far apart in this section
of early Floyd County, now Knott. On
Carr Fork lived the Francis family. Thomas
Francis, of French origin, and his wife,
Jane Hammonds Francis, came by way of
Virginia to Carr Fork, in 1816. Around 1815
the Ritchies moved to Carr 'Fork, but
J ames, emigrant from England in 1768, returned to Virginia, leaving his son Crockett
Ritchie and wife, Susan Grigsby Ritchie.
There, too, was the family of John and
Nancy Combs. We do not know the names
of any pupils of Adelphia Johnson but we
may sunnise, with little fear of contradiction, that they were Ritchies, Francises and
Combses.
The sons and daughters of Thomas and
Adelphia began to marry off. George
Washington married Sarah Francis, daughter of Thomas, of Carr Fork. Artie married
Nicholas Smith, son of Richard, of Ary.
Information as to whom William and Fanny married is unavailable. Thomas Johnson, builder of the old house, died in 1828
and is buried on the farm nearby.
Adelphia lived a widow some time, but
was remarried to Rev. Simeon Justice, Oct.
1, 1834. She had known him for years. H e
had officiated as minister at Johnson marriages, and stayed at the old house when
he and other ministers were "riding the
circllit" and organizing churches. It was
he, who, with Elder William Salisbury, of
Floyd County, and Electious Thompson,
organized the first Baptist churches in the
section. There is evidence that the tllTee
formally organized one in Perry in 1809.
In 1810 some 20 families with these three
assembled at the home of Isaac Whitaker
on the Kentucky River and organized the
Ind ian Bottom Church. They set up another chu rch organization Aug. 13, 1815, at
the home of Stephen Caudill, near the
mouth of Sandlick.

Rev. Simeon Justice was a drummer
boy in the Revolutionary army, but it
wo uld have seemed incongruous to have
made such a statement in 1834 when he
and Adelphia Johnson mounted horses for
the trip to Hazard to get married. He
weighed 400 pounds. Corroboration of his
size exists in a great chair he bad made
for himself and in which two persons could
sit with ease. The chair, now in the possession of Jethro Am burgy, of Hindman,
was used by his descendants as a "courting
chair: '

Simeon and Adelphia lived together for
12 ycars, but that they lived a considerable
length of time in the old house on Breeding's Creek cannot be said. H e owned land
in the present Floyd County and it can be
assumed that they moved to the Big Sandy
River. As evidence that he lived on Big
Sand y is that of Alexander Lackey of Prestonsburg who swore, to assist Simeon to
procure a pension, that he had lived as a
neighbor to him for nine or ten years .
Simeon grew old, began to lose his eyesight and , but for the pension he received,
would have died in reduced circumstances.
His old pension papers give us a resume of
his Revolutionary service. He was born in
Pittsylvani a County, Virginia, June 4, 1765.
The family moved to Rutherford County,
orth Carolina, but soon drifted farther
south to Ninety-Six in South Carolina. His
mother died there. Simeon, his father John
and his brother John, enlisted at Fort Rutledge in 1777. Simeon was 12 years of
age. His brother John, who may have been
slightly older, was appointed fifer and
Simeon drummer of the company. Captain
Benjamin Tutt gave the three a small
amount o f bounty money_

He served most of his three year enlistment at Fort Rutledge but in February,
1780, was sent to Augusta, Georgia. In
May he was back at Fort Rutledge. His
term of enlistment ended in June of that

year but, ·times were very squally and it
was thought imprudent to discharge the
men at the fort." Squally they were indeed,
for Fort Rutledge was captured by the
British and Simeon was made prisoner. He
was paroled in July, 1780.
After his discharge he lived in South
Carolina until 1795 when he moved to Tennessee and lived there four years. After
that he moved to Buncombe County, North
Carolina. In 1807, after eight years residence in North Carolina, he moved to
·Sandy River, Kentucky, where he has resided ever since." This statement was
made in 1832, two years before he married
the widowed Adelphia.
Although Adelphia Johnson was 47 and
Simeon Justice was 69 at the time of their
marriage, they attended church at the farflung church outposts in the mountains,
mostly at those he had helped organize.
Her son, George Washington and Sarah
Francis Johnson were living in the old
house on Breeding's Creek. As they traveled over the trails from Big Sandy to tributaries of the Kentucky River it may be
assumed without much breach of historical
accuracy that these two stayed nights in
the old house with her son, George.
Rev. Simeon Justice died Jan. 16, 1846,
and his wife went to live with the sons and
daughters. In 1853 she appeared in a Letcher County court, for the old house she and
Thomas Johnson had built in Floyd
County, had shifted successively to Perry,
then Letcher by creation of new counties.
In this Letcher County court appearance'
before Judge Green Adams she asked for
a pension by reason of being the widow of
a Revolutionary War soldier. She was inscribed upon the pension roll to begin Feb.
3, 1853. On Oct. 20, 1855, she was a resident of Perry County for she appeared before a Justice of the Peace in u der to receive bounty land. At this time she was
68 years of age. She died and was buried
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on Irishman Creek.
George Washington and Sarah Francis
Johnson, who lived in the old house near
the mouth of Breeding's Creek, had eight
sons and daughters : Fielding, called Babe,
George, Leslie, Simeon, Sarah, Susan,
Thomas and Adelphia. Susan married
George Eversole, Thomas married Lucy
Eversole, and Adelphia, named for her
grandmother, married Washington Combs.
The old house had now become a stopping place for persons traveling on the
road to Whitesburg, McPherson (Hindman ), Prestonsburg, or Hazard. In the
years after Knott County was formed it became, with the Pud Breeding or Spencer
Combs home, the favorite stopping place
for traveling court attaches, especially between Whitesburg and Hindman. Patrick
Johnson informs us that when he was a
child he heard his father call to many a
traveler: "Light and stay." Or "Light and
tell us the news."
Fielding Johnson began the study of
law, taught school for awhile. His practice
was chiefly in the Whitesburg court until
Knott County was formed, but some of his
practice extended to Wise, Virginia. It was
at Wise he met his wife, Sarah Dotson,
daughter of the Wise sheriff.
Discussion of a new county to be composed of parts of Floyd, Perry and Breathitt arose, centering chiefly in Whitesburg
where lived Tom Fitzpatrick, prominent
lawyer. Fitzpatrick was present at Frankfort when the legislature authorized the
new county. Sarcastically, a Louisville
paper, remarked that Fitzpatrick stood,
during legislative deliberations on the
subject, looking over the shoulder of Robert Bates, the member from Letcher. In
all of the discussions leading up to the
act creating the new county of Knott,
Fielding Johnson was a strong advocate
of it.
Few people lived in McPherson at this

time. There was F. P. "Chick" Allen, storekeeper, and nearby lived Lewis Hays. The
town that was to become Hindman boasted
log houses and wagon roads that led out
to Prestonsburg from whicb mule freighters hauled goods, to Whitesburg by way
of Carr Fork and near the home of George
Washington and Fielding Johnson, the
road to Hazard, and a fourth leading
toward Jackson. The Forks of Troublesome, though, was soon to have its day in
the sun.
When Fielding Johnson rode into the
newly created town of Hindman, Monday,
July 7, 1884, the commissioners to set up
the new county, fanners from a wide area,

and lawyers from other towns were present. Mountain whiskey flowed freely and
imbibers partook in the manner in which
it was given. Soon the celebrants were
drunk, dancing and shooting off firearms.
Personal affronts had to be settled by fisticuffs and the noise and hilarity increased
until the commissioners moved to the home
of Lewis H ays to complete their work.
At the Hays home argument waxed
long and difficult. Bolling Hall from
Beaver was designated as a committee of
one to layoff Knott into magisterial districts. He refused to serve because he was
being deprived of his office of Assessor
in Floyd. Finally, though, all the wran gling
was over and Knott County was duly organized.
The Louisville Commercial July 8,
1885, states : "The close of the festivities
at what became the town of Hindman was
a fitting climax. The local magistrate lay
on his back in the sand, in the bottom of
the dry creek, and was singing ,vith all his
might until he became too drowsy longer
to make exertion. Many others lay on the
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grass."
Fielding Johnson became the first
county attorney of Knott County and Lewis Hays, the first clerk. Fielding continued
to live on Breeding's Creek while serving
and when his father died in 1904 he formally occupied the old house built by his
grandfather, Thomas. It was chiefly Sarah
Dotson Johnson who preserved for the
present generation the many antiques of
the old home. After Fielding's death she
lived \vith her memories of her people, of
the Dotsons and Matneys, and last but not
least, of her husband's people. One son,
Simeon, married Sarah Francis and they
are the parents of Willard "Sprout" Johnson, one time a member of the Carr Creek
Indians and now the team's coach.
Defeated Creek, a four-mile long valley, enters Carr Fork almost exactly opposite the mouth of Breeding's Creek. It
received its name, Pabick Johnson tells us,
back in pioneer days. There was an encampment of whites on Troublesome Creek
and Old Man Carr, the only name by
which legend recalls him, and another
man strayed on a hunting trip, to the valley and set up a rude shelter. In the night
Indians attacked the camp and Old Man
Carr and his companion, accompanied by
their dogs, fled across the ice of the creek.
A dog tripped Carr and he fell. Indians
were upon him and he was scalped. The
other man escaped. Thus the name of the
little valley-Defeated Creek.
It is but a legend, containing perhaps
some truth, but a story symbolic of the
collective memories of the Johnson family
and repeated by five old persons in an
old house. Those memories encompass a
century and a half. They live with these
memories and to them they are priceless.

Josiah H. Combs about 1913
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BREAKING OUT OF THE "STICKS"
Being the Chronicle of a Young Kentucky Mountaineer
by JOSIAH H . COMBS
The wri ter of this little chronicle does
not by any means make bold to assume
that he has already entered "fast company", to use the language of the baseball
fan. Several years ago he did break out
from cover of the tall timber and the sagegrass, to see what was outside the Kentucky mountains. H e found such a strange
world, such a different world from the
one he had been accustomed to, that he
feels like telling the story.
I was born at Hazard, Perry County,
Kentucky. \'llhile J was still in my "gumand-sheepskin days" (a highland phrase
for childhood) the French-Eversole feud
broke out. Brilliant and shrewd Joe Eversole, almost a dwarf in stature, was pitted
against the crafty and cunning B. Fult.
French, who later fi gured in the Hargis
troubles, in Breathitt County. H azard
speedily became an armed camp, the
"cock-pit" of the county. My father was
"high sheriff" of the county at the time.
The feudists went about their preparations with method and precision, bringing
in large supplies of guns and ammunition.
It was difficult to see how my fathcr and
his kinsman were to keep out of the
trouble. It was an instance in whi ch the
neutral party was likely to become the object of the hatred and ill will of all the
belligerents. Two things, however, conspired to save the situation for my embarrassed father. One of my older brothers had been named for B. Fult French ,
and I had been named, in part, for Joe
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Eversole. Our family also had warm
friends and kinsmen on both sides.
And so we forced ourselves to remain
aloof from the French-Eversole feud. Yet
my father's continued neutrality cost us
much trouble from time to time. The fact
that he was an officer of the law made
him a natural enemy of some of the feudist outlaws. Upon one occasion these outlaws shot and killed one of his deputies,
and immediately laid siege to our borne.
Father was in bed sick Bullets were
crashing into the ti mbers of our home
quick and fas t. Something had to be done,
and quickly, at that. Mother hurried the
five children of us down into the basement of the house. Then she hastily seized
father's revolver and drove the intruders
away at the point of it. Qeute "nervy" for
a woman perhaps. But not for a mountain
woman. My mother witnessed fight after
fi ght, "killi ng-off after killing-off'. She
stood in the doorway of our home one
da y, and beheld a spectacular duel on the
street, in which Joe Eversole shot down
one of the French men. On another occasion she beheld a strange fi ght between
the two facti ons. The Eversole men had
taken refuge in the courthouse, and the
French men were attacking them from the
town "grave-yard," located on the "backwoods" nearby. All the windows on that
side of the courthouses were soon beaten
out by a hail of bullets. "Bad" Tom Smith'
( my second cousin ) deliberately took aim
from a tombstone, and an Eversole c1ans-

man in the courthouse immediately
dropped to the floor dead. Even these
gnlesome scenes were not without their
humor, at times. One day an Eversole adherent was slowly walking up Mai n
Street, alone. His Argus-eye suddenly
caught a glimpse of what appeared to be
a French follower, standing on the 'backwoods." Raising his Winchester to his
shoulder he took aim and fired. At the
sound of the gun a large, red calf rolled
off the hill dead.
In the midst of these troublesome times
in and about the little town on the Kentud.-y River, my parents soon came to the
conclusion that Hazard was not the place
in which to rear up their children. We
then removed to Carr's Fork of the Kentucky River, in Knott County, which had
been created shortly before this time, and
named for J. Proctor Knott, of "Duluth"
fam e. I do not remember these happenings, but my mother has told them to me
so often that I always feel as if I actually
saw every one of them.
Carr's Fork was a quiet, peaceful community, for the most part. Here r was first
started to school, in a primitive, log school
house, of one large room. r was so young
that I remember it only indis tinctly; for
even before that my mother had taught
me the "a-b abs" and had started me to
reading a little. She always tried to have
us reading before we were started to
school. Well, I had just missed becoming
a feudist by a narrow margin . My carll'
school days at that log house ( r was only
five) were a continuous feud. ( Irvin S.
Cobb has since put us in the "pure feud
belt" of Kenhlcky. ) I rebelled against the
primitive, harsh schoolmaster, against niles
-against everything. I was scarcely better
at home. My mother says T "sent all the
other children off to Coventry," and played
by myself, sta yi ng out of the house all day
at a time, and acting "strange." I was
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pulled out of the water ti me and again,
drowning. Almost daily, during the summertime, I carried home a huge bull-frog
fi nn ly clasped to my bosom. I do not remember, to this day, just how I succeeded
in "corralling" so many of these aquatic
specimens.

We li ved on Carr's Fork six years.
Hind man, the county seat, was only ten
miles distant. Father decided to remove
to Hindman, where he could put us in a
better school. I was seven years old. That
journey over the mountains was a revelation. Hindman, a town of 300, was the
first village I had ever seen, since I could
remember. Everything seemed strange,
and the people acted "strange." H indman
was at that time a comparatively new
town. Jackson, in Breathitt County, was
our nearest railway point-forty-five miles
dis tant. Hindman is a typical little mountain town, located at the confluence of
the Right and the Left Forks of Troublesome Creek. The pioneer that named this
stream seems to have had a knack for the
fin e art of nomenclature. 'When we came

to the little town, the Hays-Jones feud
had not long since quieted down . Such
was Hindman when we came to it- Hind-

man, now the scene of "The H eart of the
Hills," by John Fox, Jr., "Mothering on
PeriI9us," and "Sight to the Blind," by
Lucy Furman .
I was put in the village school . Two of
the lady teachers became my most sympatheti c fri ends. One of them was from Western Tennessee, and the other from the
"settlemints," in central Kentucky. A "professor'" was in charge of the School, and
the "curriculum" extended scarcely beyond
the "three r's." I went to this school for
ni ne vea rs. T must have ~one through the
"common school branches" so often that I
could almost have reproduced them, word
for wo rd. had they suddenl y become lost
to the wo rld. When one of these texts was

"finished" for the first time, we would go
right through it again, ad infinitum. This
was the "professor'. system. Exams were
unknown . I did "stellar" work in everything but mathematics, which I detested.
Pretty soon I was sent upstairs, to the professor's advanced department. Here I felt
uneasy and embarrassed, for most of my
classmates were grown-up boys and girls.
I reveled in history and English, and devoured everything I could get hold of relating to these subjects. I could spell everything in the speller-yes, spell till I became breathless.
My embarrassment at this time grew
and grew, for I was fast gaining the reputation as a "pyore scholar" as the hillsmen
say. I was reading everything in sightexcept novels. The mountaineer has an inborn prejudice against the reading of
novels. Very few books of fiction were to
be found in the mountains at that time.
History, biography, and the classic poems
in Greek and in English literature-I was
cutting great swaths in all of them. Yes, I
even read and tried to understand Paradise Lost. I could not pronounce the
strange Greek names in the Iliad and the
Odyssey, but when Greek met Trojan,
anywhere on the plains of Troy, I was intensely interested in the story. During vacation from school, while I was at work
on the farm , I usually carried a book of
some sort up to the cornfield with me.
When we sat down to rest, I would read.
I "finished" many of the classics in this
way. People would say, "Wy, that 'ere
boy's a-reading hisself plum' to death;
he'U never git over hit." But books were
hard to get hold of, and I had to be satisfied with a limited supply of them. We
had absolutely no libraries. During all
these times my mother stood sponsor to
me, and every time she saw anything in a
newspaper or magazine which she thought
might interest me, she showed it to me.
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One day I read through three books,
biographical.
My spare time was not aU given over
to reading. Like the boys around me, I
fished, hunted, and shot the primitive
cross-bow and the "bow-and-spike". We
pushed the Ope'£" (pith) from the elder
bush, and made POI>-, or air guns. I was
always trying to learn something new, and
became a veritable querist in the eyes of
my two lady teachers-in season, and out
of season. At the age of eight, I surprised
them by inquiring into the origin of Satan
and Jehovah! The word "grocer" (a mountain "blind tiger") came to my ears, and I
wanted to find out about it. I followed
some older boys off up the creek for
several miles, reached the "grocer" with
them, and drank some ·white liquor" with
them. "Vhen I got back home, my mother
changed the refreshments to "peach tree
tea" by soundly thrashing me with a peach
tree switch .
My interest and zeal in reading never
once fagged. In order to have more books
to read, I walked a mile to town every
night for a year or two, and sold the Cincinnati Post. (At that time I did not know
any better!) The War with Spain broke
out, and my subSCription list became
trebled. The mountaineers-the tallest
soldiers in the world-enlisted for service
in great numbers. The next year came
the Goebel-Taylor episode in Kentucky.
While it was at white heat, a bully rode
past our home and shouted out at my
mother, "G-d- Taylor! how d'ye like
that?" Apparently my mother did not like
that; for, quickly seizing a revolver, she
took five chances at the bully, who immediately allowed no grass to grow UDder his horse's feet. And my mother is
one of the gentlest little women in the
world.
The year 1900" was an eventful year
in my own life, and also in the life of

Hindman and Knott County. The "wo-

the wonderful Bluegrass city. All the
streets and houses looked alike to me. I
wondered how in the world so many
people kept from getting lost, trying to
find their way over and through the
streets. I heard a "dago" advertising his
"wares" by crying "Ba-nan! ba-nan! banan!" and thought he was giving the highlander's sheep call, "Coo-nan! coo-nan!
coo-nan!" That afternoon I was led into an

men"4 had come to town and put up two

or three small tents-a camp, where they
were to do rural settlement work, and
teach the mountaineers how to sew and

cook better. These ladies were from Louisville and Lexington . Here I saw an opportunity to increase my little store of
reading and books. Miss Katharine Pettit,
one of the "women", met me in the road
barefooted one day, reading a book. She
said to me, "Well, what are you reading
now?" With as much composure as Lincoln as he sat on the woodpile reading

«eye-doetor's" office, where my eyes were

examined. A few drops of belladonna were
dropped into my eyes, and I was sent out
of the office to return later. After wandering aimlessly about over the streets for
a time, the pupils of my eyes became dilated, I could not read the big signboards, and decided that my eye sight
had been destroyed forever. I wanted to
get back to the mountains. But the next
morning I found that I was all right, before starting back home. Before leaving
Lexington, I chanced to hear a stentorian

law, I answered, "Hist'ry." These ladies

gave me a decided boost, and we soon
became fast friends ; they did many thin gs
for me.
The ladies established the school at
Hindman in 1902, and came back to stay.
It was difficult to induce the boys to take
industrial work-especially work indoors-

work which they thought belonged to the
"women folks." They would say, "We ain't
never seen no folks of no kind do no work
like that before, fer hit belongs to the
women folks,"
The year after the school was established at Hindman, it was decided that I
was to be sent to Lexington to have my

voice somewhere on Main Street, in a

store. The people were gathered about
him, and I caught these words:
''He fought a thousand glOriOUS wars,
And more than half the world was his;
And somewhere now in yonder stars,
Can tell, mayhap, what greatness is."

eyes treated. I was seventeen years old,
and had never seen a railway train.

Strindberg's "Lucky Pehr" could not have
contemplated with wilder joy the thought
of breaking out of his isolated envi ronment to behold the outside world- than
did I at the thought of going down to Lexington . We left Hindman in a "jolt-wagon",
my father making the trip with me. Jackson, our nearest ra ilway station, was forty-

five miles away, beyond a number of
mountains. \~Te were almost two days making the trip to Jackson. r walked nearly
all the way-the wagon was too slow for
me, so anxious was I to see the train.
The next day we were in Lexington,
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I walked boldly into the store, and found
the auctioneer haranguing the crowd, and
brandishing a copy of Gibb's "Napoleon's
Military Career" high above his head. It
was right on the square where Chad, in
"The Little Shepherd of Kingdom Come,"
had bid for and bought the old mare. I
outbade everybody, and put the "man of
destiny" under my arm. r had never seen
so many books in my life-and wanted to
carry them all back home with me. I did
carry back quite a load over the hills on
my back.
I had never seen a college or university, but now began to want to go to school
at one. r did not have the necessary mo-

ney, and began to fi gure how I was going to manage it. The school at Hindman
did not offer a full preparatory course for
college. Latin seemed to fit me like an
old shoe. I easily worked up the first year
of it, and Caesar, by myself. With a little
more work I set out for old Transylvania
University, then known as Kentucky University, in Lexington. This old school was
hoary with age and tradition, and I could
hardly wait to enter. But I had no money,
no job. Also, that maladie du pays, always
strong in the hillsman, laid hold of me. I
nearly died of homesickness for the hills,
and thought I had never seen anything so
ugly and uninviting as those wide stretches
of level country. One of the professors was
looking after me. On a dreary September
morning I slipped off down to the station,
and was soon on my way back to the
mountains. I think I closed my eyes till
the train began to approach the hills. I
was so anxious to get back home that I
walked from Jackson to Hindman in one
day-a good trip for a horse! As I neared
the little town, I stopped below it, and
waited till darkness came, for I well knew
I would never hear the end of teasing
from the boys and town ,vi ts. "Under cover
of darkness" I slipped into town .
This experience sorely tried me. I soon
began to lay plans anew to enter college.
The following September I went back to
Lexington, and began to carry a paper
route on the Lexington Herald, Col.
W.C.P. Breckinridge's paper. I made it
pay my expenses, and soon I was ready to
enter the old college. The college had just
awarded me the first scholarship from the
school at Hindman. That September morning, when I walked out to the college
campus, I stepped into a new world. I
knew that I would have to make a radi cal
change in my entire code, that I acted and
thought differently from those peopleand I could not but wonder how it was
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all going to come out. Far away in the
distance I thought I could discern a dark
cloud, "no bigger than a man's hand." It
was a premonition of coming friction. A
genial student (and a senior, at that) met
me on the campus, and asked me if I had
"matriculated." Had it not been for his
kindly manner and bearing, I would have
"fell a-foul" of him, for I thought he was
"kidding" me. Stammering out something,
and scratching my head a moment, I told
him I didn't know whether I had or not.
J. Randall Farris (that was the senior's
name) became my fast friend. I finally
matriculated, entering \vithout examinations. The young president was a genial
man, and a great man. He called me by
my first name, and it pleased me.
lt was taxing my patience to adapt my
self to my new environment. During all
this time I was studying till late at night,
and getting up at 3:30 a.m. to carry papers.
I was strong, but this was too much for
me. In January T had an attack of cerebra
spinal meningitis. My father, who was at
that time in Frankfort (not in the penitentiary, but in the State Senate) hurried
to Lexington to see what was the matter
with me. I had been in bed nearly a day
before I knew what the trouble wasl I
survived this attack, and within little
more than a week was back in my classes.
One result of college life, and my new
way of looking at things, was that I was
beginning to read fiction. T soon plunged
into the study of English, body and soul,
and decided to take everything in it that
the catalog offered.' T was reading everything from Robert W. Chambers up to
James Lane Alieni In my third year in
college I was taken into Sigma Upsilon,
a national literary fraternity, and soon became editor of The TrarlSlJlvanian, the
college magazine. I edited the maganne
for two years in succession . 'The young
head of the English department, whom I

had taken for a student on my arrival at
the college, always stood sponsor for me,
and encouraged me in every way. I introduced him to the folk-lore of my people,
and showed him my "dulcimore," an antique musical instrument of the hills. Since
that time we have done considerable work
in American folk-lore together·
In the mountaineer's lingo, I "A.Bd"
from college in 1911. Since that time I have
been teaching languages in the high schools
of Kentucky, Tennessee, Oklahoma, and
Virginia.
The summer and autumn of 1913 found
me back in Kentucky. My pocket book at
that time has been beautifully described
by Dickens in Barnaby Rudge. In a fit of
desperation, hoping to gain solace, I
plunged into Scandinavian drama. Strindberg nearly upset me. As a last resort I
wrote a little book on the Kentucky highlanders.' which for a time bridged me
over, financially. But that little book
brought down upon my defenseless head
the "vials of vituperation" from the Primitive Baptists all over the Southern Mountains.
In November of the same year, The
Kentuckians, of New York City, asked me
to come up there and deliver the annual
address at their banquet, which took place
at Delmonico's. At the close of my speech
I was explaining the peculiarly shaped
dulcimer, which I always carried \vith me.
One of the Kentuckians broke in, "Can you
pick that thing?" I replied, "I wouldn't
pack'er ef I couldn' pick'er." I cannot say
that I liked New York. Everybody seemed
to be in too big a hurry-whether his business was urgent or not. Even some of the

Kentuckians had acquired the "New York
way", said "Noo Yo'k", talked fast, and always were in a huny. During the Christmas holidays I journeyed up to Cleveland,
read a paper before the American Dialect
Society, and picked my dulcimore at the
evening "smoker". VVherever I went, the
people always gazed at the strange musical instrument I carried under my arm.
During the Christmas holidays of the year
just passed, I read another paper before
the Modern Language Association and Dialect Society, at Princeton University.
Such is the great, outside world as it
appears to the curiosity of a young Kentucky mountaineer. Its people are not like
my people, yet they are "mighty interesting," Wider social inte'rcourse, and constant contact with the world and its problems, has given them more tact than my
people have; but they have no more talent.
In the end, I am led to the conclusion that
the Southern Highlanders have become the
butt of so much untoward criticism because the outside world has not known
and understood them. The feuds of my
people are traceable neither to moonshine
whiskey nor to ''bad blood." The primitive
conception of honor and justice, the idea
of individual, personal revenge for redress
of grievances is back of the clan instinct.
It is a sort of development theory of ethics,
which the mountaineer will in time work
out for his own salvation. A well known
mountaineer, "Burns of the Mountains,"
once made the remark that "too much hoggrease in the mountaineer's food caused the
feuds!" Well, there must be something in
that, for a man feels like fighting somebody when his stomach is out of order.

1. "Bad" Tom Smith was later hanged in Jackson, Breathitt County, Kentucky.
(Editor's note).
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2. Refers to "Professor" George Clark, early educator in Knott County. (Editor's
note).
3. 1900: unknown to him, that March 1900, his future wife was being born in
France-Old Burgundy. (Note written in the margin of the manuscript by Mrs. Josiah
Combs).
4. Refers primarily to Katharine Pettit and May Stone who found ed the Hindman
Settlement School in 1902.
5. Already I had discovered that the mountaineers were using much of the English of Chaucer's and Shakespeare's time; that their folk-lore was almost entirely English in origin; that their ancestry was pure, Old English. (Author's note written in at the
bottom of page 6 of the manuscript).
6. Refers to Prof. Hubert G. Shearin, I am sure. (Note written in by Mrs. Josiah
Combs.)
7. THE KENTUCKY HIGHLANDERS From a Native Mountaineer's Viewpoint.

•

Above Hindman about 1900
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From Log Cabin School

In

Kentucky's Feud

Country to the Sorbonne ... and Beyond
Josiah Henry Combs 1886-1960

It seems a "fur piece" from a log cabin school in Eastern Kentucky's "pure feud
belt" to a Doctor of Philosophy degree at the famous Sorbonne in Paris, France, and
it is, but this only begins to indicate the journey and achievement of Josiah Henry
Combs in his pursuit of the good life.
Born in Hazard, Kentucky, January 2, 1886, while the French-Eversole feud
raged, he grew up at Hindman, Knott County, Kentucky. He came of a singing
family, especially on his mother's side, and, as he later put it, "great singers on my
mother's side," he said. "You could hear them sing folksongs from mountain top to
mountain top." He attended Professor Clark's school at Hindman and was one of two
in the first graduating class of the Hindman Settlement School where he was encouraged to revere his folk heritage. At old Transylvania University he was further encouraged to study and record the '1ore" of his people, especially by Professor Hubert
C. Shearin . By the time he graduated in 1911, he was already writing and collecting
and publishing the results, and this was long before the famous British collector,
Cecil J. Sharpe, made his pilgrimage to Southern Appalachia in search of traditional
British ballads. Unlike Sharpe, josiah Combs did not limit his collecting to British
traditional, but collected whatever he found among the folk-songs ranging from
"Barbara Allen" to "Whoah, Mule."
From 1911 to about 1918 (when he volunteered for service in World War I) , he
published books, brochures, articles, lectured, and gave 'concerts" of his folkson gs
accompanied by his "dulcimore," and taught in various schools in Kentucky, Virginia, Tennessee, and Oklahoma. He was probably the first folklore scholar to "perform" his material.
Although overseas, he never got out of England and to the Continent until the
war was over. In 1920 he married Charlotte Benard in old Burgundy, France, even
though her relatives did not approve. As Mrs. Combs reported in a recent letter, they
asked her such questions (in French, of course) as "Are you crazy?" 1920-21 Josiah
Combs was attached to the Checkoslavak A rmy and editor of the Checkoslovak American (in 1921) in Prague. He brought his young French wife back to the States, and
while he taught French and Spanish at W est Virginia University ( 1922-24) , and
added to his collection of folksongs , Mrs. Combs budgeted their income and sent
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regular amounts for deposit back in France in preparation for a return to Paris and
doctoral studies at the Sorbonne (they decided to save and complete the program all
at once rather than face the long years of teaching and part time study, so often the
course taken by candidates for the Ph .D ). In 1925 Josiah Combs was awarded the Ph.D .
from the famous University, sum7M cum laude, the first person from Kentucky to
receive that honor. His dissertation, imme diately published in book form in French
as Folk-Songs du Midi des Etats Urns has recently been translated and issued in the
United States as Folk Songs at the Smlthern United States. His secondary thesis proposal was Kentucky in American Literature.
Josiah Combs came home to round out an eminent career as scholar, writer,
editor, professor-and perhaps most important of all-as a fascinatingly witty, brilliant, warm, generous human being. Mrs. Combs quoted him as saying once, "If I had
to choose between being a scholar and being human, I would choose the latter." H e
was professor of French and German, University of Oklahoma, 1926-27; H ead, Department of Foreign Languages, Texas Christian University, 1927-47; Head, Department of French, Mary Washington College of University of Virginia, until his retirement in1955. Upon retirement, he and Mrs. Combs moved to Fort Worth, Texas,
for a more healthful climate. H e died June 2, 1960, a few days before he was scheduled to record the tunes of his folk songs.
Yes, it is a long way from the small boy of five, learning to read at his mother's
knee and attending a one room log school for a few months of the year in the Eastern
Kentucky hills, from a barefoot boy of sixteen entering the Hindman Settlement
School spealdng his native mountain vernacular, to the mastery of many languages
and literatures, to a man like Odysseus acq uainted "with many lands and many peoples, their customs and their ways", and like Odysseus, Josiah Combs never forgot
his people and his background. Mrs. Combs, in commenting recently on his love for
his people and highland background wrote, "The most distasteful thing to Josiah was
to hear the word "hillbillies" in reference to his mountaineers-that, I do wish it to be
made known-when writing about Mr.Com bs. T shall never forget what a face he
made whenever he read of (or ) heard the appelation pn radio.Only a few years before his death when answering inquiries about his life, he
wrote zestfully of his early days recalling what he had written years ago in "Breaking
out of the Sticks," but dressing it up in hi s vigorous mature style:
"I was born, "bred-and-buttered" deep in the heart of the Kentucky Mountains,
in the "pure feud belt," in the penultimate decade of the last century. No locomotive
whistle ever disturbed the peace and quiet of the sombre, mysterious valleys and
hills of my native country. It was a sort of Elizabethan atmosphere that surrounded
me back there among our "contemporary ancestors." My own ancestors were of
Devonshire provenience, and, along ,vith Sir Francis Drake, of Devon, they were as
meek and humble as any man that ever slit a throat Or scuttled a shipl

"Finally emerging from my "gum-and-sheep-skin" days, I went down to the Bluegrass to enter college; I don't know why. That's when T heard the first locomotive
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whistle. They had to have a meeting of th e deans to decide what to do with me.
Either out of curiosity, or "on suspicion" (as the late Elbert Hubbard used to say) ,
I was allowed to enter. Entering that famous old school (Transylvania University at
the time) , I discarded my hip-pocket artillery and "snake-medicine," and hung my
budget of Highland, Elizabethan vernacular on the turnstile at one end of the entrances. A coup de grace to Highland life and customs! I was exasperatingly homesick
and disgusted; but one thought obsessed m e and burnt me to the quick: once in a
fi ght, it would be cowardly to run away, and so I stuck with it.
"Above T spoke of discarding certain "budgets." T did not throwaway my
Highland "dulcimore". T could strum it, pa t my foot, and strive to be content. It was
there in that old college, while taking courses in the history of the English language
and literature, that I became more than casually interested in the folk-lore of my people: folksongs, dialect, play-and-dance songs, riddles, superstitions, etc. No appendectomy could ever eradicate these things from my mental system. Since 1911 they have
erupted from time to time, in the form of books, brochures, studies, articles, etc., in
America and Europe; with occasional "dulcimore" concerts over the country, and
platform lectures."
Josiah H . Combs was a pioneer in folk song and dialect study, one of the few
that H. L . Mencken ( The American Language) recognized as doing significant work
in American language study. He left a legacy of many manuscrips on which he was
working during his retirement and a collection of 325 folk song items, over half of
which were gathered from relatives, friends, and acquaintances in Knott County,
Kentucky.
Fourteen years after his death the Kentucky Historical Society and the Kentucky
Heritage Commission are honoring him with a state highway marker and a land mark
certificate in Hindman, Kentucky. Of his many publications these may be the most
significant:

A Syllabus of Kentucky Folksongs, 1911
The Kentucky Highlanders, 1913
All That's Kentucky, 1915
Folk-Songs dll Midi des Etats-Unis, 1925
( in America, Folk-Songs of the Southern United States)
Folk-Songs from th e Kentucky Highlands, 1939

For much of the information used here, thanks are due Mrs. Charlatte Combs,
who generously supplied it and gave permission to reprint material from Josiah Combs'
manuscripts.

A TRADITIONAL BALLAD FROM THE KENTUCKY
MOUNTAINS
BY JOSIAH H. COMBS

SWEET WILLIAM
1. Sweet William he arose on last May morning,
He dressed himself in blue;
"Come and tell unto me that long, long love
Between Lydia Margaret and you."

2. "I know no harm of Lydia Margaret, my love,
And 1 hope she knows none of me.
By eight o'clock to-morrow morning
Lydia Margaret my new bride shall see."
3. Lydia Margaret was standing in her botlghing-door,
A-combing back her hair.
Who you reckon she spy but Sweet William and his bride?
To the stone wall she drew nigh.
4. Lydia Margaret threw down her ivory comb,
And quickly she wrapped up her harr;
She went away to her own bedroom,
And there she sang so clear.
5. The day being past and the night a-coming on,
When they all were lying asleep ,
Lydia Margaret she arose with her tears in her eyes
And stood at Sweet William's bed-feet.
6. "How do you like your blanket, sir?
'T is how do you like yo ur sheet?
How do you like that fair lady
Lies in your arms asleep?"
7. "Very well I like my blanket;
Very well I like my sheet:
Much better I like the fair lady
A-talking at my bed-feet."
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8. The night a-bein' past and the day a-comin' on,
When they all were lying awake,
Sweet Williams arose with trouble in his breast
With the dreams that he dreamt last night.
9. "Such dreams, such dreams, such dreams," said he,
"Such dreams, I fear, ain't good:
I dreamed last night of young science in my room;
My new bride's bed was blood ."
10. Sweet William he called on his merry maids all,
By one, by two, by three;
Among them aD he asked his bride
Lydia Margaret he might go see.
11. "Is Margaret in her boughing-door,
Or is she in her hall,
Or is he in the kitchen-room
Among the merry maids all?"
12. "She's neither in her boughing-door;
She's neither in her hall;
Tho' she is dead, in her own bed's made,
Made up 'gainst yonders wall."
13. First he kissed her red rosy cheeks,
And then he kissed her chin,
And then he kissed her snowy-white breast,
But the breath always stayed in.
14. Lydia Margaret she died like it might a-been to-day;
Sweet William he dies to-morrow:
Lydia Margaret she died for pure love's sake;
Sweet William he died for sorrow.
15. Lydia Margaret was buried in the east of the church,
Sweet William was buried in the west;
And out of Lydia Margaret's grave grows a red, red rose,
Spread over Sweet William's breast.

HINDMAN, KNOTT CoUNlY,
KENTUCKY
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No Explanation Necessary

Selections from the Collected Humor

of JOSIAH H. COMBS

JUDGE PATTON
Judge Patton, whose district lay in th e Big Sandy Valley, was one of the most
eccentric lawyers and judges Eastern Kentucky has ever produced . He once instructed
his grand jury something like this : "Gentlemen, you have here a most beautiful piece
of public property, upon which rests this hall of Justice. Its verdant, rolling grass, and
majestic towering tree tops attest at once God's loving kindness and infinite mercy.
A lovely fence encircles this property and h all, where justice is wont to be meted out.
But, gentlemen, our people are hitching horses to this fence. There is a class of people
in this world, gentlemen, who would rid e up to the Garden of Eden, push aside its
H eavenly-commissioned guardian, fling th e gate wide open, loi ter down its Tempelike vales, hitch their horses to the Tree of Li fe, and banter Moses for a horse-swap.
Fine these men, gentlemen fine them I" At ano ther time he instructed them: "Gentlemen! whenever you see a great big over-grown buck sitting at the mouth of some
holler, or at the forks of some road-\vith a big slouch hat on, a blue collar, a celluloid, artificial rose on his coat lapel, and a banjo strung across his breast, and apickin' of Sourwood Mountain, fine that man, gentlemen, fin e himl For if he hasn't
already done something, he's a-goin' to!" E very time one of those characters comes
into my country I go straight home to m y daughter.
"BLACK" SHADE COMBS

I am reminded of his story of "Black Shade Combs," a picturesque mountaineer,
whose long black beard descending swep t his rugged breast. 'Black' was merely a
pseudonym, for Shade was white, with no great claim to education and culture, but
blessed with much native wit and intelligence. Shade and some other mountaineers
found themselves in Frankfort, stopping a t the Capitol Hotel, frequented by the Senators and Representatives, and by the elit e. It was dinner time. Directly across the
table from Shade sat an elegantly dressed woman, of easy morals and notorious
reputation. A waiter comes to the table to t ake the orders. H e addresses the courtesan :
Waiter: What \vill you have, Lad y?
Courtesan: First bring me a thimbleful of honeyed and spiced nectar, as sweet
and soothing as an infant's cordial; second, bring me a tiny bowl of potage, seasoned
with mushrooms and nightingale tongues; third, bring me a modest portion of asparagus tips, gently smothered with vinaigrette sauce; fourth, bring me a small beefsteak as tender as a chicken's breast; fifth , bring me a soft silk napkin to spread
upon my bosom-and please inform me who the gentleman is that sits opposite me.
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'Black' Shade was thinking fast, H e drank in the whole import of the woman's
obvious satire and contempt. By the time the waiter got around to him he was ready
with a retort stinging and terrible:
Waiter: And what \vill you have, Sir?
'Black' Shade : First, fetch me a pint of moonshine liquor as clear as crystal
and as strong as hell; second, fetch me a big bowl of onion soup full of hog kidneys
and 'mountain oyster"; third, fetch me a howl of hominy swirnmin' in hog grease;
fourth, fetch me a hunk of beefsteak as tough as a saddleskirt; fifth, fetch me a hurlap sack to spread over my hairy hreast-and ( pointing straight at the woman of easy
morals opposite him ) please inform me who the God damned chippy is that sits opposite me.

PROPER nM

·Proper" Jim Stacey lived on Trouhlesome Creek, and was magistrate. A case
was being tried in his court. A lawyer or two from Hindman was there. The jury was
ready to retire for consultation. "Proper" Jim looked very pensive, pretending to pore
over the pages of a heavy law book as he thumbcd through it. Then: "I thought I knew
the law in this case, but I don't seem to fi nd it here. Gentlemen, just retire and render a verdict within the bounds of reason."
THE SWAP

Scene: The county jail in a mountain town . A "jail-bird." his hands clutching two
iron bars, stands gazing out on a deserted street. Presently a man comes riding slowly
on an old, sway-backed horse. Observing the incarcerated one through the bars, he
caI1s out to him :
·Say, pard, how'd ye like to swap your thirty days in jail to myoId plug horse?"
"Ride up a little closer so's I can look a t him," replies the jail bird. (Rider comes
closer)
Jailbird (after closer inspection): "Ride on, I haint interested."

TIME TO MILK
Two men were in jail, one of them for stealing a cow, the other for stealing a
watch. The first day of incarceration, alon g just before dark, the man that had stolen
the cow grinned and said to the man wh 0 had stolen the watch, "What time is it?"
The reply was forthcoming, "Time to milk."
DILEMMA

A small mountain town had but two hotels. A traveler rides up and pauses, looking inquiringly about.
Traveler: Say, which one of these hotels is the best?
Proprietor: Stranger, no matter which one you go to, you11 \vish you'd gone to the
other.
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NOT FROM BREATHITT
State Representative, Everett Back of Breathitt County, was trying to make a
speech on the floor in Frankfort. He kept b eing interrup ted. Finally Back (who was
blind ) yielded the floor to the interrupte r who said, "I just wanted to know if all
that shooting which was going on a few minutes ago outside in the corridor was done
by Breathitt County men celebrating?"
Back: Did you hear anybody hit the fl oor?
Interrupter: No.
Back : They're not from Breathitt County then.
THE RULING
Judge Calhoun was the first county judge of Knott County, in the 1880's. H e was
hearing a case, and made a decision contra ry to all law and precedent.
One of the lawyers protested vigorously: "Why, your Honor, when you rule that
way you are doing something contrary to the statute."
"In this case," answered his Honor, "I am overruling the statute."
PAYING THE LORD
A young preacher at Prestonsburg walked up to a much older townsman and said
to him, "Mr.
, the Lord is in need of money and you owe him five dollars,"
"Young man," replied the older man, '1 am much older than you, and I \vill see
the Lord before you do, and I'll hand hi m the five spot myself."
YOU AIN'T COMING BACK
Two revenue officers out looking for a moonshine still came to a mountain cabin.
A small boy was standing there.
Officer : Son, where's your folks?
Boy : They're up at the still.
Officer: I'll give you a dollar to take m e up there.
Boy: Give me my dollar.
Officer: No, 111 give you the dollar when we get back.
Boy: Give me my dollar now. If you go up there, you ain't corning hack.
INTERMARRIAGE
Intermarriage among relations has long been common , for obvious reasons, and
has served to complicate further an already difficult question. A mountaineer put it
very well in this way: "They are all Smiths, Joneses and Browns, married and intermarried, cousin to cousin. second cousin to second cousin, and so on, till every mother's son of them is his own grandmother, if he knew how to fi gure out the relationship."

PROPER JOHN
When a mountaineer makes a show of trying to use correct grammar and syntax,
soon the soubriquet "Proper" is tacked onto his name. Back in the aforementioned
days, "Proper" John Richardson, of Knott County, said to a teamster: "Are you going to Norting (,Norton, Va.)?" Teamster: "Yes, Sir." "Proper" John: "Here, take
these two silver dollyars and git me two celluloid collyars, the one standeth up, whilst
the other standeth down."

FIRST WARRANT ISSUED IN BREATHITT COUNTY,
KENTUCKY.
STATE OF JE'ITS CREEK,
BREATHITT COUNTY, KENTUCKY.
I, Jackson Terry, Hi official magistrat Squire and Justice of pece, do hereby issu the
follOWing Tit against Henderson Harris ch arging him with assalt and the battery and
breeh of the pece on his brutherin law, Tom Fox by name, this warnt cuses him of
kickin bitin and serachin and throin rocks and doin everything that wus mean aDd
contrary to the law in State of Jett's Creek aforesed.
this warent otherises the hy constable, Mil es Terry by name to go forthwith and fortb comin and a rest the sed Hendersan Harris and bring him to bee delt with acoordio
to the law of Jett's Creek and aforesed,
this warent otherises the hy constable to ta k him wher he find him 00 the hil sid as
wei as in the level, to tak him wher he ain t as wei as where he is and bring him to
me to be delt with accordin to the laws of Jett's Creek and aforesed Jioary 2, 1838.
Jackson Terry.
hi constable, magistrit, and squir and Justice of the pece of state of Jett's creek aforesed.
~rOTE. - The "aforesaia appears here as it Icas transmitted to me, orthography, punctuation, paragraphing, etc., being left intact. It is said to be the first warrant issued
in "bloody Breathitt"; however, this is not certain. Jett's Creek is a small stream of
Breathitt County, which ',as also figured prominently in the more recent Hargis-Callahan feuds.
Josiah H. Combs
Hindman, Kentucky.

KNOTT COUNTY DffiECTIONS
A traveler asking for directions as to how to find a certain place often comes to
despair or near insanity. A stranger rides up in front of a mountain cabin and shouts,
"Hello'" (H e never knocks.) Some one comes to the door. "How do you get to old
Charlie Turner's place, on Augland ( Ogden ) Creek?" And here's how : "Ye foller up
this creek Arshman ( Irishman ) Creek, till ye come to a old log dam on the right; keep
on fer nearly a quarter of a mile, then turn up Trace, on the left hand ; ye foller it
about two mile, till ye come to old man Madden's; there the road turkey-trails around
the mountain to the right, and up the mountain; ye cross the mountain and go down
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Perkins Branch till ye git to Troublesome; foller Troublesome till ye git to the forks;
that's the county seat, Hindman; go down main Troublesome about a mile or better,
till ye come to where the road runs under a big clift (cliff); Augland is on the right
hand side; go up it, not a fer piece, till ye come to a big beech tree on the right;
there you'll find a house out in the field, and the owner will tell ye how to find old
man Turner's place, which is up the branch, on the left, just before ye see the road
up the mountain on the right hand side." The bewildered traveler's worries are further
complicated, since the mountaineer's notions of distance ( like the brewers of the old
"near beer") are vague. All of which recalls Marlow's quandary in Goldsmith's She
Stoops to Conquer.

CONSIDERATE MOUNTAINEER
Andy was also considerate of his beasts of burden. For a day's work once, one of
my uncles let him have a bushel of com. Starting for home in the evening, he placed
the sack of corn on his horse's back. "But n o," said he, "this old horse has worked hard
today; 111 jist tote that corn myself." And so, he got up on the horse and had the
com lifted onto his own back.
Josiah Combs ended one of his last correspondences with: "Don't let the chickens
roost on your meal barrel."

RIDDLE: NEW VERSION
Riddletumma, riddletumma, riddletumma right,
\'/bere d T sit last Friday nigbt?
The wind did blew,
The cocks they crew
And the bells of heaven struck eleven .
It was enough to make my poor heart ache

To see what a hole that fox did makel
\'lbo's the fox?

The fox is a man wh o had married a woman who he wa s going to kill if she couldn't
keep him interested. And as long as she could keep him guessing at riddles he didn't kill
her. He thought he was pretty nearly to the p oint where he cou ld kill her because she didn't
have anymore riddles. So, he went out and du g her ~ rave . She followed him and sat upon
the tree and watched him dig the grave. Sh e heard the bells of heaven strike eleven and
then she heard th e cocks crow ing in the morni ng. It was enough to make her poor heart ache
to see what a hole that (ox did make!

(Contributed by Lady Alice Slone of Cordia, Kentucky)
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A Small Portfolio of Pictures
Of Old Time People and Things
These, as with most of the old photos in this issue, were taken from The Photographic Arcbives at Alice Lloyd College, collected and reproduced by Don Anderson.
Those used with the Hindman Settlement School were reproduced by Bennie Moore.
Thanks to all.

Flax Break
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Early Round Log Home

More Pretentious Home (1884)
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"Hoss" Grist Mill (1884)

Sboeing An Ox (1892)

fJ7

Homeseat and Handmill (1884)

Spinning Yarn at Home (1884)
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Oxen Snaking Logs, November 30, 1911

Homeseat, Orchard, Cleared Fields, Coal Bank (top)
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Wash Day (1887)

Meeting on Carr Creek, Late 30's
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Knott County in the Fiction of Lucy Furman
by CRATIS D. WILLIAMS

This is a selection from the study of Lucy Furman's novels with settings In Knott
County, Kentucky, that appears in The Southern Mountaineer in Fact and Fiction
( Chapter VIII, "Settlement Centers, Missian Schools, and Fatched on Women") copyright 1968 by Cratis Darl Williams, a monumental study of the treatment of the Southern Mountaineer in both factual and fictional accounts from the earliest writings up to
recent times. As Dr. Williams, now dean of tlte graduate schaal at Appalachian State
University, Boone, North Carolina, points out Lucy Furman did a better job than most
writers in presenting the life and thought of tlte mountain people during the time they
were moving from tlte log cabin stage into a less isolated and more complex existence. For
this reason and because Lucy Furman performed such a fine service for Knott County,
this section is reprinted with the generous permission of the author.

Lucy Funnan, whose experiences as a t eacher in the Hindman Settlement School
on Troublesome Creek in Knott County, Kentucky, brought her in close contact with
mountain people during their transition from a stati c pioneer society to contemporary
industrial civilization, has recorded her impressions of the Kentucky mountaineers in
a series of five novels which interpret life in southeastern Kentucky from 1900 to World
War I. Miss Furman's main concern appears to I)ave been to present the mountain folk
as accurately as possible \vithin fi ctional framework suffiCiently flexible to pennit
comprehensive representation of mountain types along with panoramic views of their
home life, their work, and their social institutions. Except for The Lonesome Road, her
books, although delightfully written, are weak and thin as fiction, for her main objective was a sociological one. The settlement schools, of which the Hindman Settlement
School had been the first established, occupy a significant place in her fiction. Her sympathetic presentation of heroic mountain women, intelligent children, excitingly beautiful young women, courageous young men, and ultraconservative patriarchs moving in a
social milieu dominated by untamed primitive instincts, superstitious ignorance, and ravaging diseases, well-meaning but narrow and literal-minded mountain preachers of the
H ardshell persuasions, traditional blood feuds that paralyze social relations, and inept
and corrupt elected officials possesses the inverted verisimilitude achieved by posing
veiled facts as fiction. Although she never a chieved fiction of high quality, Furman nevertheless accurately presented mountain folk moving from ignorance, disease, and isolation into enlightenment, improved sanitation, and adjustment to a new social order.
Because her canvas was broader, her knowledge more intimate, and her interests more
genuine, she covered more accurately tha n others the stirring and the awakening of
the mountaineer from his century-long sleep.

• • • • • • • •
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In quietly evoking a sense of the antique quality of the Kentucky mountaineers living in their weathered log houses with moss-covered roofs sprinkled along the narrow
valleys in the most remote areas, Furman succeeded better than others in capturing the
authenticity of the details of life and character of mountain folk at the moment when
they were poised to step over the threshold into a new age. Although these details include much violence and many instances of the incendiary nature of the mountaineer
temperament, the explosiveness of primitive outbursts trailed by bloodshed and heartbreak are presented in a straightforward manner \vith little of the sensationalism frequently employed and with none of the pi tying sentimentality or the pious outrage
that mars even such factual accounts of the mountain feuds as those left by Charles
Mutzenberg in Kentucky's Famous Feuds aml Tragedies (1917), Harold W. Coates in
Stories of the Kentucky Feuds (1923), and to a lesser degree by Lewis F. Johnson in
Famous Kentucky Tragedies and Trials (1916). Along the slender strands of her loosely
spun plots Furman strings the authentic details of the life of a people whom she respects, and whose possibilities for notable achievements on the day follOwing the gray
dawn when she meets them rising from the cmde beds of the pioneers where they had
"lain down" with Daniel Boone and the "long hunters" she affirms with positive conviction.

One finds in Furman's books about the mountain folk little that has not already
been told. Most of her character types are familiar, traditions and customs of the
Kentucky mountaineers differ little from those of the mountain folk of other parts of
the Appalachian South, the grimness of th eir isolated lives is of a piece with that of
the dwellers in the Tennessee Coves who m Murfree had portrayed, and her sociological theories accounting for the mountaineers are accepted from John Fox, Jr., but
in ordering her materials \vith a subdued power around her central argument that
even the most obdurate Hardshells and th e most profligate feudists and hell-raisers
alike are responsive to the positive influences of education and such forces for
progress as are introduced in the spirit of cooperation rather than exploitation Furman demonstrates that the potentialities of the childlike mountain folk are circumscribed only by the limitations imposed upon them by the failure of responsible persons to provide them \vith such social faciliti es as adeq uate roads and shcools. No
other mountain writer had been so successful in arguing this point as Furman.
Departing from the romantic tradition of picturing even the Cumberland foothills as Alps-like, Furman candidly admitt ed that they are not very high, but remained
within the realm of factual truth by pointing out that in Knott County "there is no
level land, nothing but creeks and mountains," forest-covered , \vith occasional cornfields running halfway up their steep sides, and lonely log houses nestled at their
bases. os The roads, unspeakably dangerous to travel, followed the beds of the creeks,
treacherous with quicksand and mudholes into which wagons dropped to the hubs, or
wound narrowly around precipitous mountainsides where a misstep of the mules sent
the entourage tumbling to certain destruction .· 9 Because of the dangers of travel
many mountain folk lived and died almost within sight of their birthplaces. Aunt
Ailsie Pridemore declared that at the age of sixty-one shc had never 'seed a railroad,
or a ship, or a boat, or nothing but mountains and clifts and creeks, or traveled furd er
than twelve milesl" TO With such terrible isolation crowding itself about the mountain
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youth, it is small wonder that the mountain boy who makes his tortuous way out to a
college must remain alone among his fellow students. 71
Furman succeeded in presenting the whole life of the Knott County mountaineers
living in the neighborhood of the settIemen t school at Hindman. The homes were
representative from the old Kent homestead, its weatherboarding grey with age, built
among the encircling apple trees at the mouth of Bee Tree Branch by a remote ancestor who had settled on a land grant after he had "fit with Washington," 72 and the
substantial log house of the Marrs family, "built on the time-honored pattern of 'two
pens and a passage:" that a Revolutionary ancestor had raised a hundred years earlier,73 and the "neat weatherboarded house" of the storekeeper on Noah's Run, the
only house on the branch \vith a window, ,. to the windowless log cabins with rotting
porches," inhabited by the poor mountain families ravaged by tuberculosis and typhoid or the aged people who had come to reverence their ancestral homes so much
that they were reluctant even to cut windows in their walls. 7' Although the dwellings
of the mountaineers varied considerably in their appearances, Furman saw the highlanders as unaware of class distinction based on wealth. Even those who lived in
better homes were frequently as ignorant as the lowliest and enjoyed no more of
the refinements of social life than their relatives living in the windowless cabins, for
Furman's mountaineers are homogeneous, 17
Because Knott Countians were living by a subsistence economy at the time she
knew them, Furman found women busy a t the looms and the spinning wheels in
many of the homes. Hanks of wool and flax , dyed blue, red, and brown, hung along
with strings of shucky beans, cushaw, red peppers, and onions from the jOists of the
living rooms. 70 In addition to the linsey-woolsey for the ubiquitous jeans worn by men,
women, and children alike, women processed, spun, dyed, and wove the cloth that
went into the display of shelves and chests full of handsome blankets and quilts found
in the homes of the more industrious. ,. Th e comforts of the pioneers may be recognized in the windowless rooms of the Pridemore's double-cabin home:
From the lar~e room where the "kivers" were kept, and which seemed spacious in spite
of its three fat beds. its homemade bureau. ches t. and shelves. several split-bottomed chairs.
and a ]ar~e fireplace. the guests were taken into "t'other house," the remaining large room,
which held a dining-table, a cupboard. a bed. and an immense fireplace where the cooking was done. On the hearth were pots and spiders. and from the rafters hung festoons
of red peppers and shucky beans. l',lId hank s of bright-colored woo1. 80

Homes in which women were not drooping from incessant child bearing or wasting
from the "breast complaint" were scrupluo usly clean, and clean bright-faced, towheaded children arranged themselves in attit"des of grave respect and solemn attention when visitors called . Women found ti me to do their daily stints at the 100m and
the spinning wheel, even when they helped their husbands in the fields during certain seasons of the year." When they ha d ti me their searching c1e~ning of the house
extended to the yard, which they swept "all around , under the big apple trees, until
not a speck or a blade of anythi ng was left "pan it." 82
Woman's position in the home and in the social order was emphasized. The encom·
passing element of the plot of TI,e Gloss W; .. dOlC is Aunt Ailsie's scheme to circumvent, in proper humility and deference to the adm itted superior role of the male, her
husband's arbitrary decision that the walls of his grandsire's house should not be
weakened by the insertion of one of thosp newfangled glass ,vinelows. But the moun-
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tain woman accepted her lot and submitted, as women in all cultures tend to do, to
the will of the male. Calvinistic theology as interpreted by the mountaineers supported
man's assumed role of superiority. Aunt Ailsie had to obey her husband, for, as she
declared, "Why, he's my man-my God-app'inted headl Hit's my business, according
to Scripter, to obey every word he says." .. Although Aunt Ailsie admitted that even
she became "might1y werried-out with it sometimes," " woman preferred the yoke of
the \vife to the burden of the old maid. Shocked that such beautiful women as the
teachers at the settlement school should h ave reached their early twenties without
having "got their men," Aunt Ailsie could remember having "seed but one old maid
before, and she was fittified."·o Only the wayward and unorthodox mountain girl
looked askance at marriage and motherhood. Such attitudes as those of Poppet Harling led to disaster: "I don't aim to marry anybody, not till I've seen a lot more good
times than I have yet. A woman might as well be dead as married, for she won't see
anything but trouble then-gets old right off, or sick or something." 8. The safer point
of view was that expressed by Aunt Ailsie: "We jest got to take what comes-specially if we're women-folks. 'Pears like they're a sight more predestyned than menl" · 7
Mountain women, however, enjoyed their roles in the home and in the community. Although many drooped and dwindled beneath the heavy burden of wifehood,
most, like the Harling women, were able to rise from the bed when the new babe
was but two or three days old and resume their duties at washing, cooking, and
cleaning .•• Aunt Cindy Stoll looked back longingly upon her life. Like her husband,
she was "master pleased" when her six chi Idren began to come. She had preserved her
health despite her hardships and was thankful that she had been "full able to do and to
work, not only inside, cooking and clcaning a nd spinning and weaving and se\ving, but
outside, too, in crop time." In those days before her husband had become one of the elect
among the saints of the Hardshell churc h she believed there "never was two happier folks" than she and Uncle Jared. She r ecalled fondly that "evenings he liked to
hear me pick the dulcimore and sing them old song-ballets the Old Hardshells
hates so bad and preaches again' so stron g, and calls Devil's ditties. Sometimes I
would even take the floor and dance for h im with maybe a babe in my arms."··
Woman's place was well defined for her, a nd although she worked hard sbe was
comfortable in her place, even when she was inclined to sigh, like Aunt Ailsie, "I
hain't never been nowhere nor seed nothi ng. Ten miles is the furdest ever J got from
home."·o Woman was slow to challenge the old Puritan view expressed by Uncle
Lot "that women-folks hain't got no use for laming. Hit strains their minds, and takes
'em off their duty." Because Saint Paul ha d placed woman under the dominion of
man, the old mountaineer, though he admi tted that he himself "had not great of
learning," insisted that he was "all the hea d-piece needed in the family."" But mountain folk liked to visit, and the woman \Vh a had caught up with her work at home
sometimes obtained her husband's permission to visit some neighbor or a daughter
living two or three miles up the creek. Sh e might be permitted to take the corn to
the mill on Friday, and it was usually he r du ty to carry the produce of her garden
and the eggs and butter to the crossroads s tore. At such times she dressed adequately
for the occasion . Aunt Ailsie Pridemore rid ing to Hindman is a familiar picture to any
mountain person of middle age today :
Clothed in the hot

brown~lin s ey

dress, black sunbonnet. new print apron, and blue·y arn
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mitts. which she wore on funeral occasions and like social events. she set forth on old
Darb. the fat. flea-bitten nag. with a large po ke of beans across her side-saddle. and baskets of e1!;1!:s and apples on her arms. 92

In a social structure based on barter economy and marked by a wimngness to
help out without regard for pecuniary recompense it was easy for people to marry.
No man was considered "too poor to marry." All he needed to do was "to clear him a
patch of new ground, and put him in a crap, and raise a house with the logs."·s If a
hearty chunk of a strapping young woman found herself untaken by marriageable
men, she frequently avoided the fate of the old maid by becoming a mistress for one
of the better-to-do men of the community. In such instances she might live with her
children in a cabin on the land owned by the man who visited her frequently and
provided for her needs. If his ,vife died, the man sometimes married one of his mistresses and brought her and her children into his home to live ,vith his legitimate
children. Such arrangements, though not countenanced, were permitted and accepted."
Mountain children in Furman's novel s enjoy the freedom observed by travelers
and sOciologists. Bright, but "ign'ant and feisty," they dressed scantily, little boys often in nothing more than long-tailed shirts and little girls in single garments. " Tbey
chewed tobacco and smoked from the age of three or four and drank whiskey along
with their elders." They played the tradi tional folk games in groups. As boys grew
older, they tramped over the mountains to hunt squirrels and rabbits with riAes belonging to their older brothers, or fi shed in the streams. Sometimes they played Indians ,vith bows and spikes or "defended the castle" ,vith the ancient crossbows still
being made in the mountains. •, Like their fathers and elder brothers, they were fond of
fi ghting. At the settlement school they frequently broke out into the primitive gouging
fi ghts so common in fronti er days, and if th ey were not restrained would "cyarve" one
another with the sharp knives they carried. 98 Although they began as early as the
age of five to bear family responsibilities, th ey were generally not inhibited by harsh
parental discipline, and even boys as youn g as five or six emulated their fathers and
older brothers in demanding service of their mothers and sisters. As boys grew into
manhood they were expected to take a few wild flin gs before they settled down as
"old married men" at the age of nineteen or twenty. Indictments against young men
for shooting on the highway, or shooting up the town, Or breaking up meetings were
common." On "new" Christmas day men of all ages liked to drink whiskey and
"frolic."

100

As to the ancestry of the mountain folk Furman accepts the theory urged by John
Fox, Jr., that they represent "the purest and best Anglo-Saxon blood in the nation." 'o,
Frequently Furman emphasizes the contention of Fox that the mountains and the Bluegrass were settled by the same people. 102 Old Doc Ross, counseling young Jared Stoll,
urges the young man not to forget who he is and that "hit's real aristocrats that can afford to be simple .. . And as for blood, don't never forget there's as good blood in these
hills as can be found in all Ameriky. And hit'll all us tell." 103 Like John Fox and Charles
Neville Buck, Furman was fond of discove ring kinship between the beleaguered and
ingrown mountain families and aristocrati c Bluegrass families. 100\ Often she emphasized the gentle ancestry of mountain famili es. The Marrs family, for example, had records in the family Bible that went back to the Revolutionary War officer who "had fit
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under Washington" and "got a big land grant out here" ,., and settled on Troublesome
Creek, and there were traditions, told by older living Marrses, that before they came to
America, "they were brave and gentle folk for five hundred years in Old England,
and poured out their blood like water for the glory of their country." Furman was con"inred that ",vith so many good and aristocratic English names in this mountain country .... some of them harked back to a bra ve and honorable past." '" Traditions of ancestors with great learning were also current. The Marrs family had crumbling old
classics brought out from Virginia by the first Kentucky ancestor, and one of the bright
boys at the setttlement school, \vith a little help from his mother, who had in turn
been taught to read by a great-grandfather after he was "too old to work," had learned
to read from an illustrated edition of Pilg rim's Progress. ,.7 In other instances similar
old books that had belonged to cultured ancestors crumbled on the mantelpieces of
descendants whose immediate forbears (sic) had "put in their time a-hunting and
fighting Indians, and never missed the learning they couldn't get." ,., Similarly there
was a proud tradition of heroism and warfare in many of the families. One small boy,
being remonstrated with for his aggressiveness in fi ghting other boys at the settlement
schoo~ offered as his excuse tbat his "great-great-great-grandpaw had fit the British,
his great-great-grandpaw the Indians, his great-grandpaw the Mexicans, his grandpaw
the Rebels, and his paw and Blant (his brother) the Cheevers ever since he could recollect, and that he himself was jest bound to fi ght." , ••
In characterizing the people of Knott County Furman was consistent in her praise
for their old-fashioned virtues and manners and exculpatory in her treatment of their
vices and their frequently narrow religious views and superstitious fears. Women at the
Hindman Settlement School were impressed \vith the "fine, old-fashioned dignity" in
the manners and the "great gentleness" in the voices of parents who brought their children to enroll them in the school. 11. The boys in the school had "a great deal of reserve,"
and were ''hard to get acquainted with." 111 Mountain folk did not express their emotions except in religious ecstasy. Women mi ght wail like banshees at funerals, or shout
in the religious meetings, or fondle their infants. but they repressed their emotions elsewhere. When a mother, trailed by smaller children and the dog, came out to welcome
her two small boys home from the settlement school, she had tears of joy in her eyes,
but she did not ''hug or kiss or 'make over' her boys." 112 Neither were mountain folk
likely to betray their ignorance in new situations. One of the workers at the school declared that she had "never yet been able to surprise a mountaineer." 1t8 Conversely,
the highlanders never flaunted their superiority, either in social achievements or in
J,'Tlowledge. Old Doc Ross, who knew grammar and had been able to speak correctly
during the brief time he had gone to school "down below," had fallen back into "the
old talk everybody was talking" when he returned to practice medicine in the mountains. He had feared the condemnation of hi s neighbors who would have "allowed" that
he was "up-headed, and self-conceited, and shOWing-off." By keeping himself in the
approved relationship \vith his neighbors he was, at the age of eighty, enjoying their
highest accolade of praise for one of their fellow hillsmen who returns from his trip
out of the mountains: "Old Doc, now, he's so ni ce and common-jest one of us."'"
It was this comfortable reassurance that one's dignity would be respected that drew
the expatriated mountaineer back to the mo un tains. Ben Harling wrote from the Philippines that he \vished he was "back where one man is as good as another." '" Coupled

with the social demand that one remain "common" was another powerful leveler that
one must not "git above his raising." Uncle Lot Pridemore argued that putting windows into the old log house built by his ancestors would be a display of pride that he
refused to make: "What has served me and my fore-payrcnts eighty-six year'
will salVe me on to my eend," 116 But mountain folk were generous with their goods.

Even those who did not "confidence strangers and furriners" and those scoffers who
were "hard on the Lord" were "saft-hearted to folks." 167 Strange loyalties like those of
Damon and Pythias or Jonathan and David served as plot motifs for two of Furman's
novels. Loyalty to one's fri ends so marked that people could say, "There hain't a minute in the day when him and Blant wouldn't lay down their life for each other, glad," 118
was a cardinal virtue in the mountain man's code.

The quiet beauty and personal dignity of the mountain women and girls Furman
related to the "marble halls" of far-off ancestors. " ' In the home it was the women who
dispensed the hospitality the mountain people are famous for. Like Aunt Ailsie, mountain hostesses served elaborate dinners of "fried chicken, fri ed eggs, string beans, potatoes, cucumbers, biscuits, corn-bread, three kinds of pie, and six varieties of preserves," whi le they hurried between table and fireplace and cupboard to attend their
guests. Children stood in quiet and respectful atti tudes as men and guests ate at "the
first table." 120 Women were permitted to entertain guests by playing the "dulcimore,"
or by singing ballads as they worked at th e spinni ng wheels in the evenings.
Men, too, sang ballads and told tales to entertain guests. At the settlement school
mountai n boys were fond of singing, picking the banjo, and relating tales of heroism
followin g the story hour after supper. 121 Furman was sensitive to the oral literature
current in Knott County. Less than a generation preViously James Lane Allen, unable to
find any of the traditional folk literature h e had sought, concluded that the Kentucky
mountaineers knew none, but Furman, who remained long enough to become
acquainted with the people, found much of it, particularly of such traditional ballads
as "Barbara Allen," "The Turkish Lady," "The Brown Girl," and "The Specter Ship," 122
or "Lady Isabel and the Elf Kni ght" and "Lord Thomas and Fair Ellender." 123
She observed that the tunes were "invariably minor, and weird beyond credence,

harking back, most of them, to the tim e bdore the development of the present
musical scale, when the primitive one then in usc possessed only five notes."

124

But

balladry was an organic tradition in southeastern Kentucky at the beginning of the
twenti eth century. Minstrels like Basil Beaumont, who wandered up and down the
mountain valleys, were given their '<bed and vitt les just to set in the chimney-comer

and pick and sing song ballads." '" The minstrels added to their repertories ballads of
their own making about the local feuds and tragedies, some of which Furman included . ". Because the Hardshell Baptists cond,'mned ballads as "devil's ditties" and declared that "the devil rides on a fiddlestick," many who knew ballads were inhibited
about singing them. Uncle Lot Pridemore would not permit Aunt Ailsie to sing them
in his house, but she could take her grandson and the "quare" women into the mountains and sing for them. 127 Tales of ghosts and witches and hair-raising accounts of
warnings and tokens were related at night around the flickering fires of the cabin
homes. Lame John, the hired man on the Stoll pl ace, was a participant in the fearful
tales he told . When he reached through a cabin door one night and chopped off a
forepaw of one of the black cats circling in a wild dance there, it was his own wife
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whose bleeding stump of an ann was discovered when he threw back the quilts next
morning, but he "throwed her into the fire, straightway." 12.
The influence of the ballad and the tale on the phychology of the mountain folk
was enonnous. Fult Fallon's abduction of the pretty singing teacher after the manner
of ballad heroes had already been painted out. When Jared Stoll seized Poppet's hand
and kissed it passionately when he fou nd her at the Castle Rocks, Poppet responded,
"Why, that's the way they do in the song-ballads." 12. The primitive melodic traditions of
thc ballad were also preserved in the strange chan ts and "long-drawn" funeral songs.
The tu nes, "mournful and beautiful," embodied the "spirit of loneliness, sorrow and
resignation" of the isolated moun taineers. 13 0 All of this traditional literature, which
expressed the life of another age, Funnan a bservcd influencing the patterns of life in
the social structure of the mountaineers. The "infare," a heritage from the remote past
described sometimes in the tragic love ballads of tradition, was a common social event
accom panying mountain weddings. Ben Harling and Jared Stoll attended the infare of
Rafe and Bessie on New Christmas day. On his way to Ben's home Jared saw, an hour
before noon, the bridal procession riding up the creek, "Rafe and Bessie, his bride,
leading, on their two nags, and the 'waiters' and a number of other young folks from
Craig's following, two by two. The pair had been married early in the morning, and
had had a wedding breakfast at the bride' s home, and now would come the infare at
that of the groom." ,s! The merry-making at infares frequently included traditional folk
dances and the host ( the groom) was expected to supply a bounty of whiskey and
candy. Often the bloody tragedies of the ballads were reenacted at infares, as was the
case at the one Furman described. 182
Besides the dances at the infares, upon which the Hardshell Baptists frowned,
mounb;in folk enjoyed such social affairs as elections, court days at the county seat,
baptizings, burials in good weather, and "funeral occasions." If a baptizing were of one
converted on his deathbed, it was especiall y relished by H ardshell Baptists and largely
attended . After Old Jared Stoll had wrung a conversion from his dying wife and
passed word along to the Old H ardshells, a cavalcade of saints and sinners arrived on
horseback and afoot to witness her baptism in the icy millpond. '83 But the "funeral
occasion," held in late summer or early fall , normally attracted a half dozen preachers and hundrcds of pcople. Thc affai r, "conducted in deliberate and appropriate style a year or two after death ," '" was held at the graveyard, tidied up
for the occasion with its little village of gravehouses "with latticed sides and roofs of
riven boards" decorated \vith wreaths of fl owers brought by relatives and fri ends of
the deceased. 186 The women in the famil y cooked and baked for days in preparation
for the "funeral." The two-day meeting was usual. Visitors from afar spent the nights
in the homes of relatives of the honored dcad. Miss Loring, the teacher at Hindman,
attended such occasion with two of her students. She wrote in her diary: "At four
o'clock, having heard five preachers and several songs, we took our departure. The
occasion was to last all day Sunday, tOO."187
Christmas was one of the social highlights of the year. At the time the settlement
school was established, mountain folk knew nothing of the Christmas tree and did not
exchange gi fts at Christmas time, 138 which lasted from New Christmas on December
25 to Old Christmas on January 6. But the "twelve days of Christmas" were celebrated in a fashion traditional \vi the mou;'taineers. There was much visiting, and, as
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one of the boys at the school explained, "Folks would think they was bad off if they
couldn't pass around a jug of liquor a Christmas; they would feel like it weren't sbowing hospitality." \3' Women and their daughters cooked all manner of good things, for
the whole season was one of feasting . , .. In communities wbere the Hardshells did not
dominate social customs, New Christmas was "the signal for the beginning of wild and
lively doings by the young people,-dances, drinking, too often shooting, all kinds of
gayety,-which, however, always came to an abrupt close on the night of the fifth of
January, Old Christmas Eve." '41 Galloping their horses and shooting wildly, mountain
men frequently terrorized the villages with their festive play. ,<2 But January 5, whicb
the old people regarded as the real Christm as Eve, was a solemn season. They ·put up
with no antic ways of the young then." 143 At midnight, people believed, the cattle
dropped to their knees to low and pray, and the elder bushes "put out a bead of
blossom." '4-4 But the women at the school introduced Christmas trees, the singing of
carols, and the custom of exchanging gifts, all of which the mountain cbildren
responded to eagerly.
The crossroads stores were also places for visiting and exchanging gossip. Men
lounged as they spit tobacco juice into sand boxes or against the iron stoves. Women,
dressed in the black sunbonnets, the dark linsey dresses, and the gingham aprons so
popular in the region, arrived on gentle na gs and handed down their baskets of eggs,
dried beans, and apples, 14, wbich they exchanged for such items as could not be produced on the farms. The stores, stocked \vith a confused miscellany of saddles, bridles,
ploughshares, hardware, salt, coffee, suga r, crackers, stick candy in jars, and bolts of
gingham and calico, 140 were palaces of wonder to small children who rode behind
their mothers in the fond hope of a few sti cks of the "stripedy" candy or a small bag
of brown sugar with soda crackers straigh t from the barrel.
The feuds that riddled the mountain country and the cheapness of human life for
the proud-spirited men frustrated social activities. TIle chief concern of the women
who established the school was, in the earl y days of the school's history, with the feud
spirit as it might affect the peace of the school itself. Any festive event was likely to
bring antagonists together. If moonshine \Vh iskey were present, tragedy frequently resulted. But young men not connected with feuds were as likely to go on murderous
rampages as feudists themselves when the restraints that held their jealousies and
animosities in check were dissolved by whis key. The Marrs,Cheever feud, which had
begun thirty years before in a dispute over a line fence, 1<, erupted again when the
anta~onists, some of whom were intoxicated, met at the polls on election day. ". A
complex of social attitudes toward feuding and personal dignity encouraged the feuding
spirit. The notion that "a man hain't nobod y tilJ he's killed off a few" ,.. made sensitive
mountaineers eager to achieve dignity and respect. Widespread, too, was the belief
that feuds were family affairs, "which the l aw hain't got no business to meddle
with." 15. Even when murderers and feudists were apprehended and tried, they had
little to fear, for mountain juries were prejudiced against hanging. \01 Only when
feudists "went West" could the community relax with assurance. 102
Although Furman was aware of the moonshining in the mountains, she generally
avoided moonshining activities in her fi ction. Tn only one of her novels is moonshining
permitted an important place. Fult FalJon and his cronies have a moonshine still
which Miss Gwynne sees from a distance. '" But the familiar tolerant view of

moonshining is expressed by Uncle Ephriam Kent, the most influential local person
to lend support to establishing the school:
"Sti11ing most gen' rally starts up prett y prompt atter the crap is laid by. You see,
the folks in this cou ntry mostly feel s they have got a fair right to do what pleases 'em
with their corn they have raised. law or n o law. and that the Gover'ment hain't got no
bus iness meddling. And I don't kn ow but what they got right and jestice on their side.
So fur as righ t and jestice goes." 1~4

Although in Knott County there were schools maintained out of the local tax fund
and administered by a county superintendent, they were incredibly poor, both as to
physical faciliti es and as to teachers. '" One of the better native teachers, Elhannon
Todd , conducted a "blab" school in which the pupils swayed back and forth on their
benches and called out their lessons in the "blue-back speller" at the tops of their
voices. ". Peleg Shaw's school on Tvypatch, eight miles from the settlement school,
was a log cabin with window holes but no sashes, a rusty stove in the center of the
room . and a primitive blackboard made of rough planks. Thirty girls and boys of all
ages, sat about on rough benches, chewing tobacco and spitting on the floor. Miss
Potter. who wrote to a friend an account of her visit to the school, was in the room
forty-five minutes and heard recitations of five classes. Peleg mispronounced nine of
ten words to the second spelling class of four boys, among whom two or three of the
words were spelled correctly. The advanced geography class consisted of two big
barefoot boys with mustaches, neither of whom knew a single answer to the questions
which the teacher read haltingly from the text. As the teacher himself found and read
the answers to the class, the boys joined in reading the last few words of each. Not
one of ten pupils from the advanced spellin g class was able to write the word "circus"
correctly on the blackboard. But Peleg Shaw held a first-class certificate earned by
excellence on the county examination, the questions for which he had paid the superintendent. Riley Clemm, twenty-five dollars in advance. The trustee of the school,
knO\ving that Peleg was a clodpoll, admitted that "being he was my woman's cousin's
boy. T was glad to give him the job.- toT
Such ineffectual schools as Furman described certainly offered no antidote to the
deeply in!(rained superstitions and nostrums, frequently traceable to witchcraft, that
dominated the lives of the more ignorant mountain folk nor to the narrow bigotry and
anti-intellectualism of the Baptists whose influence pervaded the lives even of the
scoffers and the doubters. '" Even such a good soul as Aunt Cindy Stoll permitted
herself to lash out at the Old Primitives, of whom she declared, , hated them,
and their old cruel religion, and their old black sunbonnets and dresses, looking like a
passel of buzzards setting round a cyarcass, and never wanted to lay eyes on none of
'em no more," ". but Aunt Cindy paid the supreme price to the inflexible theology
of the Old Primitives when they hastened her death by baptizing her in the icy
millpond. Aunt Dalmanutha Holt could cllTse God and Uncle Joshuay, but the theology of the Hardshells ostracized her for tw elve years. All of Uncle Tutt's gencrosity and
kindness of spirit were mockery without the uncharitable grace of HardsheD salvation'" lee

Belief in the black arts of the granny-doctor was expressed by the more ignorant
mountain people, who preferred her remern es and charms to the skill of the physicians
and nurses. Lame John liked to recount the story of how Old Aunt Emmeline had
helped to ,emove a hex placed on him by a witch, of how the potions she brewed
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for the lovelorn young men and women from up the creeks were efficacious in helping
them to win unwilling sweethearts, and of how a charm she had worked to cure
Noddy's quinsy had proved effective. Lam e John declared, "That-air woman, she's got
the power, she has. I don't say where she gits it at!" 161 Almost all of the mountain
people were prejudiced against surgery, for they held the primitive belief that disease
and affliction are God's "judgments" for sin and that surgery tends to frustrate God's
plan ; hence, the surgeon is in league with Satan himself.
Reticent to call a doctor,
people tried all the home remeclies at thei r command before they consented to seeking
medical help. 16, The most generally effecti ve medicine was whiskey, which was administered to infants as well as to the aged as a preventive against such diseases as
typhoid, tuberculosis, and respiratory ailments. When whiskey and all other home
remedies failed , mountain folk were more likely to invite neighbors in to see the
patienf die than they were to send for a doctor. Their fatalistic philosophy that "a
body's got to go when their time comes" '" absolved them from further responsibility.
Afraid of hospitals, mountain parents permitted their children to be blinded by trachoma, a widespread disease that affli cted whole famili es, in preference to sending them
out of the mountains to hospitals. '" .. ~I an)' of the more famili ar home remedies and
medical practices of the Knott Coun tians were identified. It was believed that "to wash
a babe's head, or leave off its cap, under a year, was certai n death." I •• At the settlement
school one of the boys who was suffering from croup protested against the use of a
hot-water bottle, explai ning, "Paw he gits me polecat grease." 16' Miss LOring, seeking
ad\~ee as to how to help the boys cure itch, was informed, "Some rubs on lard-andsulphur; and some axle grease." le8
Belief in signs and tokens and warnings was widespread. Before Aunt Cindy
Stoll's death, a little bird flew into the house. Lame John explained, "Hit means death
in the house-sartain death ." '" Blan t M.. rrs had seen the headless apparition of his
fri end Rich three diffcrent times before the latter had his head blown off by one of
the Cheevers during an attack upon the Marrs house. 170 But for all their superstitions,
their home remedies, and their stmggles against intellectual and scientific innovation ,
the mountaineers as reported by Furman were surprisingly hardy and qUick-witted. 171
Tn her use of the dialect of the Kentucky mountain people Furman is moderate and
restrained . She generally eschews attempting to reproduce vowel quality and unusual
elisions, but even \~thout the phonetic spelling employed by many purveyors of dialect
her mountain speech is authentic. H er rh ythms and word selection indicate that she
studied the dialect carefully. Through the use of strong preterites, the ancient preposition a, the archaic subjunctive forms, the objective case of pronouns in all compounds,
a few obsolete words, double and triple negati ves, metaphors from the Bible, and bits
of proverbial lore all worked carefully into the free rhythms of mountain speech,
Furman reproduces an effective patOis that is easy and pleasant to read . Aunt Dalmanutha's account of her recovery of Sight is not only a fair sample of Kentucky mountain dialect but also an excellent example of the more formal rhetorical style used by
mountain preachers and political speakers:

I.,

"And don't think, women- don't neve r. never, think I hain't ai ming to let my light
shine! I aim to use my fa cu lty not for worldly betterment alone. but to turn it loose likewi se in the lin e of reli,gion and preachifying. Yes, every ni,ght this enduring winter will
see me a-s'arching the Scriptur'; and what I can't read I ca n ri collect; and come Aug ust. when the craps is laid by and the fun eral occasions sets in , I will be ready for 'em.
There won't be one in twenty mile' that won't see me a-coming, and a-taking my stand
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by the grave-houses in these reesurrection ~ v arm e nts . for to norate the wonders of my
experience. and to shame and confound an d drowned out Uncle Joshuay and t'other
blind leaders of the blind wharever they dare raise their gray heads and hoary lies. and
gin'rally to publish abroad. worldly-without-eend. the ons'archable riches and glory and
power of the love of God." 172

Furman emphasized the Shakespearen quality of the mountain speech. Christine Potter
hoped that Giles Kent as he became educated would not drop from his vocabulary the
delightful words "that come right out of Shakespeare and Spenser and Chaucer, and,
though a little old-fashioned, are perfectly good English." 178 Young Jared Stoll found
the copy of Shakespeare which Old Doc Ross had loaned him easy reading because "the
most of Shakespeare was more intelligible to him than to the ordinary American boy;
for was he not, in his mountains, still hearing and speaking the language Shakespeare
had spoken, still thinking much the same thoughts?" 174
In the years immediately follOwing World War I Knott County and its neighbors
had become partially industrialized . The railroads had moved up the creeks, the timber
was being removed from the mountainsides, the coal was being mined, and the mining
towns were springing up. In covering briefly near the close of The Lonesome Road
this new phase of life in the mountains, Furman expresses her regrets that so many of
the mountaineers had been exploited by the promoters. Young Dr. Jared Stoll had
clung to his own family lands and had urged his neighbors up and down the creeks to
retain their mineral rights, but the little money offered by speculators looked big to
them:
Many sold their land for a song. and then. their homes ~one and the money used UP.
had no resource ( sic) but maybe to work inside the dark mines on their former holdings. at day labor. always a distressful sight to Jared. That these formerly independent
freehold ers. with the assurance of at least plenty to eat and warm wool for their backs.
should come to workin~ in the depths of the earth. far from sunlight. beside brought-on
Italian and Hungarian and Negro laborers. seemed painful and pitiable to Jared. and to
themsel ves a sad. inexplicable puzzle. Alwa ys , too, their families, jammed into the u~ly
little crowded houses. with no ground about them for garden , chickens. cow. or pig. no
outdoors to look upon but the bleak: hillsides ravished of timber. were an even sadder
siJ'!ht. He sorrowed much over the w ound of his people. It this were progress, better
possibly that it should never have come. 17G

Although Furman's books could hardly be classi fi ed as more than second-rate
belletristic achievements, they do the job of capturing the pioneer Kentucky mountain
social order on the eve of its transition to an industrial society better than the books of
other writers. Her attentiveness to the minutiae of mountain life is most valuable in
completing the history of a people unable to write its own.
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'Fessor Clarke
P,ioneer Educator

.In

Feud Country

GEORGE CLARKE 1862-1940

"No man ever started with less and did more in the educational field ...... He
was truly one of Eastern Kentucky's great." So wrote Henry P. Scalf of Prof. George
Clarke in Kentucky's Last Frontier. On a Kentucky State Historical Society Highway
plaque established in front of the home in Hindman, Kentucky, where Prof. George
Clarke lived are these words: ... George Clarke came to Hindman licensed to practice
law. Seeing the need of education, he established a subscription school with the help
of the students and citizens. Educator, State School Inspecter, Member State Board of
Examiners, Died 1940. His epitaph reads: "Let God be praised and let Eastern Kentucky rejoice that so great a man once graced its soil."
What Prof. George Clarke would say if he could read these ecomiums is conjectural, perhaps, but evidence from his own statements both remembered by acquaintances and fri ends and those he wrote down himself indicate that he would have minimized his importance and might even have added a little humor (for he was often
humorous), though pleased that his work was appreciated. In the later years of his life,
although still teaching, he answered an inquiry as follows:
'" have not made a brilliant success, if money or property form the measure. I
have a pretty and comfortable home at Hindman on the site where I began teaching 45
years ago, and a small farm two miles above Hindman. But if I had life to go over
again, knowing what I do now, I would do exactly what I did 45 years ago ..... .
go to Hindman and build a school. .. . I know my life has not been perfect ... I have
my weaknesses .. . but when the time comes to change worlds, , trust the Lord will
overlook these imperfections and judge m e by my intentions. And I believe that a
number of successful men and women, in looking back over life and their early poverty,
will shed a tear and say, 'He helped me once.'"
George Clarke came to Hindman in 1887. Knott County and Hindman, a struggling
little village of 17 houses and about 100 people, were at that time about three years old.
Clarke was 24, had taught school for about six years to help pay law school fees, and
was seeking a place to begin law practice. On his way from Greenup County he had
stopped by Morehead, but the Martin-Tolliver feud was in session there. At Pikeville
he was told of Hazard where the French-Eversole feud was raging. On the way to
Hazard, he stopped at Hindman where h e was told that Knott County had its own
little feud and only one lawyer and that partisans of the Frenches and Eversoles also
resided in the county. Plenty of practice h e was told, and was extended a warm welcome. He went on to Hazard anyway, but soon returned to Hindman and hung up his
shingle-and his belongings which he carried in a pair of saddle bags.
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Hindman Grade School 1896
But his law practice wa, brief. The citi zens, learning of his teaching experience
asked him to take charge of the public school (up to that time Hindman really had no
school. One or two citizens had done the best they could toward teaching the village
children ). He taught that year in a small, frame store-building, the town having neither school house nor church-five months of the public school term, five months of
subscription, or "select" school. In 1888 Clarke leveled a site and built a school with
the help of pupils and citizens. An addition to the school was built by the same methods when its fam e spread and pupils poured in from surrounding areas. By the end of
the third year Professor Clarke was using hi s advanced students as assistants (a practice
followed to good advantage by country school teachers). By the fourth year the county furnished a fully qualified assistant and students came from six or seven counties.
Of these early days he spoke later: "Children of feudists sat side by side in my
school in those days, but they had somethin g on their mind other than the settlement
of old grudges. Though I at first expected some sort of trouble, never once did the
students fight or show any inclination to do so.
"My boys and girls were thinking of something other than fighting. Almost without
exception, they were desperately poor, and they had to have a real desire to learn, else
they would not have gone to school. Sometimes, I would have to beg them to shorten
study hours. No wonder my school was a success. It took no special ability on my part,
they were so hungry for knowledge. These young people came to my school not to be
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Professor Clarke, top, far right

Clarke Home in Hindman
made leaders put because they were leaders."
In 1892, during the fifth year of his teaching at Hindman, the lawless element
burned the school. Professor Clarke rounded up a posse of citizens, tracked the lawbreakers down and using his influence, had them sent to the penitentiary. He taught
out the year in the old frame courthouse and the follOWing year in a church building
until his new school was completed in January of 1893. Since there was no money for
the new school, Clarke built it himself-three rooms with office and auditorium-asking
only the donation of the site. Into the new building he moved school, Sunday school, and
church.
During those early days feuds raged, men were shot dpwn in the streets, and bands
of men often rode in to shoot up the town. Hindman often looked like an armed
camp. After one episode when a band of men returned to wreak vengeance for one of
their men killed in a battle the night before, only Clarke, the police judge, and the
Sunday school superintendent remained in town to fa ce the friends of the slain man.
Professor Clarke went where he pleased. "They won't waste ammunition on me,"
he would reply when warned against the danger. Later he recalled, "Though several
men were killed, fights were numerous, and the spectacle of armed men roving town
was not unusual, I never felt inclined to leave. I was never armed, nor did I keep a
gun in my room; I felt that the feudists would not harm me, though they well koew I
was openly against outlawry."
Though some of his boys left town during these days, many did police duty and
helped patrol the town during court days. Accordin!( to Clarke, "It was as much a part
of their training as was work in the classroom. One night some of my boys joined the
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Clarke's Training School
offi cers in routing a gang who was shootin g tip the town, an act which was regularly
perpetrated. When the "bad" man, mounted, full of liquor and his hands full of guns,
was at a point opposite the officers and sch ool-boys, he was greeted by a hail of bullets.
The horseman's companions, stationed in th e da rk at a point of vantage, replied in kind
and a man named Helton received a fearful wound in the mouth. He recovered, however, and was killed in Virginia by Talt Hall. They hanged Talt for his murder."
It was at this time that Prof. Clarke made the famous journey with a group of
citizens to Frankfort to petition Governor Buckner for guns, abou t which he loved to
relate humorously: "We got the guns and cartridges, even if Pearl Combs, one of our
party, did go to sleep in the presence of th e Governor." A!though peace came to Hindman with the mobilization and arming of the citizens, the "war" for education and enlightenment continued.
After turning over his school building to Katharine Pettit and May Stone who
founded The Hindman Settlement School in 1902, Professor Clarke built a training
school and dormitory in H indman. When th e building burned in 1915, he established a
similiar school at Hueysville in Floyd Coun ty. After four years this school also burned.
Both were successful. Students came from many counties to train under the "Professor."
Although he built no more schools, he continued to teach up into the 30's except for
the time he was State School Inspector ( 1921-1922) and Superin tendent of Letcher
County Schools (1922-26 ).
It is not easy to assess just wh y Professor Clarke and his schools were so successful.
H e appeared at a time of great need and r esponded to that need with great dedication and honesty. He never advertized himself or his school or asked for outside help.
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Although he always gave great credit to his students, their detennination in the face of
poverty and hardship, and continued to tell of the sacrifices they made in order to attend his school, at least an equal amount of credit must be given to Clarke himself,
his character and ability. He was a deeply moral man. His dislike of sham and dishonesty was proverbial. Although evidently fearless and unconcerned about his own
welfare, he was unpresumptous . .. . and he had a fine sense of humor.
His students were successful-they became ministers, teachers, lawyers, doctors,
public officials, a state governor, a mayor of a large city, prosperous fanners-and perhaps more important to Clarke-good citizens. In 1940 in reporting Professor Clarke's
death the Courier-Joumnl stated that his schools had provided education for at least
half of the older generation in this section. In 1939 over 2,000 fonner students showed
up at a reunion honoring their fonner "Professor." Clarke recorded it as the greatest
day in his life.
In thinking back over early times Clarke stated:
"Many young men entered our school \vith only a suit of clothes and not a dollar
in their pockets. But they found a welcom e. If they could pay during the tenn, they
did so; if not, well and good. Widows and orphans were not required to pay tuition. I
was glad to give my students a chance, and they justified my confidence.
"One of the greatest pleasures I have today is contemplating their successes and
feeling that at a crucial time in their lives I was pennitted to lend a helping han,!."
You can corner any of Clarke's fonn er students today and listen to tales of his
thoroughness as a teacher and his compassion as a man. Another proof is the record
they made on teacher examinations and th e successes they made in life, most of which
Clarke would refuse to take credit for. A statement Clarke made to his students is an
indicator of his conception of his role as teacher, his straight-forward honesty, and why
his students thought so much of him. It is also one that later educators who talk glibly
of leadership might do well to ponder. It is this: "You can't make leaders ..... Leaders are born. Everyone of you boys and girls was born what you are. Not I nor any
man could have made you into good peopl e. Nature made you that ..... "
He used to tell stories of how his boys-and girls-made tremendous sacrifices,
how one had to go home every week to have his one shirt washed, how one had no
shoes and finally found two shoes unmatched that he wore nevertheless, how one boy
had no shirt to wear at the time of State examinations, but buttoned up his coat and
passed the exam, etc. Then he would add: "Could you. beat such boys?"
In closing one might reply: Could you beat such a man?

"I wandered to the village, Tom,
I sat beneath the tree,
Upon the schoolhouse play ground
That sheltered you and me.
But none were there to greet me, Tom,
And few were left to know
Who played with me upon the green
Some forty years ago."
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The Quare Women
The local people called them the "qua re wimmen," the "fotched-on wimmen," the
"wimmen," and sometimes the "ladies," Th e school they founded was equally variously
called the "Settlemint," the "Wimmen's School" or the "College," Tltis was the industrial
school, first called the W,T,C, U, School, later The Hindman Settlement School, founded
in 1902 at Hindman, Kentucky, a pioneer experiment in education, the first rural settlement school in the United States - or the world for that matter,
Its beginning seemed almost accidental. Katharine Pettit had visited Hazard, Kentucky, as early as 1895 (she had learned from the newspapers that the French-Eversole
feud had ended with the death of the last fighting man) perhaps mainly curious to find
out if conditions were really as bad as they had been reported to her at her home in
the Bluegrass, She returned with May Ston e and helpers under the auspices of The
Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs to do summer social work \vith the hope of alleviating conditions in the mountains, especially for women, They came to Jackson by train
and the forty miles on to Hazard by wagon and set up a tent borrowed from the State Militia, all gaily decorated, and held classes in cooking, sewing, home nursing, singing, and
kindergarten, daily Bible and temperance readings, and all sorts of socials and play parties, Word spread up hollow and down creek of these dOings, and people came from far
and near to participate - or just to see, Th e story of how they were encouraged to
journey 22 miles farther on to Hindman and establish the famous school has been told
many times, but it is worthy of are-telling,
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In the summer of 1899 eighty-year old Solomon Everidge, barefoot, bareheaded,
with a great shock of white hair, dressed in homespun, walked the 22 miles from Hindman to Hazard. He had heard about the "doings" of the ladies in their summer camp
school and had come to "sarch out the truth of it." He may have been encouraged to
come by words of his son-in-law, Lewis Hays, and others.
After watching the activities for hours in silence, he finally rose and introduced himself in something of the following manner: "Women, my name is Solomon Everidge.
Some calls me the gran'daddy of Troublesome. Since I was a little shirt tail boy hoeing
com on the hillsides, I have looked up Trou blesome and down Troublesome for somebody to come in and lam us something. My childhood passed, and my manhood, and
now my head is blooming for the grave, and still nobody hain't come. I growed up ignorant and mean, my offsprings was wuss, my grands wusser, and what my greats will be
if something hain't done to stop the meanness of their maneuvers, God only knows.
When I heard the tale of you women, I walked the twenty-two mile acrost the ridges to
sarch out the truth of it. I am now persuaded you are the ones I have looked for all my
lifetime. Come over to Troublesome, Women, and do for us what you are doing here."
The "women" were deeply impressed by the earnestness and dignity of the patriarchal old man and agreed to come. The journey of "Uncle" Solomon that memorable,
mid-August day in 1899 resulted in the foundin g of The Hindman Settlement School.
The follOwing summer the "quare women" came to Hindman and set up tents on a
point over looking the town and the left hand fork of Troublesome. When it was norated that the women were approaching in their wagons, one man is reported to have
thrown his hat in the air and said : "The best thing that ever happened to Knott COU!lty
is a-com in' up Troublesome." Looking at the tents the women set up a man said: "You
gals ain't aimin' to live in them cloth houses, air ye? Hit don't look like hit would be
nowise safe, no how, the way bullets comes a-f1yin' around here sometimes."
One moming a group of young men climbed the hill to the tents, some with rifles,
some with revolvers in shoulder holsters. Their spokesman reported: "Uncle Solomon
says you women hope to have a peaceful summer. Well, we fellers allowed we'd see you
had peace if it took steel bullets to get hit." They acted as body guards throughout the
summer.

Again people came from far and near to participate in the activities. Over 100 were
enrolled in the sewing classes, thirty-six of th em being young men, the same who for a
short time after the women's arrival were known for shooting up the town and other
devilment, the same who were now the gua rd to keep order. At the end of the summer
the citizens asked the Women to come back and stay and not only do social work but
build a school for which land, labor and logs would be given. The Women hesitated only because of the magnitude of the task The kind of school they were interested in was
an industrial one where mind and hands could be simultaneously trained, and pupil<
could pay for their room and board by labo r. This would require much land for fanning, dairying, gardens and orchards as well a s buildings for residences, shops and the
like. The money outlay would be large. Bot h abhorred the idea of going out to make
talks and raise money. The next summer they spent by request on Carr Creek in Knott
County. But calls kcpt coming from Hindm an, requesting them to return there and
found a school. When they stated their obst acle to their coming, the citizens said, "Co
out and tell the world of our needs here." I n the summer of 1902 they began work at
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Hindman on a three-acre strip of bottom donated by the citizens on which a small school
house already stood. Just above this was a s mall cottage they rented for a residence, social work, and the kindergarten, until they could put up new buildings.
The Hindman Settlement School began as a cooperative undertaking with the
citizens of Hindman and Knott County and May Stone and Katharine Pettit who came
to found and direct it, citizens pledging what they had to give - land, timber, labor,
money - the directors supplying through outside aid what the citizens could not, but always with the intention of releasing responsibilities to the town and county as they
grew able to assume them. For years the Settlement supplied facilities and most of the
teachers for the kindergarten, grade, and high school (the first and for long the only
one in Knott County) in addition to operating the industrial school and prOviding many
social services.

The story of the development of the Settlement School is as exciting and interesting
as any fiction (Lucy Funnan's accounts of it in Sight to the Blind, Mothering on Perilous, The Quare Women, and The Glass Window are largely facts veiled as fiction).
There were tragedies and disasters - fires, floods, typhOid, small pox - and there
were the good times, the excitement of growing, building, learning, interplay of character and culture, humor, games - all a part of a challenging, marvelous, worthwhile
venture. It would take a boo!, to begin to tell all, and there just isn't time and space for
it here, but some special focuses can, perhaps, supply some of the human flavor and
magnitude of the doings and maneuvers. Ann Cobb's story of "The Little Brown House"
relates in her delightful, homey way some early doings.

• • • • • • • • • • •
THE LITTLE BROWN HOUSE
by Ann Cobb
Last time court met, I was showing
my uncle's boy from Texas 'round the
Wimmen's school. Thar's several men
teachers nowadays but old folks everly
bear in mind the two that started hitMiss Pettit and Miss Stone. (Miss Stone
heads hit yet and a right woman she is,
too, and the workin'est on "Troublesome").
Well, the last building we viewed was
the Little Boys' House.
"Why on earth," says young Jim, "don't
they pull the poor lop-sided thing down?"
"Same reason," says I , "that they don't
pull down Abe Lincoln's house. Big things
started thar."
"What about that," says he, and then

and thar he set down on the stile and listened at me tell,
"That house," says I," was the first the
Wimmen lived in. Town folks deeded'em
two acres of land, if so be they'd take over
the school and run hit. School-house set
handy-right next door hit was.
"So in they moved-three ladies and a
whole passel 0' children-and thar they
had play-parties and counseled the mothers and laid plans with the citizens, and
all sech things as that. Hit was a sight,
the doing in that lee tIe house! But allus,
I confidenced the Wimmen, and all Right
men with m e.

"Living neighbors, the way we did, my
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wife rambled in and out considerable, and
allus they made her welcome. Many's the
job she help 'em with, and they her. Hit's
a mixin' lams both partiesl
"Three years of projecking and planning and then the Wimmen put 'em up a
big four-storied house of poplar timber.
Fire burned hit, along 0' the school house
and the workshop. But fire couldn't destroy the Little Brown House nor yet the
spirit of the Wimmen.
"The Citizens called a big meeting and
gave of their money and timber and labor.
They bought the Wimmen seventy-five
acres of land so they wouldn't be scrouged
for room any more; and while the new
buildings were raisin', school kept a-holding in the church-house.
''The Wimmen filled the little house
fullern ever with teachers and children
and borried another house yon side the
creek, so's they could keep more of the
far-away dwellers. Hit was a sight-the
manoverings that went on in that housel I
stopped by one day to fetch 'em some
sweet-taters and they had the room full
of scholars, all studying away, purty-behaved and civil. In the fur end a big girl
was ironing, another was fixin' shuckybeans on the doorstep and you could smell
the cooking in the kitchen-house. Several
things they had drug outer the fire were
layin' about; pictures of George and Marthy Washington and that flag-making Woman; yes, and the piano, and an manner
of books and picture-papers.
"Fall 0' the year, the Wimmen built
back some 0' their houses, and ever since
then they've kept the little one for the
least chaps. About then, another Woman,
name 0' Furman, come in to dwell

amongst us and her delight was in the
boys. Just like a loving Maw she was to
them. She made 'em work tool Gee ohl
how them little fellers did scrubl She didn't hold with them layin' back and sayin':
'That's Wimmen's work!' She'd work outdoors with 'em herself, putting in gyarden
truck and lovelie rambling posies.
"Nights, afore books, they'd frolic a
spell. You could hear'em all up and down
Troublesome-Picking and patting and doing steps or playing the old dulcimer and
singing ballad-tunes. And so be they got
skeered 0' their own hant-tales or wanting their Mommies, she'd baby 'em a leetle
and get 'em heart for the lonesome night.
"Gee Ohl how many chaps there's been
and nary an outlaw among 'em and nary
a one to sit on the stool of Do-Nothingl
When the Big War called'em-man-growed
and scattered out they were then-they
crossed the Old Salt Sea and fit as their
forebears fit afore'em.
"Yes, they come back, too, bless their
stout hearts-all but one lettle feller.
Where are they now? Hither and yon,
down in the level land in colleges; out in
the world preaching and doctoring and
follOWing the law and writing books and
toiling in all manner of works.
"Most of 'em settle in the hills, though,
or on the aidges. Seems like boys that's
raised hereabouts allus crave something
for their eyes to hit up against. And howsoever rich and larned they be, they're
everly proud to come wandering back and
swap tales round the fire, in the Little
Brown House."
Thus was the story of the Little Brown
House told to Young Jim from far away
Texas.

The fire of 1910 that wiped out almost all of the Settlement buildings was perhaps
the worst disaster in the history of the school. It came at a time when the school seemed
well on its way to successful and prosperous development, having weathered and sur-

mounted other setbacks. The question at first was: Is it really worth trying agaio? But
the response of the citizens to this disaster tells how highly they esteemed the school and
its workers. A mass meeting was held in Hindman on short notice with the result that a
letter and set of Resolutions were mailed to the ladies. The words of the letter and the
Resolution were as follows:
Hiodman, Knott Co., Ky.,
1910.

Jan. Zl,
Miss May Stone,
Miss Katherine Pettit,
Mrs. Frances Beauchamp,
Lexington, Kentucky.
Dear Friends:

The worst has happened, not the worst, the children and teachers were aD saved,
the ice house, hospital, stable, power house, and boy's cottage stand only as a monument to your fidelity and earnest efforts for the upbuilding of the town and country.
I hand you herewith a copy of the resolutions adopted by the citizens (237) at a
meeting in the Court House after two hours notice, which resulted, as Pres. Smith has
already told you, in the public subSCription of $2,200 cash and 957 days in labor,
which comes from the very best of the population, a great proportion from the younger
and reliable set.
The people are dead in earnest in this matter, and are loud in their demands that the
county authorities - both Fiscal Court and the County Board of Education - come forward with the money to aid in placing the school upon its feet again.
Don't throw your friends down in the period of disappointment, but stay with us
and we are with you in spirit and might that you have never dreamed of before. The
fact is, the citizens are surprised themselves at the move made today, and when we began the meeting this morning, no one had an idea of the result, but we are thankful for
it and have the energy to push it with you to a satisfactory endiog.
With best wishes and a word of cheer from all, I am,
Yours in earnestness for success,

W. W. Craft
RESOLUTIONS
We, the citizens of the town of Hindman, Knott County, Ky., in Mass Meeting
assembled in the Court House in said town at 10 o'clock A. M. Jan. 23, 1910, do hereby
adopt the following resolutions to ""press 0 ur sentiments in the interest of the welfare
of our children and neighbors' children, to-wit:
WHEREAS, A great calamity has befallen our town and community, as well as all
educational interest and moral development in the mountains of Eastern Kentucky, and
we have suffered a great and irreparable lo ss in the destruction of the W.C.T.U. Settlement School, by fire, on the night of January 22, 1910: and
WHEREAS, There is now great suffering among the said teachers and pupils, and
immediate relief is necessary; there
Be it resolved, first, That we unite io extending our heart-felt sympathy to the
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teachers, officers and authorities in charge of the School and to Mrs. Frances Beauchamp, Miss Katherine Pettit and Miss Kay Stone our thanks and appreciation for past
efforts, and urge them now to unite with us in an effort to rebuild.
Second, That a delegation of our leadin g citizens be urged to lay the matter before
the present Legislature of the State of Kentucky, now in session, and endeavor to secure
an appropriation for the immediate relief of the distressed pupils and teachers.
Third, That we earnestly pledge our money, material and labor, for the purpose of
aiding in the rebuilding of the said school property, in so far as our means and circumstances will permit.
Fourth, That the Board of Education of Knott County be requested and urged to
unite with the authorities of the W.C.T.U. Settlement School in rebuilding, and in said
uniting to erect a building to be used jOintly for a High School and public school building for the town.
Fifth, That the Knott County Fiscal Court be requested and urged to appropriate
funds to aid in the rebuilding of the said School.
All of which is respectfully submitted and signed by the Committee.
W. W. CRAFT
WM. STURGILL
E. HICKS
J. M. BAKER
H . C. FRANCIS
J. W. DUKE
J. W. COMBS
R. W. DUKE
All of which is approved and directed to be forwarded to parties interested, and
published in the News-Record.
IRVING NAPIER,
Chairmen.
G. C. SMITH,
Secretary.
The ladies returned to rebuild with th e agreement that they could have more land
for gardening and farming as well as for more space to spread out the buildings to
avoid the danger of mass destruction in the event of another fire. There were no more
serious fires and the Settlement School "prospered."
By the 1920's from a few "cloth" houses staked out in the summer of 1900 on a hill
point overlooking the isolated village of Hindman, two hard days' travel by jolt wagon
from the nearest railroad, the Settlement School had expanded to include 225 acres of
land, a coal mine, and 20 buildings. These buildings housed shops, a power plant, offices, a hospital, fireside industries, a dairy, classrooms, and living and dining quarters
for over 100 resident students and about 30 teachers and workers. The "day" school accommodated a total enrollment of about 500, including resident students, those from
Hindman and the outlying area who walked or rode horseback in each day, some
walking in from distances as much as five miles. In addition to standard classroom work,
the day school had special music, handicraft, and recreation instruction, the high school
having also French and Latin (sometimes German and a touch of Greek) as well as
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homemaking for the girls and carpentry and woodwork for the boys.
The industrial school was an efficient and busy enterprise - a "master" operation well organized and administered, where students could live and pay their way and
"learn by doing" while assigned to one of th e various areas - gardens, grounds, farm,
dairy, shops, laundry, kitchen, dining hall, fireside industries, hospita~ practice home or
such other of the various tasks needed for the upkeep and on-going of the institution.
They could also learn to brush their teeth, take a bath, how to use a napkin, general
politeness, how to make their own beds and clean their rooms ( boys) , various games
and recreations, and homemaking (girls ). In addition, the students had the exceptional
opportunity of closer association with teachers and workers who had a wide range of
education and experience, each usually having a special talent or training. The industrial
school had a busy schedule, but it also proVided a host of social services for the town
and county.
The day school schedule for classes began at eight in the morning and lasted until
three in the afternoon with about an hour break for the noon meal. Work duties for the
industrial students were woven in and around this schedule. A big "dinner" bell signaled
the main partitions of the day - meals, work times, night stud y hours. All workers and
students ate at regular hours in the dining hall at specified tables, the little boys and
girls at tables headed by their housemothers. Older students were variously assigned
for variety and special interests (if you were studying French, for instance, you would
be assigned to the French table, so you cou Id have the special opportunity for more
conversational practise). Grace was said or sung before each meal. The weekends
were devoted to work, recreation, church and Sunday school (the work day on Saturday lasted until two in the afternoon). On Sunday only the necessary work was done
(Cows had to be milked, for instance). Sunday afternoons the bell rang "quiet" hour
(seemed like a month long) . Students could go home three times a semester, one long
week end and two short week ends. Lights went out at 9 p .m. both in the school and
the town, for the schools power plant supplied electricity to Hindman as well.
Over the years the Settlement brought in teachers and workers of the highest calibre, talent, and training (and returned some of its own graduates)-people from the
most prestigious universities and schools in the nation. Some donated a few years of
their time, others stayed longer, some came and remained all of their mature lives.
They brought a wide and enriching experience to the shidents and citizens. But other
than Katharine Pettit, May Stone, and Elizabeth Watts perhaps none were more influ ential, helpful and dedicated, brought more creativeness and versatility than Lucy
Furman and Ann Cobb-Lucy Furman \vith her music and literary education, her deep
SOCiological and human concern, respect and love for the hill people, and her fiction
dealing \vith the school and the area, her house-mothering for the little boys; Ann Cobb
for her versatile teaching-languages, history, etc. , her creative plays, programs,
pageants, her baby parties, her sensitive dialect poetry, with its deep appreciation and
understanding of folk ways, and, perhaps, most of all her jovial, kind, brilliant, unselfi sh, unassuming self. They both represent in full degree the kind of opportunity for
enrichment the Settlement offered the area.
The kinds of social services begun in th e summer camp schools were offered in an
expanded form at the industrial school and county wide. One of the early lacks and
greatest need was medical care. Trachoma, typhOid, tuberculosis, numerous, eye, ear,
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nose and throat ailments were treated at the clinics organized by the women. As many
as 500 in a day were diagnosed and treated. Many, both old and young, were sent outside (or taken ) to hospitals for treatmen t that could not be done at Hindman. Miss
Stone related that on one of these organized trips (very early) when the wagon road
went all the way to Jackson, a man with his children sat on a bank on Buckhorn waiting for them. Although the children hadn't b een registered or planned for and there was
no room for them, May Stone said: "We made room, and took them anyway." From the
beginning reading, intellectual stimulation, was paramount. In 1901 the record states,
"from July 1 to October 1 we had a circulating library, much in use, a steroscope and
views, which many declared 'the pretties t pictures that ever wuz', and much reading
matter and many beautiful pictures for free distribution." The traveling libraries and
a Knott County library were only extensions of earlier work. Home demonstrations,
home nursing, a newspaper, the institution of Christmas trees and Christmas programs
county wide, the singing of carols on Christmas morning, a dramatics club for Hindman, music, handicrafts, Campfire girls, socials, extension courses, demonstration
schools- were just a few of the many services supplied by the Settlement School.
It is now 74 years since the "quare wimmen" first came to Hindman with their
tents and gear in wagons in 1900. It is 72 years since the Settlement school began with
a few acres of land, one school building, and what Miss Cobb designated "The Little
Brown House." Katharine Pettit moved on in 1913 to found a sister school, The Pine
Mountain Settlement School in Harlan Coun ty. May Stone remained as director at Hindman until her death in 1946. Her assistant, Eli zabeth Watts (she arrived in 1909 when
she was nineteen) then became director and remained so until retirement several years
ago. For an interim period Raymond McLain was director and now the new director
is Lionel Duff, a native and descendant of one of the earliest settlers in the area.
Great changes have taken place in these years. This fall the new Knott County
Central High School opened \vith students b eing bused in from all sections. Pupils now
attend modem consolidated elementary sch ools \vith buses stopping at the very door
to pick up many of them. Of the older buildings of the Hindman Settlement School,
only two remain-the hospital and Kindergarten, neither now having their original use.
A new industrial arts building named for Elizabeth Watts stands almost on the place
where classes began in 1902. The Littls Bo ys house ( Little Brown House) has been replaced by a library built of native stone. A b aseball and recreation field now replaces
the dairy bam , the hog lot, gardens and log fireside industries cabin (first little hospital ). The Old Orchard House has been replaced by the new May Stone Building,
with kitchen, dining hall, recreation area, and dormitory space, some of it now used as
a day care center. Where the Little Girls House stood and Doc Pratt raised so many
tomatoes in the school gardens, a modem , community swimming pool is under construction. A modem "high rise" apartmen t and dormitory complex stands clamped to
the steep slope near where the old Eastover housed boys in a split level building and
cows grazed on the hillside pastures. The Hindman High School, built of native sandstone around a central inner court, first occupied in 1930 and later donated to the
county, is now used for junior high classes and other public functions. On the Settlement grounds still stands, in good repair, th e log cabin of Uncle Solomon Everidge-a
Kentucky Landmark and reminder of pioneer beginnings.
With the growth of public education and other public social service agencies and
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facilities in Eastern Kentucky, the obviou s need for the services rendered by mission
and settlement schools diminished. Some closed down, but those sturdy enough to endure found it necessary to adjust or modify their programs to still existing needs.
This is true of the Hindman Settlement School. Although many services necessary in
earlier days have been discontinued, the basic ideals and values on which it was founded remain with programs to aug~ent them-wholesome recreation, enlightenment
and enrichment through books, music, fireside industries, and group functions, love
and respect for the heritage and traditions of the people, unmaterialistic goals.
It is quite possible that the people of E astern Kentucky and Knott County have
not yet learned all there was to learn from what May Stone and Katharine Pettit
began in 1902. A gentle melding of the old and new with the ideals of those ladies
woven in as an integral part of the fabric, could provide a model for an alternative way
of living-gentler, more peaceful, richer, more human than is generally known now as
the area heads pell-mell into the mechanistic modem age.

Lucy Furman with some of her boys
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The top photo on the opposite page shows the school house and cottage first occupied by the teachers in 1902. Hindman is left center background looking down Right
Fork of Troublesome Creek. The photo at b ottom ( opposite) shows the Hindman Seftlement School buildings in the 1920's and as they were up to fairly recent times. The
view is from the same direction but takes in more territory at the left. The Little Boys
House shows up at extreme bottom left. The old school building that burned stood
abo ut where the basketball court is. The old grade school is beyond, the power house
at lower left center, the old hospital and fir eside industries cabin at center, the smaller
smokehouse and larger Orchard House in upper center, on the upper left hillside Eastover and Hillside, on a point in the distan t right center the old Methodist church;
barn, kindergarten, and Little Girls Hous e are not visible. In the recent picture
( above) the new Elizabeth Watts Industrial Building stands almost wbere the first old
school building stood, the other buildings and Hindman are obscured by larger
trees and summer leaves.
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May Stone with pet kitten

School begins 1902
105

Elizabeth Watts
All of the furniture in her room (as elsewhe re) was made by students in the school shop.
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Some Workers & Activities

S,udents acting ou' an nld ballad (right) .
Jethro Amburgey, manual t.raining teacher
and a former student, in the school shop
wi,h one of his dulcimers (lower left).

"Doc" Pratt, for years in charge of gardens,

farm , and dairy (lower right).
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The School at Pippa Passes
by LAUREL ANDERSON
The other day a woman stopped by the
college to see what had changed, and,
more important, what had remained the
same since her days as a Caney Creek
school girl. She saw Alumni Hall that had
grown up in her absence being dismantled
to make room for a new college dining
room. She saw the austere New Science
Building, the dozers clearing one of the
last bits of bottom land to make way for a
modem gymnasium, and she traveled on
the hard road that links the Caney community with Floyd County and places beyond. She saw familiar sights, too. There
was the wily creek with its companion,
Caney Mountain, board and batten homes,
rock walls, stone stairs-reminders of the

woman and of the mountain people who
started it all fifty-eight years ago.

lOB

Little is known or remembered of Alice
Spencer Geddes Lloyd's life in Back Bay
Boston before she came to Kentucky and
settled on Troublesome Creek near lvis in
October 1916, which probably would have
been just as well with the woman who
once remarked, "Caney is my wh,?le life. I
counted my life from the day I arrived in
the mountains." She came from a wealthy
family but the money had disappeared by
the time she arrived in the mountains with
ten dollars in her purse. A case of spinal
meningitis left her permanently Crippled;
however, she persevered and pursued the
best education Massachusetts had to offer.
Alice Lloyd and her mother, Ella Geddes, did not come to the mountains intending to start a school, but it was not long
before the idea began to take shape. It be-

came a reality when Abisha (Bysh) Johnson offered Mrs. Lloyd land on Caney
Creek if sbe would start a school. Though
no one knew it at the time it was an offer
that years later would come to symbolize
dle history of the coll~ge, a history that
has combined the foresight and dedication
of one woman wi th the hard work and
determination of many mountain people.
The women's first two years in Eastern
Kentucky were spent getting acquainted
with the people and writing home to
friends about conditions they found in the
mountains. The friends responded by sending box loads of books, magazines and
clothing which Alice Lloyd and Mrs.
Geddes distributed among their neighbors.
By 1919 Caney Creek's one room elementary school that had been presided over
by Maryland Slone, Lige Owens and Noah
Slone had been replaced by a bigger building; and when the doors opened the three
teachers were among the first to enroll in
Mrs. Lloyd's high school. That year was
significant for another reason: It marked
the arrival of June Buchanan, Mrs. Loyd's
dedicated friend and assistant, who continues the work of the founder today. By
1923 a two year college had been added,
and local people later joined Alice Lloyd in
taking pride that of the first seven graduates, five became doctors and two were
teachers with master's degrees.
As the name implies, Caney Creek
Community Center was more than a
school; and although Alice Lloyd had never heard the term ·community outreach
programs," in deed she espoused them .
Among her friends in the Northeast she
recruited opera singers, scholars and college deans to teach at the Center. Friends
who were missionaries and teachers came,
too. Some were sent into the communities
of Vest, Carcasonne, Bosco (now Hueysville) and Allen to help launch schools that
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Mrs. Lloyd, early days
flourished until the Thirties when counties
began organizing and building their own.
Trained nurses often traveled from the
Center throughout the area delivering
babies and instructing families in postnatal care. A mule-pulled jolt wagon took
books from the Center into homes and
schools. There was also the Exchange Store,
a tradition started informally by Alice
Lloyd and her mother in their cabin on
Troublesome Creek that still thrives. Mrs.
Lloyd was an indefatigable letter writer;
and although her letters sometimes exaggerated circumstances in the mountains,
they resulted in tons of clothing, bedding,
books and household items being sent to
Caney Creek Community Center. The gifts
were distributed among students and community residents in exchange for a little
money or garden stuff that could be served
in Hunger-Din. (Mrs. Lloyd named many
of the Center's buildings after poems by
Robert Browning and Rudyard Kipling.

Miss June Buchanan

The dining hall takes its name from Kipling's "Gunga-Din.· )
Another tradition begun in 1920 that
continues today in the fonn of the college
choir were the Caney Crusades. Charles
Clark, now superintendent of Floyd County schools, went on five Crusades and said,
"Mrs. Lloyd's idea was 'I'm going to send
these young people out to Massachusetts
and other enlightened areas so the people
in the outside world can look them over
and see that they're not dirty-eared, dirtyankled, unkept, uncouth , hopeless hillbillies.' We appeared before grade school audiences, high school audiences, service clubs,
church groups, and I'll never forget one
little experience on the first trip. We were
in a grade school and we were getting
ready to go into the auditorium and here
came what I took to be a class of sixth or
seventh graders. One of the larger hoys in
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the class group looked us up and down and
said, 'Huhl Fake hillbillies.' Fake hillbillies.
We didn't look the part.·
The Caney Crusades, led for many
years by June Buchanan, were an integral
part of Mrs. Lloyd's concept of Leadership
Education, a concept that continues as part
of the school today. Alice Lloyd and June
Buchanan called their philosophy "'The
Purpose Road.· In its essence The Purpose
Road emphasizes service to mankind. Educating young people to become the moral,
civic and intellectual leaders of Appalachia
was Alice Lloyd's primary goal. Toward
this end she and the faculty worked in instructing students in how to communicate
effectively before groups of people. The
Caney Crusaders honed this skill by perfonning plays and giving speeches designed
to stimulate interest in the school. The
same skills were emphasized during the
Sunday evening Christian Forums where
students were encouraged to discuss and
debate serious issues, and at graduation
exercises where seniors, not outsiders. were
the guest speakers.
Outreach programs were an important
part of the Center but always secondary
to classroom education, which was the
main purpose. Mrs. Lloyd believed that an
academic school had no place for manual
training, typing, home economics and other
courses where "the hands work harder than
the minds." Her first coneern was to give
mountain students a sound basic academic
education and to encourage them to build
from there. She stressed mathematics, scienee, English, history and foreign languages and saw that these subjects were
properly taught. Buena Ramsey Howell, a
librarian at the L.B.J. School in Jackson,
Kentucky, recalls that Mrs. Lloyd ·was interested primarily in giving us an education
in the classics. In college there I took a
Shakespeare course that Mrs. Lloyd almost
taught herself. She came out around the

Pippa Passes in the 1920's
building-I could see that she was listening-and she evidently didn't like the way
this teacher was teaching the class, so she
walked in one day and took the class over.
Of course, it scared us all to death. She
was a very likeable person, but she was,
afterall, the head of the school and we
dreaded her. She was the most educated
person in English and the classics that I
have ever seen. She took our Shakespeare
class and just taught it and let the teacher
sit down and listen to her. Sometimes she'd
come into the new science building that
we had then and maybe take over a chemistry class. She wanted it done right."
Alice Lloyd was an educator years beyond her time in many respects, and she
used techniques that only recently have
come into vogue. Standardized tests were
used, often to her teacher's displeasure, to
judge a student's academic achievement.
Alice Lloyd was concerned that education
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at Caney be equal to the academic standards of schools outside the region and
used these tests to keep her teachers impartial and to double check students'
progress in the classroom. For years students were seldom told their grades and
knew only whether they passed or failed
their courses. This was done to prevent undue discouragement.
Alice Lloyd emphasized "career education" and encouraged the students she sent
on for post-Caney education to specialize
in specifiC fields . ( She desperately wanted
her "boys" to become doctors and engineers
and some did, but teaching is the field
most Caney graduates have chosen.) She
held school year round when six-month
terms had been the mountain tradition. She
saw the need for extra curricular activities
and provided for a variety of them, including a biology club 'that made Caney an
unsafe place for cats: according to Kermit

Everage, a former student and teacher
who is now an Upward Bound field worker at the College.
While administrators of other Kentucky
colleges watched their graduates go off to
other states to apply their knowledge, Mrs.
Lloyd had her insurance policy against this
happening at Caney: She made graduates
promise to return to the mountains to practice skills and provide leadership. Most
kept their promise. Alice Lloyd personally
selected the Caney Center graduates who
were sent on for an al\-expenses-paid advanced education. She judged them on
their ahility to learn and their potential for
becoming leaders in the mountains, and
she was considered a good judge.
Perhaps one of the most remarkable
aspects of a Caney education was money.
Students did not have to have money for
anything-tuition, books, food, clothes, soap
or toothpaste-in order to attend. They
were encouraged to make donations of
money or food whenever possible, but
these things were never a prerequisite for
enrollment while Alice Lloyd was alive. To
make up for the deficit people from the
community and friends from outside either
volunteered services or worked for low
wages, and Alice Lloyd's Oliver No. 9
typewriter rattled overtime. It is said that
she raised over one million dollars through
her letters and brochures that told the ongoing story of Caney Creek Community
Center.
Rilda Slone Watson, who has served the
co11ege for over fifty years, remembers
things got so bad during the early Fifties
that Mrs. Lloyd could not meet her payro11
but continued writing pay checks as evidence of her good intentions. 11,is went on
for several months until a fri end of the
co11ege who had annua11y donated one
do11ar died and left the school $24.000.
When Alice Lloyd learned of the gift, "She
rang bells and said, 'Take your checks to
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the bankY' Everybody did and we had
more money then than we'd ever had before. Or since, I guess."
The same thing-running out of funds
and being rescued by one donation or series
of windfalls-has happened again and
again during the school's history. At times
the existence of the Center depended almost entirely upon one man who was not
forma11y connected \vith it. Lee Hall ran a
sma11 grocery store near the campus and
he apparently never sent a notice or said
a word when the school's bill went unpaid
for months.
The most famous \vindfaU came after
Alice Lloyd's appearance on Ralph Edwards' ''This Is Your Life" program in Hollywood, California. Mrs. Lloyd was foxed
into making the trip in D ecember 1955her first venture outside the mountains in
twenty-one years-by friends and employees at the Center. They never mentioned
the television program but said she would
be making an appeal for an endowment
fund for her school. H er appeal, broadcasted before millions of viewers, resulted in
$150,000 being sent to Caney Creek Community Center.
Austerity, a trademark of both mountain people and New Englanders, was part
of the Caney tradition from the start. Alice
Lloyd believed in using local materials and
craftsmen, and community people donated
their time and brawn generously. Under
the direction of Commodore Slone, creek
stone and timber were used by local stone
masons to construct dormitories, classrooms, offices and homes. Buildings were
furn ished with chairs and tables made by
a number of people, including Isom ( Kitteneye ) Slone. Noah Slone raised coal and
Bysh Johnson carried tons of it across the
creek to the kitchen . In the end Caney
Creek Community Center was the work of
not just one woman, but thousands of
people.

Steam Mill for sawing building lumber and for grinding corn meal
Despite some initial reservations among
local people about Mrs. Lloyd and her
school, it was not long before more young
people were applying than could be enrolled. Mrs. Lloyd personally selected the
students on the basis of whether she
thought they needed the school, and
whether they showed determination . Making a good impression on the matriarch
was paramount, and few students have
ever forgotten their first interview with
her. "She used her nose and smelled," said
Charlotte Madden. "She was a marvelous
judge of character and she could meet you
one time, talk a few minutes with you (and
know ) which way to handle you."
Ali ce Lloyd exerted a tremendous influence on her students, especially upon
the ones who she felt had the most potential for success and leadership. "If you
worked closely with Mrs. Lloyd you abso113

lutely adored her," said Alice Slone, one
of her early proteges. "If she said, 'You
can write a play,' you would go and write
a play and it would be good. It was just
amazing, anything practically that she'd
tell you that yo u could do, and that she
Wished you to do, you did."
Mrs. Lloyd's commitment to personal
development and discipline touched nearly
every aspect of ufe at the Caney Center.
Boys and girls were separated in dormitories, classrooms and Hunger-Din and forbidden to speak or sociauze because Mrs.
Lloyd felt, "If a boy and girl get interested
in cach other they won't be very interested
in their school work." Competitive athletics
were frowned upon for the same reason,
and home ties had to be lessened.
Girls wore white skirts and white middy
blouses \\~th colored ties at all times; boys
were required to wear jackets and ties in

Caney girls in white uniforms

the dining room. Any "tie", even a string
around the neck, would do, the symbol was
all that was necessary. Understandably,
students grumbled loudly about the clothing regulations; but r-Irs. Lloyd, who wore
middies, too , saw unifonns as a means o f
insuring ouhvard equali ty among her shJdents. Unifonns were also another way of

publically stating that money was not the
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basis of personal worth on Caney.
Another way of equalizing students was
requiring each to work a certain number

of hours each week. Students built rock
walls and stone stai rs, they planted trees,
helped prepare meals, watched the furnaces
and worked in the offi ces. At Christmas
they helped Alice Lloyd. Mrs. Geddes and
June Buchanan wrap and distribute thou-
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Caney boy with homemade banjo
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sands of Christmas "pretties· to area children. The College is still probably the only
school in the United States that annually
gives each student an armload of Christmas presents.
Education at Caney was a serious en-

deavor, but there were light moments. Kermit Everage recalls one Sunday night
Christian Forum when a student asked to
discuss the topic: "Which would do you
more good : Listening to a sermon while
sitting outside under a tree, or inside a

beautiful church with soft, plush seats?"
The student took the side of the plush
seats and the next day Mrs. Lloyd was
seen delivering a velvet cushion to his
room . During another forum a local man,
ti psy from drink, came riding into Cushing
Hall on his mule. Creek people handled
the situation sWiftly and Alice Lloyd never
said a word. When she came to Caney she
vowed to keep out of people's moonshine,
politics and religion, and people say she
kept her word.
Although the school has never been affiliated with any particular denomination,
it is a Christian institution where prayer
precedes meals and church services were
held during Alice Lloyd's years. Mrs.

Lloyd was a very private person and seldom, if ever, discussed her own religious
beliefs. Students sometimes worried whether she had a religion, and at an alumni
meeting on the meadow one time near the
end of her life a former student who is now
a preacher talked to Mrs. Lloyd about the
importance of being saved. She listened
but when he fini shed said, "I have nothing
to worry about, I am okay."
Alice Lloyd died on a September morning in 1962 at the age of 89. Her funeral
and burial that evening were brief and
simple, the way she wanted them to be.
In 1959, after she fen and broke her
hip, Mrs. Lloyd appointed William S.
Hayes, who had been on the faculty and
staff since 1942, acting director of the
College. Shortly after her death the Board
of Trustees renamed the school Alice Lloyd
College in Mrs. Lloyd's honor and Hayes
became Director. In April 1965 he was
made President of Alice Lloyd College.
Since Mrs. Lloyd's death there has been
considerable physical expansion and change
as necessitated by more modern ways of
life. The ideals and goals of educating
mountain leaders remain unchanged.

Laurel Anderson, a iournalist and worker at Alice Lloyd College, is the wife of Don
Anderson, the photograph er. Sh e is working on a book to be developed from the Oral
History Proiect at Alice Lloyd Co llege.
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How the Mystery Was Solved
by GOLDA A. SWAIN

The story that I am about to relate
happened over a hundred years ago. Although it sounds incre<lible, the facts are
true. Why it happened no one can tell
you, for the records have long since been
destroyed; and the younger generation has
forgotten the stark terror that swept the
countryside that dark, cold night in the
late winter of 1859.
It was a very cold, blustery day in late
February when Mr. Lang Wilson started
out on one of his cattle-buying trips over
the country. Cattle-buying was his trade
and the way he made his living. H e rode
horseback for miles through the backwoods, buying cattle until he had enough
stock for a herd to drive to the lower part
of the state. Then, with his three large
shepherd dogs and one or two men, he
would start the long drive out of the Kentucky hills to Mt. Sterling in the early
spring.
This day started out as uneventful as
any other day for this hardened, slowspoken man of the hills. He left home
about three o'clock in the morning on that
never-to-be-forgotten day. H e carried a
lunch prepared by his wife, for in those
days people lived in far and remote places
- not thickly settled, as we live today. You
could travel by horseback from early
morning till nightfall without seeing a
dwelling or another human being.
However, cattle, hogs, and sheep were
plentiful and could be seen everywhere
roaming th~ countryside, for people in
those days just settled on a tract of land
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and built a home out of the wilderness.
And they had no use for fences, for they
were all good neighbors and helped each
other. So therefore, the farmers <lidn't keep
their stock in pastures or barns; they just
ran wild and lived off the foilage, wild
oats, and hay. The hogs grew fat on the
mast, for acorns, chestnuts, beechnuts were
abundant.
'¥hen the farmer wanted pork for
home use, he and a few of the closest
neighbors would round up as many shoats
as they wanted or thought would feed
their families till hog-killing time another
year. They would herd them into the home
pens, feed them com for a few weeks tn
sweeten the meat and destroy the bitter
taste of the mast. In this manner the settlers lived and worked in harmony with
each other, and conflicts did not exist.
So, as Mr. Wilson passed through the
country he saw no one; but his wandering
eve covering the hilt terrain had seen great
herds of cattle and sheep, mostly on the
lea side of the hill which gave some sort
of shelter from the sharp bite of winter
wind.

"Ole Hoss," he said, "It will soon be
dark and wc still haven't seen a house
yet." He shook his feet free of the stirmps and tried to bring some feeling back
into his numb, cold feet.
"T think T11 try to walk a stretch . Old
Hoss." and with these mumbled words to
his h ors~, he awkwardly swung down . Beca\1se of the stiffness of his feet and legs
he almost fell; but, catching hold of his

stirrup, he regained his balance.
The big black horse snorted his relief
as he shook himself. He, too, was tired
and was glad to be free of the burden he
had carried for fourteen hours over rough
hill travel. His fetlocks were covered with
frozen mud, and he was also thinking of
home and a good feed of oats and hay in
the dark warmth of his own stall.
After nearly a mile of travel in this
manner, Mr. Wilson was leg weary and
tired, sO he climbed back on the big horse.
By this time darkness had fallen, and it
seemed to the tired man that he could
feel something unnatural closing in around
him.
Settling himself in the stiff saddle, he
pulled the brim of his hat lower over his
eyes to protect them from the needle-like
snow that had begun to fall. The wind
came from off hilltops and ridges like
screaming Banshees, driving the snow with
pelting force.
The horse's tail was heavily coated with
ice from the collection of mud and water;
Mr. Wilson sadly regretted not braiding
his horse's tail before starting this trip.
The brave animal lowered his head and
pushed on into the stormy night.
The horse's hooves striking ice made a
crushing sound. Mr. Wilson knew then
that they were crossing a creek. The night
was so dark he couldn't see. Above the
roar of the wind he heard the ice break
and water splash as the horse waded
through. This, along with S7low-laden willows bending low in the howling night
wind, told him for certain that he had
just crossed a small creek.
Fear began to creep over the lonely
night rider, for as yet not one glimmer of
light had he seen on this cold, dark night.
He kept telling himself that he would
come to a farmhouse soon, judging from
the distance he had traveled since he had
seen the last band of sheep; for sheep,
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more so than cattle, stay closer to home
pastures. Still a chill of some unknown
origin shook his body. He mumbled to his
horse to drive away the feeling.
"Well, Ole Hoss, it looks like we're
gonna sleep tonight without vittles Or shelter, or just travel all night. fm sure tired,
cold, and hungry, How about you?"
After this one-sided conversation, matters were still the same; and to make
things worse, the weary horse stumbled
and slowed down. The ice balls on his
feet were getting larger. "Demed ice balls.
Snow's getting harder, and the wind colder," mumbled the man.
He again thought of getting off and
walking for a while, but through his mind
passed the thought that suppose his now
cold, numb, and almost useless hands
should slip from the reins and he get
lost from his horse. He knew the horse
had a better instinct of travel than he did,
especially in a storm like this, so he remained half frozen in the saddle.
The horse had now slowed to a plodding gait of just moving along. Wilson
called for no more, for he knew the poor
brute was leg weary and hungry. When
the wind would lull to gather more fury,
he could hear the horse's feet plodding
through the deep snow. The sounds were
just muffled thuds, and he knew the snow
was quite deep. Wilson now felt a wave of
despair, for he was lost in this dark,
stormy night. He also knew that neither
he nor his horse could last through the
night in such a blizzard.
Suddenly he saw something, something
that made his heart lurch within his
breast. Was it real? Or was he so blinded
by the snow that his eyes were playing.
tricks on him? No, there it was againl The
glimmer of a light flickering through the
blowing snow off to his right. The horse
seemed to sense the uncertainty that held
his rider. With a snort and a more determ-

ined step he turned to the right, thus
bringing the light into focus. The tired,
cold, weary traveler saw and recognized
the beautiful sight-lamp light shining
through a window.
Fatigue seemed to fade as he made out
the ghostly form of a house not more than
fifty yards away. He urged the tired horse
ahead, but the horse needed no encouragement. For he, too, sensed food and
shelter near.
"Hello the house," rang out on the
snow-laden wind. Again the man raised
his frozen hands to cup his mouth again.
He shouted "Hello the house" once,
twice, three times. He screamed the
words, but to no avail. But with the
fourth try his prayers were answered; he
got results. The door swung open, spilling bright rays of light into the snow-filled
darleness. The Sight that greeted Wilson
sure was a welcome one, for there stood
two feminine figures-one of them holding a lamp high over her head, one hand
shading her eyes, trying to see who or
what was out on a night as stormy as this.
"Howdy, Mam," he greeted the two
listening ladies. 'Tm lost, tired, and hungry; could you put me and my horse up
for the night? We sure would appreciate
some food and shelter for the night."
"Sure, sure, get down and come on
in. Put your horse in the barn just back
of the house."
"My, my, this night warn't meant for
man nor beast to travel in."
·Stable your horse and come on in,"
wafted by on the howling wind as the
door was quickly closed to shut out the
wind that whipped their long skirts like
boat sails flapping in a gale. The lamp
had sputtered in a gust of wind, the flame
went out, and he understood why the door
was closed so quickly.
·Ole Hoss, we made it!" said the man
as he hurried to the barn . He wanted to
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get the horse inside out of the blizzard.
"Suits you, too, eh, Fella!"
Climbing down was a very difficult
job, for by now his legs were numb to
his waist. His feet were clumsy, heavy,
and numb; it was almost impossible to
make his feet move. Summoning strength
from somewhere, he made his way through
the deep snow to the bam.
He could see its bulky outline. When
he reached the barn, he felt over the
rough boards till he found the door. Lifting a heavy bar to open the bam door,
he was almost toppled inside as the wind
wrenched the door from his benumbed
fingers and slammed it against the bam
wall with a loud screech of rusty hinges.
He led his horse inside, found an empty
stall, and proceeded to unsaddle and
bridle the poor beast, which was quite a
job, feeling in the dark with clumsy, numb
fingers. He stomped his feet to bring some
feeling to them; they began to feel less
heavy because of the warmth that seemed
to roar back into his body with the hope
of living awhile restored.
Finding hay, he pulled some down for
his horse. Quickly the horse began to
munch, making a sound that was welcome
to Mr. Wilson; for he had almost given up
ever hearing that sound againl
Now to get back to the house where
warmth and food awaited. He struggled
with the cumbersome bam door; finally
getting it closed, he turned and made his
way as quickly as possible to the house
and rapped on the door for entrance. As
the door opened he caught a glimpse of
warm firelight and of the two strange
women who lived there. One was a white
woman, the other was colQred.
The strange combination didn't bother
Mr. Wilson. The Sight of a warm hearth
and the thought of hot food made everything A-OK in his book. Stepping inside,
he greeted the strange women as "long

lost sisters." The room was wann and
bright. The two women busied themselves
about the room, then told Mr. Wilson to
make himself comfortable, and they retired to the kitchen to prepare the evening meal. Mr .. Wilson seated himself in
a chair before the fire.
His feet were so cold and numb that
he proceeded to remove his heavy boots;
he placed them close by the fire, in a
comer. H e then relaxed to really enjoy
his good fortune and to anticipate the
meal that was being made ready.
At that moment, the door to the kitchen
was flun g open and the sight that met his
eyes was quite shocking. The Negro, a
great hulkin g figure, was holding the
white woman by the hair and was slashing her throat with a long-bladed knife.
Blood splattered the white table linen
to spread into large bri'ght, red splotches.
The light glittered on the long, wicked
knife blade as it rose and fell. Screams
of terror issued from the white woman's
throat, but to no avail. Blood was everywhere-on the floor, the table, and walls.
The Negro slashed until the body of the
white woman was just a mass of bloody
flesh.
Wilson was immobilized with horror;
he watched the murder being committed
without moving a muscle or voicing a protest.
After slashing her victim to ribbons,
the Negro began to drag her gmesome
burden back through the kitchen. As
though propelled by some giant hand,
Wilson followed the Negro.
He stepped over the bloody trail
through the floor. ShOving open the back
door, the Negro dragged the white woman
to a well on the back porch and threw
the body in. Wilson heard the splash as
the body struck the water, even above the
roar of the howling wind outside.
As though released by the sound, Wil-
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son turned and ran through the house and
out the front door as fast as he could,
yclling as he ran; for now he realized that
he had witnessed a horrible murder.
The howling winds snatched the words
from his lips, carrying them in every direction j yet he ran on and on. He ran for
what seemed like hoUTS, but in reality was
only about a mile and a half. Seeing a
lighted window, he raced toward it; upon
reaching the door, he pounded on it as
though pursued by devils. As the door was
opened, he fell his full length on the floor
screaming, "She killed her! She killed her!
I seen itl"
The man of the house was shocked by
such behavior. With the help of some
friends who were at his home, he got Mr.
Wilson on his feet. H e shook him soundly
and said, "Now, ,vin you please try to
calm down and tell us what you saw." The
exhausted Wilson gulped like a fish out
of water and repeated, "She killed her. I
seen her do it."
"Who killed who, Mister? Will you
please talk with some sensei"
Staring at them with eyes filled with
horror, he again repeated, "She killed
her." By now his breathing' was slO\ving
down ; then he said, as though talking to
himself, "She was such a lovely lady."
The men looked at each other in a
knowing manner, for they were sure that
the stranger was possessed by devils.
Again they asked, "Who are you talking
about, Mister?"
''The white lady, of course, you fools ,
who lives with that Negro woman in the
big house up the road," he answered.
The men felt an icy chill creeping up
their spines, for the words of this stranger
brought to mind the awful tragedy of the
fire that had destroyed the two women of
whom he was speaking.
"Say, Mister, what do you mean?"
asked the eldest of the men. "That house

burned down ten years ago and burned
both women with it. I lived right here at
the time it happened and remember it
quite well. Burned all her money up, too,
it did. We never found hair nor hide of
them poor women, the fire was so big."
"No, no," screamed the stranger. 'The
house is there. I've been there tonight.
I've just left there. She's in the well, the
white woman; I saw the Negro woman
put her in the well just a few minutes ago.
Hurry, men, hurry, let's go get that wench
who killed her . . . Oh, what a horrible
sight." He shuddered as he spoke.
"Man, where are your boots?" asked
one of the men, seeing the stranger was
without shoes.
"I left them si tting by the fire. I had
pulled my boots off to warm my feet while
the ladies wuz fixing supper. And when
she killed her, I forgot them when I ran
for help . . . Oh, that bloody knife."
"Here, here, Mister, you're sick. Let's
get you to bed with some hot brandy.
You're most frozen-a man out on a night
like this without shoes or cloak. No wonder you're wandering in your mind."
"Listen to me, Men. I'm not sick. I saw
that nigger murder a white woman and
put her in a well. Please go with me. My
horse is in the bam there. My shoes and
coat is still there. Please, listen, will you?"
"But, Mister, there ain't no house there,
I tell you! It was destroyed by fire ten
years ago. I know!"
Sitting down, Mr. Wilson tried to be
patient and said in a low, steady voice,
''You don't know me, but if you will go
with me back to the bam where my horse
is, I have papers in my saddle pockets that
will show you that I'm a cattle buyer from
up country. I've been a-traveling since
early morning; in fact, since 4 o'clock A.M.
I stopped at the first light I saw because
the weather was so bad. So, please, men,
listen to me. If you don't, youl1 be sorry,
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for that Negro will get away sometime tonight. She'11 be gone by morning, and this
storm will cover her trail! So let's go now,
will you?"
A strange, eerie feeling seemed to enter the room as they listened to the
stranger's pleading. So, against their better judgement, they agreed to go with
him if for nothing more than to show the
stranger that there was no house where
once a house did stand but had burned
to the ground some ten years ago, taking
with it the two women who lived there.
So, securing coat, hat, and boots for
the stranger, the three men saddled their
horses and set out' with the stranger into
the cold, storm-ridden night. As they
forced their mounts head on into the
storm, each of them in their own thoughts
tried to unravel the why of such a trip
as this and on such a night, knowing full
well they would find no house at the end
of the trail if they reached it in this blizzard.
The wind shrieked at them, ahnost
tearing the clothing from their bodies as
they rode in the face of the storm's fury.
As they neared the ole homesite, no
lighted window greeted them; but riding
on into the yard of where the big clapboard house had stood, above the roar of
the wind, they heard the whinny of a
horse. The men clambered from their
horses, reaching for their lanterns and
quickly lighting them in the shelter of the
horses, protecting the flame from the
howling wind. As the flames flickered and
righted themselves to bum brighter, casting a feeble glow through the falling snow,
all eyes focused on the tall, naked chimney
standing alone in the cold, desolate night.
But what was that? It was the boots of
the stranger. There was his coat also,
swept out on the snow-covered hearth.
The fri endly nicker of the horse came
again from the bam, telling them he was

in the bam as the stranger said he would
be.
But the men still thought, "Why would
a man in his right mind stop on a night
like this at a lone chimney, remove his
coat and shoes, and stable his horse as
though retiring for the night?" Turning
to the now qniet stranger, they all spoke
at once.
"Didn't we tell you there was no house
here?"
"But there was," replied the stranger.
"I saw her kill the white woman and
throw her in the well.w
"Where is the well?" they asked. "We
covered that well ten years ago to keep
our hogs and cattle from falling in."
Walking over to a pile of snow-covered
debris, pointing, they !aid, "This is where
the well used to be."
"She's in there," said the stranger in a
very calm voice.
"My G<ld, man, do you want us to
clean out the well, too?" they questioned.
"Yes," he answered, "as a matter of
fact, 1 do-not tonight, of course. But if
you will put my horse and me up for
the night, come morning I'll clean out
w
that well and show you that she's in there.
They did as he asked, and sure enough,
next morning the stranger arose very early
and made ready to begin the task of cleaning out the ole well. He did not ask the
men for their help in doing the job-just
to borrow some of their tools. But all
those who heard the strange tale were
there to watch and help the stranger do
the job of cleaning out the ole forgotten
well. At last the job was finished; and
sure enough, the stranger was right. The
ole well gave up its long hidden secret. A

gruesome sight met the eyes of the watchers as a skeleton was brought up from the
depths of the ole well. Embedded in a rib
bone was the rusty blade of a knife.
The little group stood silent, looking
out over the desolate countryside. They
realized the truth now. It had been murder on that long ago night, and the
stranger had revealed the crime to them
ten years too late. Yes, the Negro had
murdered the white woman, burned the
house to cover her crime, then fled with
the money into the night. For ten years
ago another storm such as this one had
swept the country and covered the black
woman's trail just as the stranger said it
would.
So a stranger on that cold winter's
night ten years later had been shown by
the supernatural the true fact of the horrible and almost perfect crime that had
been committed and forgotten in the passing of time.
Yes, you see, time did take this man
back into the twilight zone for a short
time to reveal unto him the crime that
had been committed and had gone unnoticed, and no one had been the wiser.
Now, ten years later shock and, yes,
fear hang over the countryside. And for
many nights to come this fearful story
will be told around the fireside.
Like the fire ten years before, this
event slipped into the past but was not
so easy to forget. And goes to prove that
the perfect crime has not as yet been committed.
Yes, it's a strange tale and an eerie experience; to most folk, unbelievable. But
it did happen . . . in 1859.

Go1d1J; Swain lives in Paintsville , Kentucky, and is much interested in collecting arn!
preserving the Appalachian Heritage. Her story has been told. in many forms in the area.
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Knott County in Poetry and Fiction
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Four Poems

by ANN COBB

A TEAMSTER EMERITUS
Teaming hain't nowise what hit used to be
Away back yander, when the county-seat
And railroad lay apart full fifty mile'.
Nary a road hut the creek-bed, or else
Rockeldy little strips scrouged off the hill,
Whar. if your critters slipped, they'd hit the trees
Glistering in the valley far below.
Gee-oh. hit shore does tickle me a sight
To hear folks quarrel at the "Fearful Trip."
Call eighteen mile' a tripl Pore simple souls I
Proper quare loads I've hauled, too, in my time,
Humans and stuff .. . . Bottles. eh? I might.
Thar's several kinds of bottles that get hauled.
When I set in, I never follered much
Tiring my team for fancy stuff or folks.
All hereabouts we mostly ate an' wore
Things we could raise, and jest forgot the rest.
Later. when I was growed. the county growed.
And I'd haul household plunder ... Window-lights,
( Gee-ohl how Rocky Fork did bust them lights!)
Crackers and orange-apples. coffins and hats.
I sot most store by hauling humans. though,

And after the quare, fotched-on women came,
( That's how we called the College Ladies then,)
Thar was a sight of passing in and out.
Fathers would come to satisfy theirselves
Their gals want sleeping in a lonelie grave;
Preachers and doctors, teachers and timber-men;
And women-old and young, puny and stout.
Times I would sull up like a possum while
The travelers would yagger to theirselves.
(Gee-ohl the brash those larned ones tolled outl)
Times I would coax 'em up to question me:
'T was then I'd see my fun. The Scripter says,
"Answer a fool according to his folly," so
Maybe, I gonnies, ole Solomon had a call
To be right proud of me a time or two!
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Long ago days those were. Railroads have crope
So nigh we're main alike, us mountain folks
And level-landers. Better thataway
Fer colleges and hats and sech-Iike gear,
So long as humans keep their differing ways
Enough to pleasure one another some.
They might. There's shorely signs Almighty used
More than one pattern, 'way back yander, when
He made the world and saw that hit was good.

THE NEW GENERATION

I
Yes, my pappy slew your uncle,
He did so.
Seven men they lost between them,
Let 'em gal
My kin called your old great-grandsire
Hard as nails,
Said his boundaries made tl)e troubleSorry tales I
Honey, don't let pore dead ghostes
Hant us two,
Each one gets his generation,
Then he's through.
Reckon they've a better vision
Up above,
Reckon God A'mighty turns their
Hate to love.
Honey, say we bury bygones
rining hands?
Make one family of the King and
Howard bands.

IT
A signal-shot through the quivering night;
A lifted latch, and a flutter of whiteRocky Fork is as tir with flight.
Horsemen holding the crossways four;
A starlit ride to the preacher's door .
"Kings and Howards hev quit their War."
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Last Friday week ole Brother Singleton,
From out Virginny way a piece, rid in
To take the night with us. Maw flaxed about
And cooked him up a snack of meat and bread.
Then atter he had eat, they sat around
A-swapping hant tales-him and Granny Dale
And Uncle Nathe-till 'way up in the night.
The babes and Maw drapped off to sleep, but I
Jest wropped my head up in the kivers good
And listened at 'em tell. Hit were a sightl
W e thought we had a right smart bit of hants,
But Gee-oh, boyl they shore looked puny 'side
Of ole man Singleton's. He told about
The headless hand that names yore day of doom,
The big, saft, woolly hant that leaps up in
Yore saddle, riding in the darksome woods,
And wrops hits arm all choky round yore neck.
Yes, and the hant that creeps from graveyards off,
To charm a man, and kneels down by the bed,
With candle in hits hand. I heared hit creep,
And lit right out of bed, and scrouged in close
To good ole Uncle Nathe, and made out like
I aimed to freeze, a-laying there alone.
Then ole man Singleton looked round and said,
"Hey, son, I'm getting dry with all the talk,Jest fetch the gourd here if hit's setting nighl"
I tuck t.'le bucket down, and Gee-oh, boyl
The dag-gone thing had nary drap inside.
Our spring's a right-smart piece above the house.
Dark had come down, and though the moon was high,
The sky was clabbered, and 't was hiding out.
I clean outstripped the wind; but jest afore
I made the spring, there stood the snow-white hant
A-retching down hits gnarly arms at me.
I felt the chains about my feet, and fell.
And then ... a great big voice came roaring out,
"Hold on there, son, wait on your Uncle Nathel"
And what you reckon? All the hant we seed
Was jest a lettIe mite of dogwood-blowl
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THE SILVER-PIECE

You women allus crave the ancient thingsSong-ballets, hant tales, chiny-ware and sich
You might be pleasured with yon silver-piece
My lan have kept a hundred years-and moreJedging by Seventeen-hundred-sixty-three.
So Lud means Louis in the Latin tongue?
From what I've read about those Frenchy langs,
Lud didn't foller patterning his life
After that pious text you've just read out!
I wonder did we get the silver-piece
Back when the Britishers and Frenchies fought
Yonside the Alleghenies, for the land?
When young George Washington was mustering
Stout woodcrafbnen to help ole Braddock out?
We might. Virginians were king's men then,
And when the battling was going on
We Greys were like to come a-wand'ring round.
I was what Yankees called a 10hnny Reb,"
And fought clean through the war. Nary a wound
Was stout enough to rob me of my chance.
Yes, once I saw him plain-General LeeI've never had the words . . H e had the best
Countenance I've ever seen on a man's face.
I've follered farming ever sence the war.
Nature's the doctor for more scars than one.
Many's the tree or mountain-side I've seen
Healed o'er, or kivered up with greenery.
I've been a good Kentuclaan many years,
But once you're born and raised Virginny ways,
There's but the one state for your homing thoughts.
Not but what Laurel Creek's a sightly spot
To pass the balance of your days in peace.
Plenty of bottom-land for garden truck,
Hillsides for com, chickens and cows enough,
A pacing nag to ride in after mailAnd healthy too. Might be some days afore
My grandson gets the sword and silver-piece.
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Uncle Tutt's Typhoids
by LUCY FURMAN
It was three days before the opening
of the women's school 'in mid-August that
Susanna Reeves, their visitor from the
Blue Grass, rode off behind Uncle Tutt
Logan as volunteer nurse for the family
of five, renters on his place, down with
typhoid. Uncle Tutt was an old man who
lived by himself about two miles up
Troublesome. He had been, as he expressed it, of a "rambling natur'" in his
youth, had somewhere acquired a taste
for reading, and now came down frequently to get books from the women's
library.
When Susanna stepped into the door
of the tumbledown cabin up the hollow
from Uncle Tutt's house, the five sick
persons, a man and a little boy in one
bed, a woman and two little girls in the
other, lay in their soiled day-clothing
among the dingy quilts-there were no
sheets. A boy of seven sat on the floor,
trying to pacify two dirty, wailing babies.
A piece of fat meat dripped over a mealbarrel in one comer, and rues swarmed
everywhere.
"Hit's beyand a man-person," said
Uncle Tutt, with a gesture of despair. "I
never knowed where to begin at. A woman
is called for."
Susanna's heart was in her shoes, but
she made no sign . "The first thing," she
said, "is to fill the wash kettle there in the
yard and build a fire under it. While you
do that, I must try to find a place where
these babies can be taken care of. Is there
no woman in the neighborhoodr'
"Milly Graham is the most nighest,"
he replied. "She lives about two-whoopsand-a-holler up Troublesome, and is as
clever-turned a woman as ever I seed,

with not more 'n nine or ten of her own,Susanna quickly washed some of the
dirt off the faces, hands, and feet of the
babies, one of whom was two years old,
the other less than one, sought in vain for
clean things to put on them, and then,
with the help of the small boy, George,
took them up the creek.
Milly Graham, who was lifting clothes
out of a steaming kettle by the water's
edge and battling them on a smooth
stump, laid down her battling-stick and
came forward, barefooted and kind-faced,
followed by a train of towheads.
"Sartain I'll take 'em in, pore leetle
scraps," she said, when Susanna had explained the situation, "Two more hain't
nothing to me, nohow, with sech a mess
of my own." Gathering both babies in her
arms, she sat down on the battling-stump,
opened her dress, and offered a generous
breast to each. "I allow the biggest hain't
beyand taking teat," she said. It was not
indeed- both sucked as if they were
starved.
"I heard about Uncle Tutt's typhoids."
continued Milly, "and I would have went
right down; but that-air next-to-leastoOne
of mine is croupy and chokes so bad I'm
"feard to leave hit a minute, and all is
jest a-getting over measles. Onliest time
I been off the place in a year was the
quare women's Working, the Fourth of
July. I mustered the whole biling and
tuck 'em down-along, and seed as fine a
time as ever I seed. But that was where
they all kotched them measles. I mind you
a-being there that day-I allus remembered you from them pretty black eyes
and that lavish of black hair.
"Next thing I heared, you women was

From The QunTe W om en by Lu cy Furman. C opyr ight 1923 by Lucy Furman. Publish ed by
The Atlantic Month ly Press, reprinted with permiss ion of the publisher.
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all holping with the typhoid down at The
Forks-'pears like hit strikes 'em as reg'lar
as summer. Hit was right sensible for
Uncle Tutt to go down atter one of you
women. Pore ole widder-what could he
do? A lone man's the most helplessest
creetur on top of the earth. \%at possesses him to live that a-way, cooking and
washing and even milking for hisself, the
Lord only knows; no wonder he's a leetle
turned. Hit's a pyore pity, and flying right
in the face of Scripter, too. Not that Uncle
Tutt keers for that-he's a master hand to
rail at the Scripter and the preachers and
the Lord-Eh, law! if he did n't cuss God
Almighty Hisself when a big wind blowed
down the most of his corn a year gone!
Said there wan't no dependence to be
put in Him nohow!
"Them renters of hisn I hain't never
got acquainted with ; they hain't belongers
here-jest blowed in one day about cornplanting time in Aprile. I seed 'em go
down one morning about sunup, the man
big and stout, with a poke on his back
and a babe on one ann, the woman pore
and puny and all drug-out from pacldng
tother baby. Most people in these parts
don't confidence strangers and furriners,
but Uncle Tutt, though he's hard on the
Lord, allus was saft-hearted to folks; and
he tuck pity-sake on 'em and allowed they
could stay and crap for him, and give 'em
'steads and kivers and cheers and sechlike gear. They allowed their name was
Johnson, and they come from Magoffin.
Hit's quare, folks being that fur from
home; hit's quare, too, they don't never
put foot offn the place. But maybe hit's
right. I'll lay the woman's ri ght anyways
-she's as good-countenanced as ever I
seed."

Returning to the cabin wi th the little
boy, who seemed old and quiet beyond
his years, Susanna found the water boiling in the big kettle, and in the teeth of
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Uncle Tutt's solemn warnings and dire
prophecies,-"Hit'll sartain kill 'em to
wash 'em when they're sick; I never in
all my life and travels heared of sech doing,"-and with his very reluctant assistance, bathed the five patients and got
them into the nightgowns the women had
sent, then cleared away the soiled covers
and put the women's sheets on the lumpy
shuck mattresses. Then, after meat and
meal-barrel had been removed to Uncle
Tutt's, the joists and walls were washed
down with strong suds, and the floor
scrubbed, first with a broom, then with
the scrub-brush Susanna had brought.
Uncle Tutt went home to get dinner
for himself, Susanna, and little George,
and to bring milk for the sick ones, and
he was then sent back to The Forks after
mosquito netting-which the women had
had brought in at the beginning of the
typhOid-and the doctor; for a Forks boy,
Doctor Benoni Swope, had just come back
from medical school to be the first physician in his community.

\%en at last the day was almost over,
and Uncle Tutt was leaving the cabin to
get supper, he said, looking back through
the net-curtained doorway to the two
white beds, 'Looks pine-blank like a passel of corps laid out in yander. If I was
to wak~ up and find one of them shrouds
on me and a burying-sheet drawed over,
I'd give hit up I was everly dead and
gone !"

Susanna sat down on the porch and
dashed off the following letter: Dear Robert,
This \vill reach you about the time I
had expected to start for home. I was
onl y waiting for the opening of school on
Monday. I hope you11 feel dreadfully
disappointed when r don't come-Aunt
Ailsie to the contrary notwithstanding! I
am staying to nurse a family of five, down
with typhoid , about two miles up Trouble-

some. Now don't scoff; of course I know
nothing about nursing, except wbat little
I have learned this summer, but anyhow
I'm a human being, with a pair of hands
and a strong body and a willing mind;
and the motto here is "Learn by DOing."
If you could have stepped with me
into this cabin this mornjng you'd have
had the shock of yo ur life; but if you came
now, I flatter myself that, finicky surgeon
as you are, even you wou ld be pleased.
Thc fi ve patients are in nightgowns, the
first they ever wore; the beds are in
sheets, the first the" ever wore; wa11s,

ceilin g, and fl oor are scrubbed,-you
should have sccn your idle, useless Susanna down on her wet kneesl-and the
mosquito netting over doors, fireplace,
and all cracks will soon do away with the
fli es.
One thing only disturbs me; while the
fath er and three children look as if tl,ey
could stand anyt hing, the mother is terribly weak and sick to begin with, and
Dr. Benoni says we can hardly expect to
pull her through.
Now don't be fooli sh about me-J am
splendidly fit. I boil all the water; Uncl,'
Tutt brings me food from his house; and
both he and Dr. Benoni have offered to
"spell" me at night so that T may sleep on
my cot on the porch. Best of all, it's so
wonderful to feel that T am at last of
some actual use in the world, that T am
thrilled beyond words-it beats d ancin ~,
ca rds, even the races-can I say more?
Call up Sister and swage hcr down all
you can. And take time from your "cyarving" to mi ss me real Iwrd occasionally
during the next four or five weeks!

Devotedly,
Susanna

Next morning the sick woman, who the
day before had said nothing save to as'mrC' herself the habies were in safe hands,

lyi ng all day with dull, suffering eyes
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fixed on the doorway, srod weakly to Susanna, while the latter was gently washing her face, "You look gooder to me than
ary ange\."
Susanna laid a hand on the drawn,
troubled brow. 'Tm so very glad to be
here," she said; "and everything will be
all ri ght now-you must just stop worrying, and rest, and get well."
Two slow tears trickled from beneath
the closed lids. A little later, when Su sanna had washed the worn hands and
was about to tum away, the fin gers closed
spasmodically upon her own. "You don't
aim to go away, do you?" asked the frightened voice.
"Not at all," replied Susanna. "Not once
unti l you are all well again ."
The patient Sighed deeply-a sigh that
carried an utmost burden of care and
sorrow-and then, as if in apology, said
quickly, .. 'Pears like I'm all werried-out,
hit's been so long!"
"Yes, T l-now it has seemed long since
you got down, though t it is really onl y a
few days."

The woman shook her head weakly.
"Not that," she said in a low tone, "not
that!" Then she opened her eyes as if
frightened at her wo rds. "My wits they
must be a-wandering," she explained.
The rest of the day she lay gluet, with
eyes, as usual, on the doon vay. H er hushand. a strong, well-built yo ung man, who
ap peared to be at least a dozen years
youngcr than his wife, also lay always
silent, one hand under his pillow, inscrutable eyes on the door.
"She looks to me as if she had some
dread ful trouble on her mind ," said Susanna to Uncle Tutt that evening, as she ate
her supper of com bread, milk, and honey
under the apple tree in the yard. "What
do you suppose it is?"
"Hit's been that way ever sence they
come-Bill allus silent and surly, Cory

narvious as a skairt rabbit."
Cory's heart. My sympathies alIus was
"Is he unkind or cruel to her?"
\vith the womenfolks anyhow-'pears like
"I never seed him beat her none, or the universe is again' •em, and God and
handle her rough."
man confederates to keep 'em downtrod.
"He looks much younger than she In all my travels I have seed bit, and
hit's been the same old story ever sence
dO<'s."
"He's got a reason for it, by grab- Eve et the apple. T gonniesl ef I'd'a had
That-air Bill is the triflingest sluggardly the ordering of things then, I'd a predo-nothing ever I come acrost! Strikes destyned the female sect to better things.
abollt one lick with a hoe to her three, If replenishing the earth was to be their
and allus leaves her take the bottom row. job, T wouldn't have laid on 'em the
That's the kind of a CllSS he isl But he's a extry burden of being everly subject to
fine-pretty feller to look at, and she wor- some misbegotten, hell-bomed man-brute!
ships his tracks in the mud, and works Yes, dad bum my looks, when I see a
herself pine-blank to a shadder for him puny creetur like Cory there, not only
and his offsprings-works, and wo rries too." child bearing every year reg1ar, but like. H e stopped and pulled a stem of grass wise yearning the family bread by the
and began to chew on it, then said, in a sweat of her brow, hit fairly makes my
confidential tone: blood bile, and ecnds my patience \vith
"You mind that-air weepon he keeps the ways of the Lord. Yes, taking Him up
under his pillow, with his thumb all us one side and down tother, God Almighty
nigh the trig)!er, and would n't nowise sartain does as much harm as H e does
good, if not a leetle more. His doing is
have took away?"
allus a myxtery, and sometimes a scandall"
"Yes."
"And that-air new growth of beard all
Doctor Benoni, after his visit the folover his face?"
lowing morning, shook his head ominous"Yes."
ly when Susanna followed him to the
"And how he keeps his eyes, like she porch. "A very sick woman," he said; "vikeeps hem, everly fixed on the door?"
tali ty all gone to begin with. She11 not
"Yes."
pull through typhoid."
·Well, the way T riddle hit out, he's
"The little girls are so restless-might
maybe a mean man that has got into a n't it help if Cory had a bed to herse1f?"
leetle trouble somcwheres-kilt somebody. asked Susanna.
say, and is biding out here. T never tuck
"It's worth trying," he said.
tbe leastest stock in their being from up
Uncle Tutt, appealed to, said yes, by
Magoffin way; I'd sooner believe hit was Ned! Cory should have his last remaining
ary other p'int of the compass-o r their 'stead,- a pallet was good enougb for him,
name being Johnson, either. No, the very -and the two men went at once for it,
minute T laid eyes on 'em T suspicioncd bringing also Uncle Tutt's own feather bed
they was hunting a hole to hide in . But to put on it, "her bones being so nigh
T knowed too, from the woman's face, she through," said the old man. Susanna made
was a right woman, and T allowed here up the bed, and poor Cory was " ..efully
with me was as safe n place for 'em to lifted into it. Uncle Tutt had his reward
hide out as anywheres. If he had kilt ten when she sighed gratefully, "These feathmen, or was the very old Devil hisself, T ers feels so saft to my bones!" A little
would n't give him lip and break pore later she said, wonderinp:ly, "Hit's quare to
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have so much room to lay in. I never was
in a bed to myself afore."
In mid-afternoon, while Susanna was
giving her the second temperature-bath
of the day, for her fever ran very high,
she said deprecatingly, "I hate for you to
do so much nasty work for me. 1 allow you
have sot on a silk piller all your days!"
"I suppose 1 have," replied Susanna,
in a startled and contrite tone, "but rm
very much ashamed of it now, and want
to make up for it by being of some use."
"You so good to look at I can't hardly
keep my hands offn you. I allus did love
pretty people. Your hair-I wisht I could
feel hit!"
Susanna bent her head and laid one of
the feebled hands on the thick waves of
her hair.
"Now hain't hit pretty and saft! I follered having saft hair myself when I was
young, but gee-ohl that's been so long I
can't hardly ricollect hitl"
"Why, you're not that old," said Susanna. "People never get too old to remember
their youth."
"Yes, they do. Hit's a long time; seems
as fur away as if hit never was; and I'm a
old woman-twenty-three year' old 1 am!"
"Twenty-threel" exclaimed Susanna, in
utter amazement, for she had supposed
Cory at least thirty-five. "Why, twentythree is not old a bit-it's young. It's just
my age."
It was Cory's tum to be astonished . "No
woman could n't look as young as you
and be twenty-three," she said. "You
hain't seed sixteen yet."
"I am twenty-three," insisted Susanna,
"but I consider it young, not old. You
must have been just a child when you
married,-

"Nigh fifteen I was."
"And at twenty-three the mother of six
-Good Heavens!" exclaimed Susanna. "No
wonder you are worn out! But youll have
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a chance for a long rest in bed now, to
get back your strength. rm here to see
that you dol"
Susanna cast an angry glance at the
big, husky young man in the bed by the
door. Of course it was his fault that poor
Cory at twenty-three had forgotten her
youth!
It was three days later, a week after
her arrival, that one morning for the first
time in the sick-room Dr. Benoni called
Susanna by her surname. Uncle Tutt always addressed her and the other quare
women by their Christian names. At the
words "Miss Reeves," Cory sat up in bed
and stared wildly about, only to fall back
in a state of collapse when she saw Bill's
eye fixed angrily upon her. Susanna and
the doctor supposed it was only a manifestation of delirium, and thought no more
about it. But when, in the afternoon, the
patients were sleeping, and Susanna sat by
Cory's bedside beginning a letter to
Robert, she was surprised when Cory
opened her eyes and whispered, "What
name did he call you by?"
"Reeves," replied Susanna, in a low
tone.
"Where do you live at?"
"In Lexington, in the Blue Grass."
"Is there many of the name of Reeves
there?"
"Not now-our branch seems to have
run largely to daughters, and I am the
only one of the name left. My parents are
dead, and I live with my married sister,
who is much older than I. When I marry,
the name will have died out-which is
too bad, after a hundred years; for we
were among the pioneers,"Hit's a pretty name, Reeves-I love
hitl" said Cory.
At that instant Bill, who had been apparently sleeping, raised himself on his
elbow and gave Cory a look that silenced
her.

She put her head down.
Susanna continued her Ietter:"I'm nigh gone, hain't I?"
Dear Robert,
"Oh, I hope not-we don't intend to
How foolish of you to send that telegram! Of course it had to come across the let you go!"
"The young uns-whatll become of
mountains by mail, and it reached me at
the same time as your letter. How foolish, them?"
"Don't worry about them; theyll be
too, to make both so mandatory! No, I
will not "start home at once"-not if it cared for. They have their father."
were to my own wedding! I can't desert
"But if the Bentons gets him? Sshmy post. You would n't have me if you don't speak; whisper-they're atter him,
!mew the need. Poor Cory is in grave and Black Shade he won't never stop till
danger. Dr. Benoni says there is not a he finds him. And then the pore leetle
chance in fifty for her. And, oh, Robert, orphants, without ary paw or maw! ListI have just found out that instead of be- en," she whispered, desperately, ·you
ing middle-aged, as I had supposed from must take 'em to my paw and maw when
her looks, the poor thing is only twenty- fm gone; theyll forgive me then for runthree, just my age-and the mother of six! ning off with Anse-Bill, I mean. He was
With a horrid husband who lets her take sech a pretty boy, I had to have him."
the bottom row in hoeing corn and work
"Where does your father live, and what
herself to death in other ways. Also I be- is his name?"
lieve she is the victim of some dreadful
"In Harlan, on Reeve's Fork of Marfear that hangs over her like a nightmare. rowbone. His name·s same as yourn.
Glory for you, Doctor Helm! It's fine There's a whole tribe of Reeveses there."
about old Boone Beverly and the thou"Reeves!" gasped Susanna. "What's his
sand-dollar fee! I fervently hope that first name?"
every rich old turfman and stockbreeder
·Ssh-George."
in the Blue Grass will have appendicitis
"George Reeves!" exclaimed Susanna.
this fall, and ask you to "cyarve" on him, "What other names are in your familyso you can payoff those dreadful debts your grandfather? your great-grandfathand marry
er?"
Your devoted Susanna
"Old Winfield was my grandsir', and
Two nights after this the crisis of behind him was another George. Them
Cory's illness was reached. Dr. Benoni had two is the main chiefest names all
spent both nights at the cabin, to relieve through."
Susanna took the sick woman's hands
Susanna, so that one of them might be always at the bedside with the required in both hers. ·Cory," she said, "Winfield
heart-stimnlant. At times the poor woman Reeves was the name of my father, and
seemed almost too weak to breathe. The also of my pioneer forefather who came
second night Dr. Benoni had called Susan- out from Virginia to Kentucky more than
na at three o'clock, himself lying down a hundred years ago. Near Cumberland
beside the little girls for a desperately Gap his young brother, George, left the
needed nap. Bill snored loudly, and the wagon train to hunt a deer, and was never
three children were fast asleep. Susanna afterward heard of. My people went on
sat by Cory, holding one of her wasted to the Blue Grass, fought the Indians,
hands. Suddenly she felt a feeble pres- subdued the wilderness, and became prosperous and prominent. They always supsure, and heard a whisper : ·Closter!"
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posed George had been killed by Indians.
Instead, he must have found the hunting
good, and have wandered from year to
year in these mountains, at last settling

down and foundin g the family to which
you belong. The names· tell the story. You
and I are the same blood, and blood
means a great deal to a Reeves! So now
you can tnlSt me to take care of your

children if anything happens to you. I
will do for them as if they were my own,
and will adopt little George and change
his name to Reeves. But you must n't die
-you must live; for now you have found

a sister who will always love you and
take care of you!"
The entire conversation, tense as it

was, had been carried on in whispers.
Through it all Bill's snores had risen regularly; not a child had stirred; Dr. Benoni
had slept profoundly.
Cory clutched Susanna's hand. "You
and me the same blood? T hain't surprised ,
for I loved you when I seed you. Listen!
A Reeves allus stands by a Reeves-you
won't never tell what I tell you?"
"No, indeed."
"Well, Anse and the Bentons they had
a furse, and he killed two of 'em. Then he
give it out he had went West, and hid
out in the high rocks awhile and then we
traveled here by nights. And, being a
Reeves, you won't never tell on him, and

will keep watch with me for Black Shade,
and hide Anse if he comes?"
"Certainly, if it's possible. I'll protect
him in every way, for your sake.You can
depend on me. And now try to rest and
sleep, and leave the worry and the watching to me. Remember you have found a
sister,"

Kneelin g beside the bed . she fold ed
the thin form to her breast; and lying
thus, poor Cory relaxed, smiled, and soon
fell asleep.
The unloading of "that perilous stuff
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that weighs upon the heart" was the beginning of better things. When Dr. Benoni
left at six, Cory was still sleeping; her
pulse was better, her temperature down
two degrees. When at last she awoke, it
was only by a glance of the eyes, a pressure of the hands, that she and Susanna
indicated their remembrance of what had
passed in the night. Bill, sullen and watchful as ever, had evidently heard nothing.
Cory's eyes, instead of being fixed in that
dreadful stare on the doorway, now followed Susanna constantly, hung upon her,
feasted upon her.
That evening Susanna wrote again:

Dear Robert,
I have something amazing to tell you.
You have heard us speak of the young
brother of Our pioneer Reeves ancestor,
who went hunting one day as they came
along the Wilderness Trail and was never
heard of again. Well, he is found ,-at
least, his descendants are,-and one of
them is poor Cory, the sick woman I am
nursingl She belongs in Harlan County.
Family names-everything-show there
can be no mistake. And she and I are the
same age. How easily I might have been
in her place, and suffered what she has
suffered! How selfish we prosperous Blue
Grass people are, and how little we realize what is going on in this forgotten
section of our state, where many of the
people, doubtless, are of the same blood
as our boasted aristocracyl
Almost three more weeks passed. Cory
had gained steadily. The three children
sat up for a while every morning, usually
on Susanna's cot on the porch, and Bill,
his splendid frame little impaired by illness, also sat in a chair there, pistol on
his knees. This particular afternoon, all
had come in for their rest and naps. Cory,
the hunted look almost gone from her
face, was sleeping, and Susanna sat by
her bed reading a month-old magazine.

Uncle Tutt had gone up in the timber to
measure and mark the poplar trees he
was giving to the quare women for their

big settlement-house, taking little George
with him.

Suddenly a shadow darkened the doorway. The curtain of mosquito netting was

swept aside. A dark man, on noiseless feet,
stepped in. Susanna rose, startled. At thc
same instant Cory's eyes flew open and

she screamed in terror. With a single

"No," said Susanna, with detennina-

tion, "that's the very reason she must live
-to see something besides trouble; to get
back the youth she has forgotten. 1 have
found, Uncle Tutt, that she is a Reeves,
that we are the same blood. 1 shall make
it my business to take care of her and
her children-to make life easier and happier for her. Of course she'll grieve for
Bill; but grief never kills. A dead sorrow
is better th an a living one; in time it will

movement Bill, waking, drew his hand

wear away. She is young enough to for-

from beneath his pillow and fired, meeting the cross-fi re of the intruder. Both
mcn continued firing, swiftly as they could
pull trigger, till at the same instant both
lurched forward-Bill on his bed, the
stranger full-length on the floor, neither
so much as twitching a muscle thereafter,
Thc whole thing had happened in a
flash . Cory's shrieks rent the air. Susanna
flew to Bill, raised his heavy body, felt
for his heart. Not a beat. But a slow trickle of blood welled out upon her fin gers.
Laying him back, she dashed a cup of

get."
Uncle Tutt received the news calmly.
''I'm proud for her," he said. "I allow she
has fell into good hands." Then, surveying the scene before him with philosophical eyes, he remarked, "I knowed hell
was to pay somehow. Well, 1 better get
them corps drug out of sight afore she

water in his face. No response. Turning

then to the intruder, beneath whose body
a red pool was spreading on the floor,
she looked for a sign of life. None there,
either. Rushing then to the porch, she
took down the gourd horn Uncle Tutt had
left with her in case of need, and blew it
loudly-once-twice-thrice.
The sound must have carried some of
the poignancy of her suffering, for in an
incredibly short time Uncle Tutt came
plunging down the slope.
They wasted no time on the dead men,
but put in all their energies on the fainting, appa rently dying Cory, forcing liquor
between her lips, rubbing her cold hands
and feet, at last seeing the tide of life
flow slowly back again.
«Hit might be better to leave the pore
creetur die," said Uncle Tutt. "She's seed
enough trouble without this here."
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comes to."

This gruesome task performed, the pistols taken from the clutch of the dead
hands, the bodies laid on the porch out
of Cory's line of vision, coins pressed
down over the staring eyes, the old man
stood in the doorway, looking down meditatively at his wo rk.
"Hit hain't often," he said, '1ightning
strikes in the right spot. Hit's more gen'ally apter to strike wrong. 1 hain't seed hit
fall right sence Heck was a pup. But this
time hit went spang, clean, straight to
the mark. 1 allow both needed killing and
needed hit bad . 1 know Bill did! Well,
hit's a sight of satisfaction to see jestice
fall-kindly cheers a body up and holps
up their confidence in the running of
things. I'll say this much for Him-God
Almighty is a pyore puzzle and myxtery
and vexation of sperrit a big part of the
time; but now and again, oncet or twicet

maybe in a long lifetime, He does take
Him a notion to do a plumb thorough,
downright, complete, ondivided, effectual
good job'"

A Story and a Poem by James Still

A Ride on the Short Dog

by JAMES STILL

We flagged the bus on a CUIVe at the
mouth of Lairds Creek by jumping and
waving in the road and Dee Buck Engle
had to tread the brake the instant he saw
us. H e wouldn't have halted unless compelled. Mal Dowe and I leaped aside finally, but Godey Spurlock held his ground.
The bus stopped a yard from Godey and
vexed faces pressed the windows and we
heard Old Liz Hyden cry, ''I'd not haul
them jaspers."
Dee Buck opened the door and blnred,
"You boys trying to get killed?"
We climbed on grinning and shoved
fares to Roscoe into his hand and for once
we didn't sing out. To Knuckle Junction.
and Pistol City, and Two Hoots. We even
strode the aisle without raisi ng elbows to
knock off hats, having ag reed among ourselves to sort of behave and make certain
of a ride home. Yet Dee Buck was wary.
He warned, "Bother my passengers. you
fellers, and I'll fi x you. I've put up \vith

yo ur mischief till I won't."
That set Godey and Mal laughing for
Dee Buck was a bluffer. We took the seat
across from Liz H yden and on wedging
into it my bruised arm started aching.
Swapping licks was Godey's delight.
The bus wheezed and jolted in moving
away, yet we spared D ee Buck our usual
advi ce: Feed her a biscuit and see will
she mend, and, T\vist her tail and teach
her a few manners. The vehicle was scarcely half the length of regular buses- "The
Short Dog" everybody called it. It traveled
from Thacker to Roscoe and back twice a
day. Enos Webb occupied the seat in front
and God ey greeted, "Hey-a, chum . How's
your fat?" Enos tucked his head, fearing
a rabbit lick, and he changed his seat. He
knew how Godey served exposed necks.
Godey could cause you to see forked lightning and hear thunder balls. Though others shunned us, Li z Hyden gazed in our
direction . Her eyes were scornful, her lips

"A Ride on the Short Dog" copyright 1951 by the Altantic Monthly . "Earl y Wh ippoorwill"
copyright 1954 by the Nation. Both used with permiss ion of the publishers.
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puckered sour. She was as old as a hill.
Godey and Mal couldn't sit idle. They
rubbed the dusty pane with their sleeves
and looked abroad and everything they
saw they remarked on: hay doodles in
Alonzo Tate's pasture, a crazy chimney
leaning away from a house, long-johns on
clotheslines. They kept a count of the
hridges. They pointed toward the mountain ahead, trying to fool, calling, "Gee-o,
looky yonder." But they couldn't trick a
soul. My arm throbbed and I had no notion
to prank, and after a while Godey muttered, "I want to know what's eating you."

"We'd better decide what we can do
in town," 1 grouched. Roscoe folk looked
alive at Sight of us. And except for our return fares we hadn't a dime. The poolroom
had us ousted. We'd have to steer clear
of the courthouse where sheriffs were
thick. And we dare not rouse the county
prisoners again. On our last trip we'd bellowed in front of the jail, "Hey-o, you wHebeaters, how are you standing the times?"
We'd jeered and mocked until they had
begged the turnkey to fetch us inside,
they'd notch Our ears, they'd trim us. The
turnkey had told them to be patient, we'd
get in on our own hook.
Godey said, "We'll break loose in town,
no two ways talking."
I gloomed. "The law will pen us for the
least thing. We'll be thrown in amongst
the meanest fellers that ever breathed."
Godey screwed his eyes narrow. "My
opinion, the prisoners scared you plumb.
You're ruint for trick-pulling." H e knotted
a fist and hit me squarely on my bmise.
My arm ached the fi ercer. My eyes
burned and had I not glanced sideways
they'd come to worse. "Now, no," I said;

but Godey's charge was true.
"'Veil, act like it," he said. "And pay
me,"

1 returned the blow.
Old Liz was watching and she blurted,
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"I swear to my Gracious. A human being
can't see a minute's peace,"

Godey chuckled, "What's frett;ing you
old womanP"
"Knock and beat and battle is all you
think on," she snorted.
"\Ve're not so bad we try to hinder
people from riding the bus," he countered.
"Aye, we heard you squall back yonder."
Old Liz's lips quivered, her veiny hands
trembled . "Did I have strength to reach,"
she croaked, ''I'd pop your jaws. r d addle
you totally."
Godey thmst his head across the aisle
and turned a cheek. He didn't mind a slap.
"See your satisfaction," he invited .
"Out 0' my face," she ordered, lifting
her voice to alert Dee Buck. She laced her
fin gers to stay their shaking.
Dee Buck adjusted the rear-view mirror and inquired, "What's the matter, Aunt
Liz?"
"It's these boys tormenting me," she
complai ned. "They'd drive a body to raving."

Dee Buck slowed. "I told you fellers-"
''What've we done now?" Godey asked
injuredly.
"Didn't 1 say not to bother my passengers?"
"I never tipped the old hen."
"One more antic and off you three go."
Godey smirked ."Know what?" he said .
"We've been treating you pretty but we've
done no good. Suit a grunt-box, you can't."
"You heard me," Dee Buck said.
The twins got on at Lucas. They were
about nine years old, as like as two peas,
and had not a hair on their heads. Their
polls were shaven clean. Godey chirruped,
"Gee-o, look who's coming," and he beckoned them to the place quitted by Enos
Webb. Dee Buck seated the two up front
and Godey vowed, "I'll trap the chubs,
just you wait." and he made donkey ears
'vi th his hands and brayed. The twins

It didn't take Godey long to entice the
twins. He picked nothings out of the ai r
and chewed them-chewed to match a
sheep eati ng ivy; he feigned to pull teeth,
pitch them agai n into his mouth, to swallow. The twins stole a seat closer, the bet-

bat."
"Jdjit," he snapped, "people can't be
jailed for a debt." Yet he wouldn't pause
to arguc. He addressed the twins: "You
little gents have me uneasy. There are
swellings on your noggins and I'm worried
on your behalf."
The twins rubbed their crowns. They
were smooth as goose eggs.
"Godey's sharp on this head business,"
said Mal.
"Want me to examine you and find
your ailment?" asked Godey.
The twins glanced one to the other.

ter to see, and then h vo more. Directl y

"We don't care," said one.

Godey had them where he wanted. He
spoke : "H ey-o, Dirty Ears."
The twins nodded, too shy to answer.
"What's you little men's names?" he
asked.
They swallowed timidly, their eyes
meeting.
"Ah, teU."
"Woodrow," ventured one; , ethro,"
said the other. They were solemn as fire
pokers.
"Hustling to a store to spend a couple
of nickels, I bet."
"Going to Cowen," said one. "To Grandpaw's," said hjs image.
"Well, who skinned you alive, I want
to know?"
"Pap," they said.
Godey gazed at their skulls, mischief
tingling him . He declared, ''Us fel1ers aim
to get cut bald in Roscoe. Too hot to wear
hai r nowadays."
I slipped a hand over my bmise and
crabbed, "J reckon you know haircuts cost
money in town." Plaguing Godey humored
me.
"Witless," Godey said, annoyed, "we'l
climb into the chairs, and when the barbers finish welI say, 'Charge it on your
short list:"
"They'd summons the law in an eye-

Godey tipped a fin ger to their polls.
He squinted and frowned. And then he
drew back and gasped, "Oh-oh." He
punched Mal and blabbed, "Do you see
what I see? Horns, if ever I saw them,"
The tom truth," Mal swore,
"Sprouting horns like bully-cows,"
Godey said. "Budding under the hide and
read y to pip."
"You're in a bad way," Mal moaned.
"In the fix of a boy on Lotts Creek,"
Godey said . "He growed horns, and he
turned into a bmte and went hooking
folks. Mean? Upon my word and honor,
the bad man wouldn't claim him."
"A fel1er at Scuddy had the disease,"
Mal related. "Kept shut in a bam , he was,
and they fed him hay and cornstalks, and
he never tasted victuals. I saw him myself,
I swear to my thumb. I saw him chewing
a cud and heard him bawl a big bawl."
Godey Sighed. "The only cure is to
deaden the nubs before they break the
skin."
"And, gee-o, you're lucky," Mal poured
on. "Godey Spurlock's a hom-doctor. Cured
a hundred, I reckon."
"Oh, I've treated a few," admitted
Godey.
"Spare the little masters," pled Mal.
Dee Buck was trying to watch both

stared, their mouths open.
Mal said , "Why don't we have our noggins peeled?"
"Say we do," laughed Godey, cocking a
teasing eye on me. "They can't jail us for
that shorely."
I replied, "We're broke as grasshoppers,
keep in mind,"
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road and mirror, his head bobbing like a
chicken drinking water. "Old Liz's eyes
glinted darkly. 1 poked Godey, grumbling,
"Didn't we promise to mind ourselves?"
But he went on:
"They may enjoy old long hookers, may
want to bellow and snort and hoof up
dirt."
"We don't neither," a twin denied.

Godey brightened. "Want me to dehorn
you?"
The boys nodded.
Though 1 prodded Godey's ribs, he ignored me. He told the twins, ''The quicker
the medicine the better the cure," and he
made short work of it. Without more ado
he clapped a hand on each of their heads,
drew them wide apart, and bumped them
together. The brakes began to screech and
Old Liz to fill the bus with her groans. The
twins sat blinking. Dee Buck halted in the
middle of the road and commanded: "All
right, you scamps, pile off."
We didn't stir.
"You're not deaf. Trot."
"Deef in one ear, and can't hear out of
the other'n," Godey jested.
Dee Buck slapped his knee with his
cap. "1 said Go."
Old Liz was in a fidget. "Shut of them,"
she rasped, her arms a-jiggle, her fin gers
dancing. "See that they walle Make 'em
foot it."
"Old Liz," Godey chided, "if you don't
check yourself you're liable to fly to
pieces,"

"Rid the rascals," she shrilled to Dee
Buck. "Are ye afraid? Are ye man enough?"
Godey scoffed, "He'll huff and he'll
puff-all he ever does. He might as well
feed the hound a sup of gas and travel."
Dee Buck blustered, ''I've got a bait of
you fellers. I'm offering you a chance to
leave of your own free will"
"Collar and drag'em off," Old Liz
taunted . "A coward are ye?"
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"Anybody spoiling to tussle," Godey
challenged, "well, let 'em come humping."
Dee Buck flared, "Listen, you devils, 1
can put a quietus on you and not have to
soil my hands. My opinion, you'll not want
to be abroad when 1 pull into town. 1 can
draw up at the courthouse and fetch the
law in two minutes,"

"Sick a sheriff on us," Godey said, "and
you'll wish to your heart you hadn't. We
paid to ride this dog."
"Walk off and I'll return your fares."
"Now, no."

"I won't wait all day."
"Dynamite couldn't budge us."
Dee Buck swept his cap onto his head.
He changed gear, readying to leave. "I'm
willing to spare you and you won't have
it."

"Drive on, Big Buddy."
The bus started and Old Liz flounced
angrily in her seat. She turned her back
and didn't look round until we got to
Roscoe.
''lie crossed two bridges. We passed
Hilton and Chunk Jones's sawmill and
Gayheart and Thome. Beyond Thome the
highway began to rise. We climbed past
the bloom of coal veins and tipples of
mines hanging the slope; we mounted until we'd gained the saddle of the gap and
could see Roscoe four miles distant. Godey
and Mal cut up the whole way, no lon!!er
tryi ng to behave. They hailed newcomers
with, "Take a seat and sit like you were
at home, where you ought to be," and sped
the departers, ''I'll see you later, when 1
can talk to you strai ghter." The twins left
at Cowen and Godey shouted, "Good-by,
Dirty Ears. Recollect 1 done you a favor."
We rolled through the high gap and on
down the mountain.
1 nursed my hurt and sulked, and eventually Godey growled, "I want to know,
did you come along just to pout?"
"You've fixed us," 1 accused bitterly,

and I openly covered my crippled ann.
Godey scoffed, "Dee Buck can't panic
me. You watch him tum good-feller by the
time we reach town, watch him unload in
the same as usual. Aye, he knows what
suits his hide." He grabbed loose my ann
and his fist shot out.
It was too much. My face tore up, my
lips quivered and tears smeared my cheeks.
Godey stared in wonder. His mouth fell
open. Mal took my part, rebuking him,
"No use to injure people."
"I don't give knocks 1 can't take myself," Godey said; and he invited, "Pay me
double. Hit me a rabbit lick, I don't care.
Make me see lightning." H e leaned forward
and bared his neck.
1 wiped the shameful tears, thinking
to join no more in Godey's game.
"Whap him and even ·up," Mal said.
"We're nearly to the bottom of the mountain ."

"Level up with me," said Godey, "or
you're no crony of mine. Youl1 not run
with my bunch."
1 shook my head .
"Hurry," said Mal. "I see town smoking."

1 wouldn't.
Mal advised Godey, "Nettle him. Speak
a thing he can't let pass. Make him mad."
Godey said, "Know what I'm in the
opinion of? Hadn't it been for Mal and
me you'd let Dee Buck bounce you off the
bus and never lifted a fin ger. You'd have
turned chicken."
"I'd not; I gulped.
"Jolt him," Mal urged. "What I'd do."
''You're a chicken leg," Godey said,
"and everybody akin to you is a chicken
leg, and if you're yellow enough to take
that I'll call you 'Chicken Leg' hereinafter."
I couldn't get around Godey. Smite
him I must, and I gripped a fist and stntck
as hard as I could in close quarters, mauling his chest.
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"Is that your best?" he belittled. "Anyhow, didn't I call for a rabbit lick? Throw
one and let me feel it; throw one, else you
know your name." Again he leaned and
exposed his neck.
"He's begging," Mal incited.
I'd satisfy him, I resolved, and half
rose to get elbowroom. I swung mightily,
my fi st striking the base of his skull. I
made his head pitch upward and thump
the seat board; I made his teeth grate.
"That ought to do," I blurted.
Godey walled his eyes and clenched
his jaws. He began to gasp and strain and
flounder. His arms lifted, clawing the air.
Tight as we were wedged the seat would
hardly hold him. Mal was ready to back
up a sham and he chortled, "Look, you
people, if you want to see a feller perish."
But none bothered to glance.
Then Mal and me noticed the odd hvist
of Godey's neck. We saw his lips tinge,
his ears turn tallow. His tongue waggled to
speak and could not. And of a sudden we
knew and we sat frozen. We sat like posts
while he heaved and pitched and his soles
rattled the floor and his knees banged the
forward seat. He bucked like a spoiled
nag . . . He quieted presently. His arm
fell, his hands cntmpled. He slumped and
his gullet rattled.
We rode on. The mountain fell aside
and the curves straightened. The highway
ran a beeline. We crossed the last bridge
and drew into Roscoe, halting in the
square. Dee Buck stood at the door while
the passengers alighted and all hastened
except Old Liz and us. Old Liz ordered
over her shoulder, "Go on ahead. I'll not
trust a set 0' jaspers coming behind me."
We didn't move. She whirled and her eyes
lit on Godey. She sputtered, "What's the
matter \vith him?"
Mal opened his mouth numbly. "He's
doing no good," he said.

EARLY WHIPPOORWILL
I have a letter from OklahomaA professor of logic, part-time ornithologist,
Doubts that Kentucky has had the chance to hear
A whippoorwill's song the third month of the year
When the Sooner State must wait till April at least.
I'd heard a whippoorwill's stout-hearted can
And printed the fact and thought it within reason
For bird or man to sing in or out of season
As any might err, might sound a note quite new,
Deny the systems and set the graphs askew.
T hold this state is not alone in being lucky
It has a whippoorwill uncommonly plucky;
I 'Oelieve I'm not indulging in idle misnomer
By calling all fortunate, including Oklahoma,
When bird or thought make lists and manuals vain.
o earliest whippoorwill, come againl
-James Still

Dead Mare Branch
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Four Poems

by ALBERT STEWART

COPYTlght 1962

THE HILLS OF A CHILD
A child knows a familiar world of light
That overflows his hills into his own big yard
And all the little lives that live in light:
The doodle bug's inverted cone under eave drip
Where earth is clean and hard;
The spiders of the sunshine in the pasture pond;
Insect world and leafy hill and imagined world beyond.
A child comes tremulous to night
And to darkness with a fear of being lost
And a sense of bright things gone away.
A child's hills are the night and day.

JOURNEY DOWN TROUBLESOME
No thought I had as I set forth
To conquer Or be kind
Though both I knew as customs set
Deep in the public mind.
Now if I knew nothing of all before,
I knew not well what lay behind:
Dimmed faith and hope perhaps,
Charity old and blind.
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But this I knew well:
By any place my eye could see,
By anything my mind could name,
I should go quietly ...
So quietly no bird need change its perch
Because of me,
So quietly no squirrel need drop its nut
Or turn its tree.
I was still seeker and rover
Days without end
In spite of bare landscape
Or cold wind
And whatever it was I found
I should be and share,
And no thing need alter
Because I journey there.

EXCERPT FROM TIME
The journey was not too long, not too eventful,
Counting the way the memory counts time .. .
Over the harboring hills, over the glittering sea,
And back into this valley of explosive noon:
Into my country that is not my county,
Among my people that are not my people,
Remembering only the long climb upward,
The downing slope to reluctance and release,
And in the gradual exhaustion of the senses,
The deceitful face in the hesitant mirror
In which one looks for time.
What were we after? Were we too eager
To break a pasture complacence,
Too stirred by the voice of sleeping tyranny,
Slow hate in the withering vine?
The reasons are doubtful.
The campaign was won,
Though I have forgotten the objective.
Were we to win far hills or alien valleys,
Or stamp our seal on the glittering sea?Or \vin at home this small gratuity,
Wind among the poplars . . .?
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CUMBERLAND WATERS

I drink of waters, first and last,
Mountain primed and mineral clear,
Pure rock wherein the look is cast
Of meadow calm and upland wear,
Aspects of enduring, old fi elds' care.
Though streams go clouded with their past,
The source is here.
No water witched by Witching prong
Has brought me up to lonesome song.
No engine flocked with haste
Clocks my slow use of force.
This has a river's downward course.
This song was spoken young,
This word spoken at the source.
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